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Introduction
The Huron River Watershed Council (HRWC) and the City of Ypsilanti are exploring the options for the future of
Peninsular Paper Dam, the revitalization of the Peninsular Park, and the long-term restoration of the Huron River.
The goal of this study is to assist the dam owner, who is interested in exploring dam removal, in the decisionmaking process by completing the initial preliminary studies to determine the feasibility of dam removal.
HRWC and the City of Ypsilanti have contracted with Princeton Hydro to assess three critical issues that strongly
affect the feasibility of removing Peninsular Paper Dam: (i) sediment quality and quantity, (ii) potential
infrastructure/utilities impacts, and (iii) riverfront land ownership. This study culminates in a conceptual design
for dam removal and an estimate of construction cost.
To ensure community and stakeholder involvement through this process, HRWC has convened a working group
with representatives from Ypsilanti Township, City of Ypsilanti, Superior Township, and Friends of Peninsular Park.
Michigan DEQ has also provided guidance and background information in the planning stages of this project.
From this initial feasibility assessment, HRWC anticipates continuing to work with the local community
stakeholders to shape the vision of a successful river restoration project, and to identify the next steps including
additional data collection and analysis.
This targeted study intentionally does not encompass all tasks that are typically completed for comprehensive
feasibility assessments, alternatives analyses, engineering designs, permitting, and construction, such as:
detailed professional survey of the dam, bridges, and associated structures; wetland delineation and resource
assessment; bathymetric survey of the impoundment; hydraulic modeling; engineering design and plan set
preparation; engineer’s estimate of probable cost; permit preparation; or, construction specifications. Rather,
those tasks have been deferred to a later phase, pending the outcome of this targeted assessment.
This study does not include an assessment of the feasibility for hydropower generation. The potential for
hydropower generation has been considered for Peninsular Paper Dam in the past and ultimately was dismissed.
From 2008 to 2010, the City of Ypsilanti had considered the potential of restoring Peninsular Paper Dam for
hydropower generation and selling the power to the local Eastern Michigan University. Representatives of
Eastern Michigan University expressed interest in purchasing the power at rates cheaper than their existing
supplier and promoting the University’s shift toward a “greener” alternative energy source. However, the City
was unable to resolve the complications to restoring generating capacity of the dam, so no agreement was
reached. In 2012, the City was contacted by a local business owner who was considering building a facility on
the Peninsular Paper Dam site and spending up to $1 million to restore the generating capacity of the dam;
however, in 2013 the business owner lost interest without reaching an agreement with the City.
While this study is not an assessment of hydropower potential, the City of Ann Arbor provides an example of
regional trends in hydropower. The City owns four dams on the Huron River: Barton, Argo, Geddes, and Superior;
two of the dams (Barton and Superior) generate hydroelectric power. The City commissioned a hydroelectric
redevelopment feasibility study for both the Argo and Geddes Dams (Appendix A, dated 2008). At its core, the
study considered the power production potential (based on hydraulic head, river flow, and plant efficiency),
capital costs, indirect costs, and conceptually recommended a specific type of turbine. A follow-up study was
commissioned (Appendix A, dated 2010) that entailed an economic evaluation based on current energy rates,
and a present worth analysis; the report concluded that the Geddes Dam was preferable to the Argo Dam for
redevelopment. To date, neither dam has been re-powered. In 2018, The City of Ann Arbor had approved over
$500,000 to overhaul Barton Dam by replacing and rebuilding the turbine and equipment.
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Three Critical Issues
While dam removal often encompasses multiple technical and social issues, this feasibility study is intentionally
focused on three critical issues -- (i) sediment quality and quantity, (ii) potential infrastructure/utilities impacts,
and (iii) riverfront land ownership -- that have the potential to render dam removal infeasible, and thus, justify no
further investigation. Dam removal will likely result in the mobilization and downstream transport of impounded
sediment, and the exposure of formerly inundated sediment on the floodplain. As pollutants tend to bind to
and accumulate in impounded sediment, this study investigates sediment quality to assess the potential adverse
impacts to living organisms and humans. Regardless of quality, excessive sediment quantity can adversely
impact downstream reaches by burying stream bottom habitat, filling pools, or potentially raising flood
elevations. In addition, removal of a 17 ft-high spillway has the potential to initiate changes in the river, primarily
upstream of the dam, that could adversely impact existing structures, for example, by undermining bridges. This
study identifies those components of public infrastructure, assesses how they could be impacted, and what
counter-measures would be necessary. Finally, the impoundment of Peninsular Paper Dam has multiple
riverfront landowners that could be affected by dam removal and the resulting change in the water’s edge.
This study identifies these properties and assesses how they would be affected by the reduction in water depth
and reversion to a free-flowing river channel. Following careful assessment, this study concludes that none of
these critical issues renders dam removal infeasible.

Firm Overview
Princeton Hydro, LLC is a small business enterprise that provides unparalleled consulting services for the analysis,
design, and implementation of water resources engineering and ecological restoration projects. The unique skills
and cumulative expertise of our experienced, multidisciplinary staff of engineers and scientists are reflected in
the creative nature of Princeton Hydro's projects and our ability to deliver comprehensive ecosystem-based
solutions. Our staff include individuals with academic training and project experience stakeholder engagement,
hydrology and hydrogeology, aquatic and wetland ecology, fishery biology, population and community
ecology dynamics, environmental planning, dam safety and decision making, green infrastructure,
geotechnical design, and environmental risk analysis. Our staff’s unique perspectives are apparent in the
innovative nature of many of our projects, especially in the disciplines of aquatic and wetland ecology,
environmental engineering, and watershed management.

Site Description
Peninsular Paper Dam is located on the Huron River in Ypsilanti, Michigan (Washtenaw County) (latitude:
42.25605, longitude: ‐ 83.6241). The original structure was completed in 1867 to provide power for paper
manufacturing. The dam failed in 1918 and was rebuilt two years later. The powerhouse is a prominent feature
in the area topped by its iconic, free-standing letters spelling “PENINSULAR PAPER CO. SINCE 1867 YPSILANTI.” The dam
is classified as a concrete gravity dam that measures 16 feet high with crest length of 290 feet; of which 250 feet
is the concrete spillway. The spillway sill extends approximately 25 feet downstream of the crest. The river left
(north) end of the spillway ties into a low-level outlet structure, or “floodgate.” Historic photos taken during
construction show the bottom of this structure nearly equal to the bottom of the spillway, with a large metal
swing gate; however, the engineering plans dated 1983 show this floodgate was replaced with a stop-log
structure. The spillway and low-level outlet structure tie into the powerhouse; concrete retaining walls extend
downstream from the powerhouse over 170 feet. On the river right side (south), the spillway ties into a large
retaining wall that is approximately 21 feet in height, stands 5 feet above the spillway crest, extends
approximately 60 feet downstream, and extends approximately 70 feet upstream around the perimeter of the
impoundment. Downstream of the spillway, second retaining wall parallels the primary retaining wall, and is set
15 feet behind and extends approximately 112 feet downstream. The area of the impoundment measures 177
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acres, and extends approximately 6,575 feet upstream of the spillway to approximate station 82+25 on the
profile, which is 1,722 feet downstream of the Superior Dam, the next upstream dam. Approximately 37
properties abut the impoundment. The impoundment is crossed by two causeways/bridges. The Connrail
Railroad Bridge crosses the impoundment approximately 3,210 feet upstream of the Peninsular Paper Dam; the
Superior Road Bridge crosses the impoundment approximately 4,910 feet upstream of the dam. The dam site is
accessible from the northern side on public property, Peninsular Park, from Leforge Road, which crosses the
Huron River approximately 450 feet downstream of the dam.
The dam structure, Peninsular Park, and the lower portion of the impoundment lies within the City of Ypsilanti; a
central portion of the impoundment lies within Ypsilanti Township; the upper portion of the impoundment lies
within Superior Township. The dam no longer generates power, and all electricity-generating equipment has
been removed from the powerhouse. The City of Ypsilanti now owns the dam and powerhouse.
The dam has a “high” hazard potential classification, as classified by the US Army Corps of Engineers. Hazard
classification relates to the degree of adverse incremental consequences resulting from a failure or misoperation of a dam. The hazard potential classification does not reflect in any way the current condition of the
dam (e.g., safety, structural integrity, flood routing capacity). Dams assigned the high hazard potential
classification are those where failure or mis-operation will probably cause loss of human life (2004 Federal
Guidelines for Dam Safety). In the state of Michigan, high hazard dams require dam inspections by a licensed
professional engineer every three years and the development of an Emergency Action Plan, that describes the
actions to be taken in the event of a potential dam failure. The most recent Dam Safety Inspection Report for
the dam was completed in July 2016 by the Hydrologic Studies and Dam Safety Unit of the Michigan Department
of Environmental Quality. The report concluded that the dam is in “fair” condition and requires the City to
provide a plan for how it will address the deficiencies identified in the report. An Opinion of Probable
Construction Cost completed by OHM Advisors in 2014 totaled approximately $659,000 for repairs and
demolition of the powerhouse, which with inflation, would now likely exceed $750,000.
The dam is being considered for removal for a variety of reasons. The dam no longer generates power or serves
an economic purpose to offset the required immediate repairs and ongoing maintenance. The removal of the
spillway would (i) deregulate the dam and remove any owner obligation for repair and ongoing inspections
and maintenance as per dam safety regulations; (ii) greatly reduce the public safety hazard and legal liability
to the owner; (iii) likely result in improved water quality for this reach of Huron River, such as temperature
moderation and increased dissolved oxygen; (iv) restore the existing impoundment to over 1-mile of free-flowing
river (and associated fishery) with an adjacent vegetated floodplain; and, (v) reconnect over 2 miles of river
that have been isolated for over 100 years.

Review of Existing Files and Historical Documents
Princeton Hydro has received, compiled and reviewed dozens of files including plans, reports, and historic
photos. An inventory of files is included as Appendix A, and digital copies can be provided upon request.
Historic photos, particularly of the 1918 dam failure and subsequent re-construction have been especially
informative of the current spillway material and dimensions, and provided hints of the floodplain and channel
form in the existing impoundment.
Sampling and laboratory analysis of sediment impounded behind Peninsular Paper Dam has been conducted
at least one time in the past. In 2013, six sediment samples were collected from throughout the impoundment
and analyzed for a range of common contaminants. A sample location map, and summary table of results are
included in Appendix A and discussed further in the subsequent section regarding sediment quality.
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Engineering plans of the bridges that span the impoundment have been crucial in learning the depth of
foundations to assess vulnerability to river channel erosion following dam removal, as discussed in subsequent
sections.
Since initiating this project, HRWC has coordinated several in-person meetings with project partners and
community stakeholders. An early meeting was held in May 2017 and included a site visit. Several following
stakeholder meetings/conference calls were convened to discuss available data and potential concerns, to
provide updates on the fieldwork and ongoing assessment, and to discuss initial findings.

Field Investigation, Survey, and Observations
Princeton Hydro fluvial geomorphologist and SME professional surveyor completed an investigation of the site
and impoundment on April 15 and 16, 2018. The investigation, completed mostly from a motorized jon boat,
included manual probing and survey of sediment within the impoundment, and selected survey of the dam
spillway, abutments, and the two bridges crossing within the impoundment (Railroad Bridge and Superior Road
Bridge).
Topographic survey shots (coordinates and elevations) were captured by SME utilizing survey-grade RTK GPS
with a cell-phone connection to a local base-station. Survey coordinates and elevations were processed
following a least squares adjustment that generates precision of approximately 0.02’ of a foot. Coordinates are
presented in North American Datum 1983, state plane, feet (NAD83); elevations are reported North American
Vertical Datum 1988, feet (NAVD88). Survey of the dam spillway established the real-world elevation of the low
chords and abutments of both bridges, and the spillway crest (712.4’ NAVD88). Sediment probing was
conducted by measuring with graduated range rods down from the boat to the top of sediment and manually
driving the rod to resistance. Surveyed elevations of manual probings, and selected structures are depicted in
the project basemap (Appendix B, Existing Conditions) and the longitudinal profile of the dam and
impoundment (Appendix B, Profile); all survey data are contained within an AutoCAD Civil3D drawing file.
The field investigation identified locations of features and structures that may influence the dam removal
decisions, including valley walls, slope instability, low vegetated floodplains, maintained yards, eroding banks,
banks stabilized with stone or retaining wall, stormwater outfalls; all of which are plotted on the project basemap
(Appendix B, Existing Conditions). Steep slopes, particularly about 4,000 feet upstream of the dam on river left,
showed signs of slope failures above the normal water surface elevation. Manual sediment probing established
the location of a legacy thalweg (i.e. deepest part of the original riverbed channel) and the likely former river
alignment, as well as the distribution, depth and general grain size class (clay, silt, sand, gravel, cobble, boulder)
of impounded sediments. Sediment in and around the legacy thalweg was coarser in nature, generally coarse
sand and gravel; whereas, sediment outside of the thalweg and on the impoundment margins was finer, sand,
silt, and clay. The legacy thalweg, which is plotted in the longitudinal profile, contained the least unconsolidated
sediment, with the lowest elevations of top of sediment. At the dam, top of sediment was approximately 11 feet
below the crest of the spillway, and was approximately 4 feet in thickness. Sediment depth in the thalweg
diminished in the upstream direction, as is typical, to zero feet at approximately 6,000 feet upstream of the dam,
which is approximately 1,000 feet downstream of the upstream extent of the impoundment. Interestingly, there
were no deposits of unconsolidated sediment located under either of the bridges, indicating that the bridges
create hydraulic constrictions that cause scour and prevent the deposition of impounded sediments. Plotting
and analyzing the manual probing data in longitudinal profile (Appendix B, Profile) strongly indicates that the
depth of bottom of sediment throughout the impoundment is at an original river bottom and very closely
approximates the equilibrium channel profile that the river would return to following dam removal (Appendix B,
Profile and Concept Dam Removal Design).
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Areas away from the thalweg exhibited higher top of sediment elevations and greater sediment depth,
commonly 4 to 5 feet, with a maximum of 7 feet. These sediment depths are markedly low compared to the
spillway height of 16 feet. The low depths of sediment accumulated in this impoundment may be the result of
the full dam failure and sediment release in 1918, as well as the presence of multiple large upstream dams on
the river that serve as near total sediment traps and reduce the overall sediment load (bedload and suspended
load) of the River.

Vibracoring and Sediment Sampling
Vibracoring was completed by Limnotech and a subcontractor on July 17, 2018 as detailed in the memo
Appendix D. The vibracoring system, mounted to a 20-foot pontoon boat, mechanically drove 3-inch diameter
polycarbonate cores into the sediment until reaching resistance. Vibracoring is an effective mechanical
method of extracting full depth sediment cores from deep water and deep sediment. In addition, vibracoring
can provide important confirmation regarding the depth of impounded sediment, and the depth (i.e. elevation)
of reservoir bottom / original riverbed. Vibracores were completed in 10 pre-selected sampling locations, to
capture the depth of impounded sediment adjacent to bridges and where the river channel is likely to reform
following dam removal.
Sediment cores were characterized by soil texture, color, and composition; observations were recorded in core
logs. Cores were also scanned using a photo-ionization detector (PID). Sediment thickness ranged from 0.9 to
5.9 feet; core recovery ranged from 0.8 to 5.9 feet. Samples for laboratory analysis were extracted and
composited from selected core intervals. Two additional sediment grab samples were extracted directly from
the river bed upstream of the impoundment and downstream of the dam; while not directly affected by dam
removal, upstream and downstream sediment samples provide context for the impounded sediment and assist
with categorizing background or ambient concentrations of contaminants. Sediment samples were stored in a
cooler with ice and transferred to Brighton Analytical laboratories of Brighton, Michigan.

Analysis of Sediment Samples
Samples were analyzed for the following parameters based on guidance from Michigan DEQ:
 Metals: Mass-Based Analysis for metals
o Arsenic, cadmium, chromium, copper, lead, mercury, nickel, and zinc
 Polynuclear Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PNAs)
 Total PCBs
 Grain size
 Total Organic Carbon
 Moisture Content
These results have been compared against:
 Human Health Criteria: Michigan Residential Direct Contact,
 Ecological Criteria: Freshwater Sediment Probable Effect Concentrations (PEC) from MacDonald,
Ingersoll, and Berger1.

MacDonald, DD, Ingersoll, CG, and Berger, TA. 2000. Development and Evaluation of Consensus-Based
Sediment Quality Guidelines for Freshwater Ecosystems. Archives of Environmental Contamination and
Toxicology. 39:20-31.
1
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The Freshwater Sediment Probable Effect Concentrations are the consensus-based, freshwater sediment quality
guidelines compiled by MacDonald and Ingersoll2 and compiled in the NOAA 2008 Screening Quick Reference
Tables (SQuiRTs). Consensus-based Sediment Quality Guidelines (SQGs) have been developed to synthesize
previously published toxicity studies and have been shown to be both accurate predictors of sediment toxicity
and negative predictors for toxicity to benthic invertebrates by direct contact. The Probable Effect
Concentration (PEC) is the concentration above which harmful effects are likely to be observed. These SQGs
do not consider the potential for bioaccumulation and are not intended to serve as site-specific clean-up levels.
Instead, they are applied to facilitate the decision-making process regarding sediment management; an
absence of exceedances generally serves as a defensible basis for no further investigation. 3
If the dam is removed, some portions of the impoundment, once dewatered, will revert to floodplain that abuts
some residences, therefore residential direct criteria is applied. Residential direct contact criteria are based on
conservative estimates including daily ingestion for 350 days/year and dermal exposure 245 days/year, with
separate considerations for adults and children 6 years or younger. In this way, residential direct contact criteria
serve as a conservative threshold for human health risk in this setting, where direct contact, especially chronic
exposure, is unlikely. However, if sediment was to be excavated from the channel, concentrations relative to
residential direct contact criteria would determine any limitations in its re-use or disposal.

Analytical Results
A summary table of lab results is attached, and a complete laboratory report can be provided upon request.
Samples ranged from 45% to 81% solid, with corresponding percentages of moisture. Sample #1 was
predominantly medium to fine sand with coarse sand and fine gravel. Samples #2, #3, #5, #6, #9, and #12
(upstream) were predominantly medium to fine sand. Samples #4, #7, #8, and #10 were predominantly fine
sand, silt, and clay. Sample #11 (upstream of the impoundment) was predominantly medium to coarse sand
with fine gravel. Samples #11 and #12 (downstream of the dam) contained by far the lowest percentage of
TOC, 0.14% and 1.3%.
Laboratory reporting limits were below the corresponding criteria for all analytes. Results may be summarized
as follows:







PCBs were not detected.
Polynuclear Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PNAs) were either not detected or detected below the
human health criteria for nine (9) of the ten (10) impounded sediment samples; one (1) of the
impounded sediment samples contained concentrations that slightly exceeded human health
criteria for benzo(a)pyrene.
PNAs were detected below the ecological criteria for seven (7) of the ten (10) impounded
sediment samples; three (3) of the impounded sediment samples contained concentrations that
exceeded ecological criteria, which are discussed below.
Metals concentrations were detected below the human health criteria for seven (7) of the ten
(10) impounded sediment samples; three (3) of the impounded sediment samples contained
concentrations that slightly exceeded human health criteria for Arsenic.

MacDonald, DD, and Ingersoll, CG. 2002. A Guidance Manual to Support the Assessment of Contaminated
Sediments in Freshwater Ecosystems, Volume III – Interpretation of the Results of Sediment Quality Investigations.
3 MacDonald, DD, Ingersoll, CG, and Berger, TA. 2000. Development and Evaluation of Consensus-Based
Sediment Quality Guidelines for Freshwater Ecosystems. Archives of Environmental Contamination and
Toxicology. 39:20-31.
2
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Metals concentrations were detected below the ecological criteria for eight (8) of ten (10)
impounded sediment samples; two (2) samples contained concentrations that exceeded
ecological criteria, which are discussed below.
Samples #11 (upstream of the impoundment) and #12 (downstream of the dam) contained no
detections that exceeded ecological or human health criteria.

Polynuclear Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PNAs)
Samples #1, #3, and #6 from the impoundment contained concentrations that exceeded ecological criteria
for multiple PNAs (3, 8, 6 PNAs respectively). Exceedances were generally within one order of magnitude of the
corresponding criteria. These PNAs include Naphthalene, Fluorene, Phenanthrene, Anthracene, Flouranthene,
Pyrene, Chrysene, and Benzo(a)pyrene. Sample #3 contained concentrations that slightly exceeded the
human health criteria for Arsenic.

Metals / Inorganics
Sample #7 contained concentrations of Cadmium, Lead, and Mercury that exceeded ecological criteria.
Sample #10 contained a concentration of Lead that exceeded ecological criteria. Samples #7, #8, and #12
contained concentrations that slightly exceeded the human health criteria for Arsenic.

Discussion of Sediment Quality
Polynuclear Aromatic Hydrocarbons are a class of compounds, generally occurring as complex mixtures, that
are known contaminants and commonly occur in fine sediments (fine sand, silt, clay) in river systems. Sources
of PNAs in the environment are both natural and man-made. Some PNAs are manufactured for research or for
the production of dyes, plastics, and pesticides. PNAs occurring in the environment are more likely the byproduct of incomplete combustion – sources include wildfires, trash burning, wood-burning stoves, furnaces,
industrial emissions, energy production (i.e. coal burning), and motor vehicle engines. Recent research has
identified asphalt seal-coats as concentrated sources of PNAs, particularly in stormwater runoff. PNAs enter
freshwater bodies by atmospheric deposition or stormwater runoff and then bind preferentially to fine grain sizes,
which settle out of suspension in backwater depositional areas and accumulate in man-made impoundments.
If sediment deposition conditions remain stable, contaminant concentrations may gradually increase over time
particularly since PNAs persist in the environment for long periods of time. Common modes of human exposure
include breathing polluted air, eating grilled meats, and smoking. Less common sources include coming in
contact with heavy oils, coal tar, roofing tar, or creosote. Research suggests that inhalation and skin contact
may be associated with cancer in humans.
These PNAs are frequently detected in impounded sediments throughout the northeastern US; and likewise, they
were detected in 3 of 10 impounded sediment samples. These samples contained a range of TOC percent
(46%-90%). Sample #1 contained larger proportions of coarse sand and fine gravel; Samples #3 and #6 were
among several samples that were predominantly medium and fine sand. As such, neither TOC nor grain size
appears to correlate strongly to these detected exceedances, and thus suggests the results cannot be
extrapolated to other impounded sediment of similar characteristics. PNAs were either detected at low levels
or not detected at all in most (7 of 10) impounded sediment samples. The exceedances of ecological criteria
indicate these pollutants may exert a minor impact to the aquatic ecosystem (most likely benthic aquatic
organisms) in existing conditions. The lack of exceedances of human health criteria indicate no cause for
concern toward human health.
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2013 Sediment Sampling and Analysis
As stated above, six (6) sediment samples were collected by others in 2013 from throughout the impoundment
and analyzed for a range of common contaminants included metals, polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons
(PNAs or PAHs), polychlorinated biphenyls, and organochlorine pesticides. A map of sample locations and
tables of results are presented in the appendix; no report was ever produced. Three (3) samples were collected
in the lower impoundment, two (2) in the central portion of the impoundment (between the railroad bridge and
Superior Road bridge, and one (1) in the upper portion of the impoundment upstream of Superior Road bridge.
All samples were collected approximately midway between opposing banks and apparently collected
manually with a surface dredge sampler (i.e. clam-shell style Ponar or similar).
Laboratory analytical results were compared against ecological guidelines – threshold effect concentrations
[TEC] and probable effects concentrations [PEC] for freshwater sediment. Pesticides and PCBs were not
detected in any sample. Samples #1 and #2 contained low concentrations of metals and PNAs with minor
exceedances of TEC, but no exceedances of PEC. Sample #3 contained no exceedances of TEC for metals
but exceedances of PEC for most PNAs. Sample #4 contained no exceedances of TEC for metals, but
exceedances of TEC (not PEC) for most PAHs. Sample #5 contained exceedances of TEC for metals and PNAs,
but no exceedances of PEC (with the exception of Mercury, which slightly exceeded PEC). Sample #6, closest
to the dam, contained exceedances of PEC for metals, but no exceedances for PNAs.
In totality, the lack of persistent exceedances of PEC for metals and PNAs in the results of the 2013 sediment
sampling are not in conflict with the results of this most recent round of sampling and do not create a substantial
concern for river biota or human health in the event of dam removal.

Conclusions of Sediment Quality
Sediment contaminants identified and described above provide important information to the feasibility of the
removal of the Peninsular Paper Dam. The feasibility of dam removal is supported by the following conclusions:
1. Detections in a majority of impounded sediment samples were below ecological and human health
criteria for Metals, PNAs, and PCBs.
2. Exceedances of ecological criteria for PNAs were infrequent (3 of 10) and low magnitude (i.e. within an
order of magnitude).
3. Exceedances of ecological criteria for Metals were infrequent (2 of 10) and low magnitude (i.e. less than
5x).
4. Exceedances of human health criteria for PNAs were infrequent (1 of 10) and low magnitude (i.e. less
than 2x).
5. Exceedances of human health criteria for Metals were infrequent (3 of 10) and low magnitude (i.e. less
than 2x).
6. Ecological criteria are sufficiently conservative and protective, such that minor exceedances rarely exert
significant adverse impacts on ecological receptors.
7. Human health criteria are sufficiently conservative and protective in this setting, such that daily direct
contact is highly improbable.
Based on these conclusions, sediment analysis results (i) support dam full removal and passive, in-stream,
sediment management, (ii) do not necessitate excavation and off-site disposal of impounded sediments, post
dam removal, and furthermore, (iii) provide reasonable assurance that no further sediment investigation is
necessary.
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Sediment Quantity
Compilation of manual sediment probing data, vibracore data, and survey data in plan view basemapping
and longitudinal profile provides the best means for estimating sediment volumes. The longitudinal profile
includes the top and bottom of sediment in the thalweg; the thalweg is the anticipated alignment of the reformed free-flowing channel after dam removal, and the bottom of sediment closely approximates the
anticipated profile (i.e. the river bottom and channel slope) of the free-flowing channel.
As stated above, the impoundment is over 1 mile long and 177 acres; at an average of 4 feet in sediment depth,
total impounded sediment volume may exceed 1 million cubic yards. However, the impounded sediment that
would actually be mobilized following full dam removal would be mobilized by the new free-flowing channel;
whereas, sediment offset from the channel would settle, dewater, revegetate, and revert to a naturalized
floodplain. Thus, the mobile volume of sediment is significantly less than the total volume and the more relevant
quantity to guide dam removal decisions.
The bankfull channel width upstream of the impoundment and downstream of the dam measures
approximately 125 feet. Downstream free-flowing reaches range approximately from 125 to 160 feet in width.
Bankfull width as determined by the regional hydraulic geometry curve for Southern Lower Michigan 4 is 156 feet
based on a drainage area of 813 mi2. The product of the depth of impounded sediment depicted in the profile
and the anticipated bankfull channel width (accounting for a slightly convex channel bottom and sloping
banks) yields the volume of mobile sediment is closer to 60,000 CY. This volume extends over the length of
approximately 6,000 feet, where an average depth of 2.5 feet of sediment in the thalweg is anticipated to be
mobilized (i.e. average sediment depth is lower on the anticipated channel margins). This depth of sediment is
deeper at the dam but diminishes to zero at 6,000 feet upstream. This mobilization of sediment would be initiated
at the downstream extent in the form of a head-cut that progresses upstream, and yet thin layers of surficial
sediment may be mobilized throughout. Over this entire length, the transport of sediment would be constant
but gradual. In published dam removal studies, the majority of the re-formation of the free-flowing channel,
and the associated mobilization of impounded sediment, occurred within the first six to 12 months. Thereafter,
sediment mobilization was primarily associated with high flow events.
The quantity of sediment that may be mobilized by dam removal is relatively small compared to the height of
the dam and size of the impoundment, and thus does not preclude dam removal but does warrant further
consideration of potential impacts (e.g. Ford Lake), discussion with regulatory agencies, and consideration of
potential mitigation measures, some of which are discussed in the conceptual design section below.

Potential Impacts to Infrastructure and Utilities
Utilities
Overhead powerlines cross the impoundment in two locations. One set of powerlines parallel the Conrail
Railroad and span the impoundment at the Conrail bridge. Also, at the upstream extent of the impoundment,
high-tension overhead powerlines cross the impoundment. Neither of these lines, or the supporting poles are
anticipated to be adversely affected by dam removal as they are outside of the impoundment or distal from
anticipated position of the restored channel, and thus they do not limit the feasibility of dam removal.

Rachol, C.M. and Boley-Morse, K. 2009. Estimated bankfull discharge for selected Michigan rivers and regional
hydraulic geometry curves for estimating bankfull characteristics in southern Michigan rivers. US Geological
Survey Scientific Investigations Report 2009-5133.
4
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None of the sources of information Princeton Hydro and HRWA obtained from the municipalities indicated any
water lines, sewer lines, gas lines or similar utilities that crossed the impoundment.

Conrail Railroad Embankment
The Conrail Railroad parallels the impoundment near the Peninsular Paper Dam for several hundred feet. In this
reach, the deeper water depths revealed that the river thalweg meanders to the river right side of the
impoundment along the railroad embankment. If the dam were removed, the river channel is anticipated to
also emerge in this location. The longitudinal profile with sediment probing data indicates that sediment depths
are greatest closest to the dam and that the river channel bed may erode down by several feet along this
railroad embankment. The potential for the post-removal, free-flowing river channel to erode or undermine the
embankment does not preclude dam removal but does warrant additional consideration, such as hydraulic
modeling (i.e. embankment scour analysis) and mitigation measures. For example, following dam removal,
bank/slope stabilization will likely be necessary to provide additional protection for the embankment and Conrail
rail line.

Conrail Railroad Bridge
The Conrail Railroad bridge is constructed of masonry abutments and two-central piers that create three
openings for flow; engineering plans are dated 1899. The thalweg, or deepest path, passes through the central
opening. Based on normal water depth, the bridge has approximately 4.5 feet of freeboard. The river right
opening was shallow and armored with large riprap. It appeared that sheet-piling and riprap encased the front
of the abutments and piers well below the water surface. Original engineering design plans indicate the depth
of the two central piers and that they are founded on timber piles that, however, extend down to an unknown
depth. The river right pier is shallow, and its bottom is several feet above the elevation of the adjacent thalweg,
as indicated in the longitudinal profile.
With a cross-section opening width of 139 feet (150 ft span minus 2 central piers) the bridge presents a
constriction of the floodplain and thus a hydraulic constriction during high flows. Manual probing revealed an
absence of impounded sediment at the bridge and that the river thalweg elevation at the bridge is actually
below the river bed elevation at the base of the dam (see profile), indicating no potential for head-cutting or
channel degradation at the bridge. However, the post-removal, free-flowing river channel will likely create
greater flow velocities, which may increase scour at the bridge, particularly the river right or river left bridge
openings, and potentially damage the abutments or piers, or worse, expose the timber piles under the river right
pier. Exposure of the timber piers presents a serious risk to the bridge because it introduces the potential for
decomposition of the timbers and eventual collapse of the pier.
The potential for increased scour at the bridge does not preclude dam removal but does warrant additional
consideration and mitigation measures. A detailed hydrologic and hydraulic model with a bridge scour analysis
will be necessary to further assess the existing and post-removal conditions. Mitigation measures would likely
include scour protection, the careful placement of large rock around the bridge abutments. More extensive
measures may be necessary to protect the underlying timbers such as concrete encasement, which can be
complicated and costly. This river right pier presents of the most complicating factor in the removal of Peninsular
Paper Dam.

Superior Road Bridge
The Superior Road Bridge is a steel I-beam span with concrete abutments and two central concrete piers that
create three openings for flow; engineering plans are dated 1972. The thalweg passes through the right
opening. Based on normal water depth, the bridge has approximately 5 feet of freeboard. Original engineering
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plans indicate the depth of central piers, which according the survey/manual probing, is approximately equal
to the invert of the channel at that location.
With a cross-section opening width of approximately 160 feet (170 ft span minus 2 central piers), this bridge
presents a constriction of the floodplain and thus a hydraulic constriction during high flows. Manual probing
also revealed an absence of impounded sediment at the bridge and that the river thalweg elevation at the
bridge is approximately 1-foot above the river bed elevation at the base of the dam (see profile), indicating a
slope of 0.02% and thus little or no potential for head-cutting or channel degradation at the bridge. However,
the post-removal, free-flowing river channel will likely create greater flow velocities, which may increase scour
at the bridge and potentially undermine the piers.
The potential for increased scour at the bridge does not preclude dam removal but does warrant additional
consideration and mitigation measures. A detailed hydrologic and hydraulic model with a bridge scour analysis
will be necessary to further assess the existing and post-removal conditions. Mitigation measures would likely
include scour protection, the careful placement of large rock around the bridge abutments.

Riverfront Landownership
SME Surveyor completed online research of the deeds of all abutting properties; results are presented in map
form (Appendix E). For most properties, the deed clearly references the edge of water as a parcel boundary.
Following dam removal, the water’s edge is anticipated to shift as the impoundment narrows to a free-flowing
channel. Thus, most of these properties would expand in area towards the river with the laterally shifting edge
of normal water.
For a subset of properties, however, a fixed boundary is defined or the water’s edge is not referenced in the
deed. These properties may not change in area as a result of the narrowing of the wetted width as the
impoundment reverts to a free-flowing channel. The one area where the deed does not reference the river’s
edge is along North Huron River Drive along the R. A. Nicholl’s Huron River Hills Plat. Typically, if the intent is to
the edge of water, then it would be called out in the description and shown on the plat. However, a certified
boundary survey may be necessary to locate the monuments to determine if the lots go to the top of bank or
extend down to the water. The bank heights extend over 20 feet above the water at some properties. Many
of the property owners have been using the land from the top of bank to the edge of water for some time –
staircases, sitting areas, and docks were common, which raises a question about riparian rights. These properties
are also identified on the map in Appendix E, which depicts a generalized river channel following dam removal.
Some riverfront landowners may initially perceive the dam removal negatively – with the loss of a lake front view,
potential decrease in property values, or conversely, the expansion of property that increases the taxable area.
Riverfront landowners may also question whether the land is buildable (it will likely be in the floodplain), and how
they can manage the land for their view or continued use. This additional land may at first be perceived as a
management burden. Some properties may expand across a municipal boundary, and thus complicate
taxation. Project partners will need to continue to engage riverfront landowners with this information through a
concerted and well-intentioned listening and outreach effort. In addition, both HRWC and the City of Ypsilanti
will need to seek legal guidance on future considerations.
Through these discussions with riverfront landowners it will be important to note that the lake view will transition
to a view of a river meandering through a floodplain meadow, which will also be scenic and offer different
recreational opportunities that will enhance property values. Sediment erosion will be limited and predictable.
Revegetation within the exposed floodplain will be relatively rapid. Referring to similar projects will help allay
common fears and build support for the restoration of the river.
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It does not appear that any existing properties would be reduced in area by the removal of the dam and reformation of a free-flowing river. It is unclear what obligation, if any, the dam owner has to the upstream
property owners with regard to the changing edge of water, and what process the dam owner must follow
regarding the change in property lines. Neither the dam owner, nor the HRWC, is interested in acquiring the
land that emerges between the existing water’s edge and the anticipated river channel. Pending legal
guidance pertaining to real estate, it seems reasonable that individual riverfront landowners (whose deeds
reference the water’s edge) who do not want their properties to expand, can have their deeds redefined to
the current boundary. Unclaimed land may revert to the municipality, county, or state.
The prospect of the shifting edge of water and the expansion of most properties does not preclude dam removal
but does warrant additional consideration of private property rights and legal obligations of the dam owner.

Conclusion of Dam Removal Feasibility
This feasibility study focused on three critical issues: (i) sediment quantity and quality, (ii) potential
infrastructure/utilities impacts, and (iii) riverfront land ownership. Sediment quality was found to be generally
within human health and ecological criteria and thus, supportive of the feasibility of dam removal. Sediment
quantity, owing to depths much less than the height of the dam, is relatively low and can be addressed with a
combination of passive and active approaches. While sediment probing reveals little potential for massive
channel downcutting, the existing bridges can likely be protected and preserved in the event of dam removal,
although the extent and cost of stabilization and reinforcement is unknown at this point. Finally, although
riverfront landowners may gain land, their concerns will need to be addressed with more direct outreach. All
three issues warrant additional consideration and follow-up, but this study concludes that these three critical
issues support the feasibility of dam removal.

Conceptual Dam Removal Design and Sediment Management Approach
In concept, the design for this dam removal includes the following aspects:
1. Removal of the concrete spillway to the full vertical extent.
2. Retention of some side portion of the spillway only for the purposes of maintaining structural support for
the adjacent retaining wall on river right, or the Peninsular Paper Dam building on river left.
3. Preservation of the Peninsular Paper Dam building for eventual repair and reuse.
4. Active management of sediment in the immediate vicinity of the dam.
5. Passive management of sediment in the majority of the impoundment.
6. Placement of excavated impounded sediment along the Conral Railroad embankment and adjacent
area.
7. Creation / stabilization of banks in the vicinity of the dam and Peninsular Paper Dam Park.
8. Active planting and landscaping to extend Peninsular Paper Dam Park.
9. Passive revegation of large swaths of the impoundment that will revert to floodplain meadow, wetland
or ultimately wooded areas.
10. Stabilization of stormwater outfalls from the Railroad embankment, upstream of Peninsular Paper Dam
Park, and adjacent to the bridge crossings.
11. Scour protection / structural reinforcement of the Conrail Railroad bridge.
12. Scour protection of the Superior Road bridge.
Extensive experience in completed dam removals strongly indicates that the sediment that is laterally distal from
the thalweg, outside of the anticipated edge of the river channel, would not be mobilized and transported
downstream in the event of dam removal. Rather, following full removal of the spillway, water levels will drop by
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roughly 13 feet (at normal flows), and the majority of impounded sediment will be exposed, and gradually
dewater in place. Even without intervention (e.g. grading, stabilization, planting), areas that are not vegetated
at the time of removal will be rapidly colonized by herbaceous vegetation, due to the presence of a seed bank
in the sediment, and achieve widespread cover within the first growing season. Full cover is often achieved by
the end of the second growing season. During this period, sediment at the surface may be susceptible to some
erosion by large flood events; however, higher flood flows generally spread out across the new floodplain at
shallow depths and low velocities that would not mobilize the majority of impounded sediment. With no
intervention, vegetation communities will gradually transition; initially as annual herbaceous vegetation, then
perennial vegetation, following a plant succession trajectory from emergent vegetation community to scrubshrub, and eventually to a forested wetland or floodplain. Active planting can be undertaken to accelerate the
establishment of vegetative cover, to infuse the floodplain with desirable plant species and increase plant
diversity, or to pre-empt the establishment of non-native invasive species.
While sediment quality supports passive
sediment management, the large quantity of
sediment proximal to the dam will likely
necessitate
some
active
sediment
management near the dam.
The larger
deposit of sediment at the dam, if released
passively following dam removal, would
release rapidly potentially overwhelming the
downstream reach, accumulating in the
channel and burying benthic habitat,
temporarily. As such, a hybrid passive/active
sediment
management
approach
is
recommended and most feasible for this dam
removal. This hybrid approach would entail
active excavation of in-channel sediment,
potentially 7,500 CY, proximal to the dam as
part of dam removal construction activity, and
Figure 1. Artistic rendering of the vision for Peninsular Park with dam removal.
onsite relocation/stabilization, and beneficial (SmithGroup)
re-use in the Peninsular Park area. Meanwhile
the hybrid approach would allow in-channel sediment upstream to transport downstream naturally over time,
as the restored channel adjusts in width, depth, and slope. This sediment in upstream reaches is anticipated to
transport downstream at a more gradual rate that would likely not overwhelm the downstream reach.
Impounded sediment offset from the channel will settle, dewater and revegetate in place, and revert to
floodplain meadow or wetland. Areas that do not require active land management should be allowed to
transition through plant succession. Areas proximal to Peninsular Park, that will be actively managed for public
use, should be landscaped and planted in preparation for the greater vision for the Park.
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Vision for Peninsular Park
The impoundment behind Peninsular
Dam is the focal point for Peninsular
Park, a 7.8-acre park on the north side of
the river just upstream from Depot Town
and downtown Ypsilanti. With dam
removal, the size of Peninsular Park
would increase to include the land on
the north side of the river that is currently
submerged behind the dam. HRWC and
its partners have begun to develop a
post-dam removal vision to redevelop
and revitalize the Park into a vibrant hub
of recreation, dining, and community
activity (Figures 1 and 2). The former
powerhouse,
with
its
distinctive
architecture and landmark neon sign,
could be redeveloped to provide
commercial opportunities such as a
riverside restaurant with outdoor dining,
a canoe/kayak/bicycle livery or other Figure 2. Artistic rendering of the vision for Peninsular Paper Dam Powerhouse with
dam removal. (SmithGroup)
ventures. HRWC commissioned an
artistic rendering, completed by design firm SmithGroup, to illustrate the creation of floodplain re-utilized as
public park land, as well as, the preservation and re-use of the iconic powerhouse.
Peninsular Park is located on the Huron River Water Trail (HRWT), a 104-mile long paddling trail extending from
Proud Lake in Oakland County to Lake Erie. The dam currently serves as a barrier to canoeists and kayakers
paddling on the HRWT; the portage around the dam is challenging and discourages many paddlers from using
this stretch of the river. Removing the dam would eliminate this difficult portage and provide a four-mile long,
free-flowing paddling experience through Ypsilanti between the Superior Dam and Belleville Lake. Eliminating
the portage could attract more paddlers to Ypsilanti, a designated Trail Town offering a variety of shopping,
dining, entertainment and cultural experiences on the HRWT.

Concept-Level Dam Removal Construction Cost Estimate
A construction cost estimate is provided (Appendix F) that includes the major dam removal and sediment
management steps described above: dam removal and active management of sediment at dam, scour
protection and potential reinforcement of Conrail Railroad bridge, and scour protection at Superior Road
bridge. Costs are based on lump sum costs and unit costs from similar projects, as well as broad quantity
estimates (volume of dam, volume of sediment, volume of imported stone, etc.) that reflect the conceptual
level of the dam removal design. Construction costs are best developed from final engineering design plans,
as other issues can arise during final engineering design that can increase or decrease costs. Due to the inherent
assumptions and uncertainties in the conceptual design, the cost estimate includes a 30% contingency. The
concept-level construction cost estimate for dam removal is $1,734,000. The concept-level construction cost
estimate for scour protection and reinforcement at the Railroad Bridge is $705,000. The concept-level
construction cost estimate scour protection at Superior Road Bridge is $225,000. The cost estimate for dam
removal does not include the cost to implement the greater vision of Peninsular Park described above, nor does
it include engineering design, permitting, bidding, or construction oversight. A large component of the dam
removal cost is the active management of sediment and bank stabilization, which can be adjusted in final
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design. A large component of the Railroad Bridge is based on the potential need for structural reinforcement,
the need for which is to be determined following additional investigation.
As stated above, a previous cost for repair was estimated at approximately $659,000 in 2014 which with inflation,
would now likely exceed $750,000. Repairs included work on the principal spillway, abutment walls, auxiliary
spillway, and demolition of the powerhouse. Broad estimates for permitting, engineering design services, and
construction engineering services are also included. After the needed dam repairs, additional costs are incurred
over the long-term for ongoing maintenance, dam inspections every 3 years, as well as updates to the
Emergency Action Plan. As long as the dam is in place, the dam owner retains liability.
Dam repair costs are typically incurred by the dam owner. However, due to the significant potential for
environmental benefit, a variety of potential funding sources exist for dam removal, usually in the form of grants.
Most dam removals are supported by some form of grant money; dam owners rarely carry the sole financial
burden due to the broader benefits to the environment and public safety. Several of these sources that are
relevant to Peninsular Paper Dam are identified in Appendix G.
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FEASIBILITY REPORT
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Originally presented by Princeton Hydro to City Council, 12/4/18
Summarized for presentation by HRWC to the Sustainability Commission, 1/14/19
Presented by Daniel Brown and Laura Rubin, Huron River Watershed Council

Background of Feasibility Study
The City of Ypsilanti approached the Huron River Watershed Council (HRWC) to
explore the options for the future of Peninsular Paper Dam and the restoration
of the Huron River.
Why: Pen Dam was classified as high hazard*
and needs to be repaired or removed.
Goal of the study: Assist the city in the
decision-making process by
completing the preliminary studies to
determine if dam removal is feasible.

To ensure community and stakeholder involvement, a
working group was developed early in the process.
• City of Ypsilanti
• Ypsilanti Township
• Superior Township
• Friends of Peninsular Park
• HRWC
• with guidance from MDEQ

The Feasibility Study
Assessed 3 Critical Issues:
1. Sediment quality and quantity
2. Potential infrastructure/utilities impacts
3. Riverfront land ownership
Includes initial conceptual design and an estimate of construction cost
for dam removal.

Additional study was deferred to a later
phase, pending the outcome of the
feasibility study.

• Owned by the City of Ypsilanti

Peninsular Paper Dam

• Built in 1867 to provide power for
paper manufacturing.
• Failed in 1918. Rebuilt 2 years later.
• High Hazard* dam in fair condition
(2016 inspection).
• Dam no longer generates power.
Powerhouse was abandoned.
Electricity-generating equipment was
removed.
* The high hazard classification (from 2016 inspection) relates to consequences if a dam were
to fail, not condition. A “high hazard” dam that fails could result in loss of human life. Dams
classified as high hazard require inspections every 3 years and updated Emergency Action Plans.

Dam Construction:
• Type: Concrete gravity dam.
• Height: 16 ft. Length: 290 ft.
• Stoplog outlet structure extends to
base of dam.

Impoundment:
• 177 acres reach ~6,575 ft. upstream
• Within the City of Ypsilanti, Ypsilanti
Township, and Superior Township

• ~37 abutting properties
• Includes two bridges: Conrail Railroad
Bridge & Superior Road Bridge

Peninsular Paper Dam

Why Dam Removal Is Being Considered
The dam no longer generates power or serves an economic purpose
to offset the required immediate repairs and ongoing maintenance.
Removing the dam would:
• Eliminate the public safety hazard.
• Deregulate the dam and relieve legal liability to the city.
• Remove city obligations for repair, safety inspections and
maintenance
• Improve water quality for this reach of Huron River.
• Restore >1-mile of free-flowing river, associated fishery, with adjacent
vegetated floodplain.
• Reconnect >2 miles of river that have been isolated for over 100 years.

Field Investigation, Survey, and Observations
• Site investigation (included identification of streambank slope
failures)

• Survey of dam, riverbed profile, and bridges
• Impoundment sediment probes, identified sediment
distribution, type, amount
• 10 vibracores with sediment sample collection

• Upstream and downstream sediment samples

Sediment Analysis
• Majority of samples were below ecological and human health criteria for
Metals, PNAs, and PCBs.
• Exceedances were infrequent and of low magnitude.
• Quantity was lower than expected for a dam of this size.
Results:
• Support dam removal and passive, in-stream, sediment management.

• Likely do not necessitate excavation and off-site disposal of impounded
sediments.
• Provide reasonable assurance that no further sediment investigation is
necessary.
• Management approach requires discussion with regulatory agencies.

Potential Impacts to Infrastructure and Utilities
Utilities: No anticipated impacts.
Infrastructure: Several considerations require more analysis but
do not preclude dam removal feasibility.
• Conrail Railroad Embankment: Potential for sediment erosion. Scour protection will
be required.
• Conrail Railroad Bridge: Built ~1899. Current scour under bridge. Potential for
increased scour around fortified timber piles. Increased scour protection likely
required.
• Superior Road Bridge: Built ~1977. Current scour under bridge. Potential for
increased scour that would undermine piers. Scour protection likely required.

Riverfront Landownership
There are many changes that would occur but none preclude feasibility of removal.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Many properties would expand. No properties would be reduced in area.
Recovered land will be within regulated floodplain.
None of the municipalities, nor HRWC, is interested in acquiring restored land that emerges.
Properties defined by the water boundary will expand to meet the new water boundary.
Properties defined inland or away from water’s edge will not change.
Some land boundaries are unclear. Along North Huron River Drive, property owners have been using
the land from the top of bank to the edge of water for some time (i.e. staircases, sitting areas, and
docks). It may be necessary to locate the monuments to determine if the lots go to the top of bank or
extend down to the water.
• Some properties would extend across municipal boundaries which could complicate taxation.
• Reasonable to assume individual riverfront landowners will have a choice regarding
their property expansion and that unclaimed land may revert to the municipality, county,
or state, pending legal guidance pertaining to real estate.

Anticipated
Landscape Change
• Exposed land will revegetate
rapidly.
• View will transition to a river
meandering through a
floodplain meadow.
• Sediment erosion will be
limited and predictable.
“Meandering floodplain” example:
Delhi-Barton Pond

Existing
Conditions

Proposed
Conditions

Existing
Conditions

Proposed
Conditions

Conceptual Dam Removal Design and
Sediment Management Approach
The conceptual design for this dam removal includes the following aspects:
• Remove spillway.
• (Optional) Preserve the Peninsular Paper Dam powerhouse and sign.
• Active management of sediment near dam. Passive management of sediment in the
impoundment.
• Stabilize banks near Peninsular Park.
• Active planting and landscaping to extend Peninsular Park.
• Large swaths of the impoundment will revert to natural landscape.
• Stabilize stormwater outfalls.

• Structural reinforcement of Conrail Railroad Bridge and Superior Road Bridge.

Conceptual Level
Cost Estimate
Peninsular Paper Dam Removal
~$1,734,000
Railroad Bridge Scour Protection/Reinforcement
~$705,000

Superior Road Bridge Scour Protection
~$225,000

Total:
~$2,664,000

Conclusions of Dam Removal Feasibility
Results of the initial study show that dam removal is feasible.
Sediment Quantity & Quality
• Quality: Generally within human health and ecological criteria and support the
feasibility of dam removal.
• Quantity: Relatively low compared to dam height. Can be addressed with passive and
active approaches.
Potential Impacts to Infrastructure & Utilities
• Potential impacts on the two bridges. Bridges will need further analysis and likely
stabilization.
Riverfront Landownership
• Most riverfront landowners will gain land. No property owners will loose land area.
• View will transition to a river meandering through a floodplain meadow.
• HRWC Note: Following similar dam removals, land values have increased. (Provencher 2008)

HRWC Discussion
The results of the feasibility study strongly favor
removal.
Ecological Benefits of Removal
• Water quality will substantially improve, restoring the natural
temperature and flow profile of the river.
• Ecological health of the river will improve through Ypsilanti,
especially for fish. Fishing conditions may resemble Riverside.
• Removal will create habitat in a segmented urban area,
important for helping wildlife and ecosystems adapt to climate
change and stressors.

HRWC Discussion of Cost Considerations
Repair cost: ~$807,000 (20% contingency. Does not include additional
and ongoing costs for future inspections, repairs, EAP updates).

Removal cost: ~$2.66M (30% contingency, incl. bridge reinforcement)
The one-time cost of removal is difficult to compare
directly against the immediate cost of repairs and ongoing
costs of maintenance.
• Outside funding sources are available to cover some of the costs
of removal.
• No funding opportunities exist to cover repair and
maintenance costs.

HRWC Discussion of Hydropower Feasibility
For comparison, the hydropower feasibility of Ann Arbor dams was investigated in
2008 and 2010.

• Neither Geddes Dam nor Argo Dam were found to be cost-effective.
• Across 7 criteria, Geddes was favorable in 3. Argo was favorable in
none. (Favorable being a benefit-to-cost ratio > 1.0. Geddes scored 0.66).
• Preliminary costs for enabling hydropower: $4.4M to $9.3M,
depending on the option considered.

Source: Argo and Geddes Dams, Ann Arbor Hydropower Study Final Report, 2010)

HRWC Discussion: PFAS and Dams
PFAS concentrates in foam. Dams create
hotspots of foam.
PFAS generally remain near the water
surface. Dams may inhibit flushing of the
contaminants.

HRWC.org/PFAS

HRWC Discussion of Sustainability Benefits
Removal would improve community resilience, provide a
sustainable river corridor, and would remove risk of dam failure to
Ypsilanti residents.

Removal would reduce the increasing risks of severe precipitation
and flooding due to climate change and increasing impervious
surface from development.
Removal improves public safety by avoiding contaminant buildup
and removing the physical safety hazards of the dam.

Sediment Quantity
•Total impounded sediment volume ~ 1 million CY
•Mobile sediment ~60,000 CY
•Extends ~6,000 feet, with average depth of 2.5 feet in center of
channel.
•Requires discussion with regulatory agencies, and consideration
of potential sediment management options.

Friends of Peninsular Park
Interest in Pen Park and Pen Dam
January 16, 2019
1. Who are we?
The Friends of Peninsular Park (FoPP) (a Michigan Nonprofit Corporation) started in 2014 and
is in the final stages of review for tax-exempt status. FoPP includes a membership of
approximately 30 people who reside near or along the Huron River and the dam. They are
residents of the City of Ypsilanti, Ypsilanti Township, and Superior Township.
The goal of Friends of Peninsular Park is to preserve, restore, protect and enhance the natural
environment, historic signage, smokestack and unique character of Peninsular Park as a public
park for the enjoyment of all – now and for future generations (from organizational by-laws).
We originally came together in response to the deterioration of Pen Park. We worked with
HRWC to secure a grant from Plantwise in 2015 to deal with invasive species. In addition, we
have partnered with the following organizations since 2014 to clean the park and make
improvements:
Washtenaw County Sheriff
City of Ypsilanti Parks and Recreation
Church 242
Second Baptist Church
WeROC
Kiwanis Club
Boy Scouts
American Little League
EMU Public Works and Facilities Management
EMU Vision
HRWC
Huron Heights
All Star AAU
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority
In 2014 and 2016 the City of Ypsilanti received reports including an assessment of the condition
of the dam. In both cases the DNR asked for a written statement from the City indicating the
City’s current assessment of next steps for the dam. These two reports were focused on repair
possibilities and the plans for the City to undertake them. The FPP and other community
members became concerned about the plan for improvement of the park and possible removal of
the dam without community conversation and knowledge of the issues.
FoPP Members and other residents were concerned that we understand the implications and
participate in the decision-making. To that end we have met as an organization to discuss the
issue, and we have contributed over $27,000 to the costs of the most recent study of dam

removal, so that we would have information parallel to that of earlier studies concerning dam
repair. We also are exploring any possibilities for use of the dam to generate power.
2. What are our concerns?
Naturally, many of us are concerned about the impact of dam removal on our own homes. We
are also concerned with the cost implications of each option for our community. We also see a
number of uncertainties in the plan, and remaining questions, outlined in the following table.
Our primary goal at this time is to understand the implications of each option, and to participate
in discerning the answers to a number of remaining questions. While some of us are skeptical of
the plans for dam removal, at this point we are asking that time and attention be devoted to
answering these remaining questions before a decision is made.
We have appreciated the opportunity to talk with various groups concerned in the decisionmaking, and to participate in the effort to gather and interpret information.
3. What have we been exploring?
The accompanying table to these notes is a chart of the remaining questions as we understand
them at this time, and our concerns with what the answers might be. They range from financial
to environmental to community concerns. This chart is a working document that changes as we
learn more, answer some questions, and raise new ones.
We are also eager to ensure that all those who are affected continue to be part of the discussion.
We have appreciated the opportunity to participate and the recognition that this is not just a City
of Ypsilanti concern but a concern of residents in neighboring areas as well.
4. Conclusions:
-- Separate Dam Removal/Repair issue from Park Clean-up and Powerhouse Development.
Dam Removal Questions:
-- What are the real costs?
-- What are the continuing costs of reclamation of land?
-- What are potential flood and flood issues downstream?
Dam Repair Questions
-- What are the real costs?
-- What are the continuing costs?
Park Improvement
-- What elements of park improvement can occur independent of the decision on the dam? At
what cost?
Power House Improvement

Table 1: Questions Concerning Dam Options
Immediate
Cost
Estimate1
~$2,800,0003

Long-Term
Costs

Remaining Questions

Potential Problems

Potential Benefits2

Bank retention
Pipe water
management
Land reclaiming
Land maintenance
Unknown
implications in
removal
Property value
change4

Managing/paying for
land ownership issues
Preserving historic
structures

More park land
No further liability
from dam
Additional short
stretch of free
running river

Dam
Repair

~$800,0005

On-going safety
checks
On-going civil
defense
drills/plans
On-going
maintenance

Responsibility/ownership for
new land
Scour effect on bridges
Scour effect on banks
Variation in sediment reports
Interactions with PFAS
Concrete plans for the
Powerhouse preservation and
use
Overall assessment of
environmental concerns during
the healing period after dam
removal
Concrete plans for the
Powerhouse preservation and
use

Dam
Repair
with
Renewal

[No estimate
yet]

Should be selfsustaining

Options
Dam
Removal

Do-ability. Studying hybrid
hydro/solar energy green
solution.
Overall assessment of current
environmental status

Retains historic
structure
(has occurred in
other communities)
(Rod Casey)
Can be done over
time
Model of
community green
energy
(Anne Brown
Brian Athey)

1. Other dam removals have had unexpected additional costs.
2. Park improvements can be planned around any of the three options, so we are not including them here.
3. Possibly more needed for information on bridges and banks. May be grants to support this project.
4. Original study: Does Dam Removal Affect Local Property Values? https://aae.wisc.edu/pubs/sps/does-small-dam-removal-affect/
Critique of study: Economic Impact of Dam’s Removal: https://www.waupacanow.com/2014/06/19/economic-impact-of-damsremoval/
5. Can be budgeted at $200,000 over four years. May be grants to support this project.
Presenters:
Laura Lein (Introduction using PPT and Table)
Rod Casey (History and neighborhoods around the river)
Anne Brown (Other dams generating power)
Brian Athey (Green energy and overall sustainability considerations)
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PURPOSE OF THE PLAN
This document lays the foundation for a robust energy plan employing six categories to help the City of
Ypsilanti achieve its goals of saving energy and reducing costs. This plan is written in a complementary
way to be easily added into existing plans such as the city’s overall Master Plan. An action plan is located
on page 28 and outlines each category by goals, timeframe, and subsequent actions that represent a
step-by-step approach to maximizing facility efficiency within the budgetary constraints of the city.

AN ENERGY VISION FOR YPSILANTI
Having established a Sustainability Commission, adopted a Climate Action Plan, and completed numerous
clean energy projects including solar photovoltaic installations, the City of Ypsilanti has demonstrated a
commitment to reducing emissions and energy consumption in municipal facilities. The following pages
represent a pathway for accomplishing the city’s vision of becoming a clean, efficient city powered by
renewable energy.
Energy production, management, and consumption are inextricably linked to environmental and community health and climate change – impacts that ripple through local economic development and municipal
financial situations in ways that are hard to value but are real and significant nonetheless. Therefore, for
municipalities and local governments, prioritizing clean energy projects in concert with long-term energy
planning efforts can simultaneously promote community sustainability while generating significant financial benefits.
An energy plan is an important tool for cutting costs, reducing risks, and optimizing returns on investment
- in other words, improving the bottom line, inescapably a central concern of city leaders. This benefit
alone justifies the exercise. The City of Ypsilanti is positioned to benefit to a far greater and fundamental
extent from development of an overall energy strategy that grows the top line - economic growth and
municipal revenue - by helping the city become its best self.
The vision and goals articulated in the master plan, Climate Action Plan, and economic development and
downtown plans, as well as the values widely held among residents, elected officials and city staff, all
strongly resonate with an ambitious energy vision. For example, residents are conscious about costs, fossil
fuel consumption, and public health; they have pushed for complete streets, lively downtowns and intact
neighborhoods – and also have pushed for solar power, energy efficient buildings, modern LED street
lighting and other clean-energy investments. These elements are powerful community-building commitments of a population that is confidently investing in their own future in the course of building and improving a strong and healthy city.
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SUMMARY OF RECENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

During the planning process for this document, the City of Ypsilanti City Council passed a resolution in support of developing a Community Energy Strategic Plan for the City of Ypsilanti. The
resolution language can be found in Appendix 1.
In 2018, the city received the Michigan Green Communities bronze certification.
The City of Ypsilanti established a Sustainability Commission effective February 2017 under Ordinance No. 1280. The ordinance language can be found in Appendix 2.
The city is actively working to create a sustainability plan being led by the Sustainability Commission.
In 2016, the City of Ypsilanti joined SolSmart earning a Gold SolSmart designation. Various variables of the program included: Determining path to designation; reviewing the zoning code, developing a checklist to make the solar permitting process more transparent; and cross-training
inspection and permitting staff on solar PV.
According to the City of Ypsilanti Resolution #2013-175, on April 2nd, 2013, “the City of Ypsilanti
officially set its own goal of the City of Ypsilanti and its residents generate 5 MW of electricity
from distributed solar, to reach 1,000 solar roofs by 2020.” The resolution language can be
found in Appendix 3.
Through a collaborative effort with Solar Ypsi, the city has invested resources in installing solar
PV arrays throughout the city.

The development of a municipal energy vision will tie these efforts, as well as many other existing and
future initiatives, into a coherent, prioritized and cost-effective framework that is synergistic with the
city’s economic and social development, fiscal, sustainability and other goals.

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS
The six sections of the Energy Plan present a wide range of recommended goals and actions to build on
Ypsilanti’s strengths and improve its weaknesses related to energy management and sustainability in the
city.
Recommendations reflect how Ypsilanti city management and leadership envision Ypsilanti’s energy future and relevant energy goals that the city wishes to achieve in order to advance that vision.
To this end, the opportunities for energy management are presented in six categories:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Project selection and implementation
Funding
Staffing
Policies and procedures
Data
Communications

A comprehensive set of action steps can be found in the Action Plan located at the end of this document.
Disclaimer:
This plan covers energy generation and uses in municipal facilities only and does not cover transportation
planning or municipal fleet management. Also, while the plan does not directly address energy management for residents and businesses it is our hope that city officials, residents, and businesses will be encouraged by the success of municipal energy planning to adopt broader-reaching policies, practices, and
projects.
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The development of this energy plan revealed opportunities for
updating how the city manages buildings and selects projects.
GOAL 1: IMPROVE MUNICIPAL BUILDING PERFORMANCE.
GOAL 2: IDENTIFY AND IMPLEMENT CLEAN ENERGY PROJECTS.

The EcoWorks/SEMREO approach to becoming a
100% renewable energy municipality begins with
efficiency. Efficient buildings increase the benefits
of renewable energy generation while creating
comfortable, healthy work environments for municipal employees. The determination of which
projects are tackled first is most effective as a
data-driven decision guided by an understanding
of which buildings are underperforming compared
to other buildings of comparable size and use.
Second, a whole-building approach that examines
how the various parts of the building work together is strongly recommended. Tackling only the
“low-hanging fruit” for example, can lead to oversized HVAC systems, excess lighting, or lost opportunities to couple projects together for more attractive loan terms.
Finally, working across departments and gathering
input from facilities maintenance staff and department heads can identify non-energy related building issues (mold, pests, etc.) that can be addressed
simultaneously with other upgrades.
Reviewing ongoing planning efforts such as the
city’s master plan will help to address priority ar-
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eas and round out the final project selection process. A full set of recommended steps can be
found in the Action Plan at the end of this document.
The City of Ypsilanti has been a longtime supporter
of renewable energy and energy efficiency having
completed numerous energy efficiency measures
and solar PV projects at city facilities. A summary
of implemented energy projects is located in Table
B. As the city continues to invest in efficient projects it is recommended to conduct energy audits
of municipally owned facilities as to prioritize
poorly performing facilities.
It is recommended to incorporate future energy
assessments into a larger municipal energy portfolio such as the capital improvement plan. Table A
includes a summary of technical assessments and
audits previously completed for the City of
Ypsilanti.
The city has a strong history of addressing energy
efficiency, however to the authors’ knowledge,
the City of Ypsilanti has not consistently benchmarked and/or analyzed energy usage. Benchmarking facility energy usage via platforms like
the EPA’s Portfolio Manager can empower the
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Table A: Summary of Technical Assessments and Audits
Assessment/Audit
Facility Name
Description

Assessment/Audit
Administrator

Previous Assessments/Audits Over Last Five Years
All Municipal Facilities
Energy Management Study

Honeywell

city to best address usage, billing and rate issues
independently.
Climate Action Plan Recommendations
In the 2012 City of Ypsilanti Climate Action Plan
(CAP), it was recommended that the city implement a variety of direct investments, those most
relevant to this energy plan are provided below:
• upgrade lighting fixtures in city buildings
as soon as possible;
• install occupancy sensors on lights
throughout public buildings;
• upgrade streetlights as quickly as possible, focusing on least efficient fixtures
first with the city’s revolving loan fund,
working with the DDA, EMU and Regional Energy Office to achieve the best
price through bulk upgrades and to identify any grants or other funding opportunities.
Two out of three of the recommendations have
been implemented as of 2018. All DTE owned
streetlights were converted to LED lights in 2014;
all light fixtures in city buildings have been converted to LED as of 2016; these projects are also
listed in the summary of implemented clean energy actions located in Table B. It is recommended to fulfill the remaining project of occupancy sensor installations on lights throughout
public buildings.
According to the 2012 CAP, 54% of Ypsilanti’s
governmental sector emissions come from
streetlights and traffic signals. It is recommended to upgrade the city’s greenhouse gas
(GHG) inventory to reflect the expected reduction in GHG from LED streetlight conversions.
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Assessment/Audit
Date
3/7/2007

The three following recommendation from
the 2012 CAP are outside the scope of municipal facilities, but are valuable to project
implementation and selection, diversifying
municipal employee transportation options,
and helping to reduce GHG emissions for the
city:
• adopt a Green Globes certification requirement for any development project
receiving at least $10,000 in municipal
incentives or tax abatements in a single
year;
• continue development of bicycle and pedestrian network in coordination with
Townships, WCRC, and Border to Border
(B2B) trail development;
• partner with Eastern Michigan University bike-sharing program and car-sharing program.
None of the three recommendations listed
above have been implemented yet.
With strong support for energy efficient projects
from the City Council and Mayor, the city is positioned to continue exploration of creative methods to manage and finance energy efficiency improvements and clean energy projects. It is recommended to establish a process to continuously assess municipal facilities by way of energy
audits and assessments. A trusted auditor such
as Michigan Energy Options can help identify key
opportunities for performance improvements.
An up-to-date summary of implemented clean
energy actions is in Table B and a summary of
clean energy projects to be completed in the
near future is located in Table C.
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GOING SOLAR:
“The city of Ypsilanti has partnered with
grassroots effort SolarYpsi and independent
power producer Chart House Energy to create a local team named Solar Destination Ypsilanti” for “the SunShot Prize: Solar in Your
Community Challenge…The team plans to install three PV systems at the New Parkridge
housing development, at the Ypsilanti Department of Public Services, and at the site of
the old landfill near exit 183 on I-94.”
Source:http://www.secondwavemedia.com/concentrate/features/ypsisolar0449.aspx

PROJECT COMMITMENT:
During the planning process of this energy
plan, the City of Ypsilanti made a commitment to install a solar array at the Department of Public Service car port by year 2018.

Figure 2. Solar array Installation on City of Ypsilanti Fire Station. Source: solarypsi.org

Figure 3. DTE Energy solar array located on land
owned by Highland Cemetery. Source: City of Ypsilanti.

Figure 1. Solar array Installation on City of Ypsilanti Department of Public Service carport.
Source: solarypsi.org
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Figure 4. Solar array installed on historic property in City of Ypsilanti. Source: City of Ypsilanti.
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Table B: Summary of Implemented Clean Energy Actions
Projects Completed
Facility Name

Fire Station

DPS Carport
Parkridge
Meeting
Center
Fire Station
All Municipal
Facilities
North River

Senior Center
Ypsilanti
Freight house
Parkridge
Community
Center
City
Streetlights

Project Description
Photovoltaic solar array
expansion
(52 SolarWorld 295-watt solar
panels on the Ypsilanti Fire
Station).
Photovoltaic solar array
(19 SolarWorld 240-watt and
69 290-watt panels).
Photovoltaic solar array
(68 SolarWorld 290-watt
panels).
Photovoltaic solar array
(176 SolarWorld 285-watt
solar panels).
Converted lights to LED
844 kW Photovoltaic array on
North River St north
(collaboration with DTE).
Photovoltaic solar array
(20 SolarWorld 250-watt solar
panels).
Photovoltaic solar array (15
Unisolar 128-watt PVl solar
panels).
Photovoltaic solar array (19
Suniva MVX 270-watt mono
solar panels).
All DTE owned streetlights
converted to LED

Date
Completed

Fund Source

RetroCommissioning

Lighting

Building
Envelope

Supplemental Loads
(Electronic
Equipment)

Renewable
Energy

2018

Private funding
source

✓

2018

Private funding
source

✓

2017

Lease

2016

Lease

2016

RLF

2016

Lease

✓

2015

Lease

✓

2015

Private funding
source

✓

2014

Lease

✓

2014

Special
assessment
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✓

✓

✓
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HVAC

West Cross St.

City Hall

Streetscaping on West Cross
used LED fixtures in new
streetlights
2.5 kW photovoltaic solar
array with help of Solar Ypsi
initiative
(12 Sanyo HIT 205 watt).

2011

Unknown

2010

Lease

✓

Historic District Commission
developed explicit guidelines to
streamline appropriate installation of
solar panels on historic properties.
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✓

Former City
Landfill

✓

2020

✓

Public facilities

TBD

Public facilities

TBD

✓

City parking lots
and city parks

TBD

✓
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Photovoltaic solar
array
Ypsi Housing
Commission and
Solar Ypsi
collaboration to do
solar installations
and provide job
training.
Install occupancy
sensors on lights
throughout public
buildings.
Upgrade exterior
lighting in city
owned parking lots
and city parks.
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Project Quote

Yes

No

Short-term or longterm

Impact

Equipment
Drawings, Manuals

Building Drawings

Project
Description

Other

Lighting

Building Envelope

Preparation

Heating/Cooling
Systems

DHW Systems

Cooking Equipment

Chillers

Boilers

Air Handlers/ RTUs

Facility Name

Expected
Implementation Date

Table C: Project Action Plan Summary
Best Practices Opportunity

L

L

S

L

IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES AND ACTIONS
GOAL 1: Improve municipal building performance.
Assemble all audit reports from any buildings that have had audits within the last 10
PSI1.1
years.
Review the existing capital improvement plan to identify any equipment that is
PSI1.2
otherwise due for replacement. Adopt a life cycle costing approach to equipment
replacement decisions.
PSI1.3

Interview facilities maintenance staff, department heads, the city manager, the mayor,
and other key staff and officials to identify any other energy-related needs or
opportunities.

PSI1.4

Use the results of Portfolio Manager accounting to identify buildings that are
underperforming and/or experiencing unusual spikes in consumption that may be a
sign of gas leaks or malfunctioning electrical equipment.

PSI1.5

Have audits performed on underperforming buildings and/or any buildings that have
not had an audit performed in the past 10 years.

PSI1.6

Have retro-commissioning studies performed on any building with equipment that is
not due for replacement, but may be showing a steady decline in performance over
time.

PSI1.7

Update the city’s greenhouse gas (GHG) inventory to reflect the expected reduction in
GHG from LED streetlight conversions.

PSI1.8

Prioritize the following unimplemented 2012 Climate Action Plan recommendations: 1.
adopt a Green Globes certification requirement for any development project receiving
at least $10,000 in municipal incentives or tax abatements in a single year; 2. continue
development of bicycle and pedestrian network in coordination with Townships,
WCRC, and Border to Border (B2B) trail development; 3. partner with Eastern Michigan
University bike-sharing program and car-sharing program.

PSI1.9

Review ongoing planning efforts including the city’s master plan to identify any priority
areas that may not be identified through a strictly data-driven approach.

Assess existing electrical systems at all municipal buildings and ensure that facilities
meet the minimum requirements of National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) and
National Electrical Code (NEC).
GOAL 2: Identify and implement clean energy projects.
PSI1.10

PSI2.1

Prioritize table C: Project Action Plan Summary.

PSI2.2

Prioritize a list of potential energy assessments and audits to be completed in the next
five years.

PSI2.3

Utilize the most efficient equipment available and incorporate renewable energy into
the energy portfolio of each building including back-up generation.
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PSI2.4

Using the information gathered in the steps above, select a suite of projects to
undertake in the short-term. Couple projects with a short return on investment with
projects with a long return on investment to improve the terms of longer ROI projects
and facilitate their completion.
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Most energy upgrades save municipalities money in the long term, but
the challenges in obtaining upfront capital must be acknowledged. The
steps identified in this document are recommendations geared toward
avoiding impacts to the general fund and are outlined in the Action Plan
located at the end of this document.
GOAL 1: INCREASE ENERGY EFFICIENCY AND RENEWABLE ENERGY
FUNDING THROUGH INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL SOURCES.
GOAL 2: SUSTAIN THE CITY’S REVOLVING LOAN FUND.

To enhance current efforts an overview of less
well-known funding opportunities is provided in
table D to support municipal energy efficiency
and/or renewable energy projects.
Revolving energy funds are a promising alternative to external financing where savings can then
be used to fund future energy savings projects,
capturing additional capital.
According to the city’s 2012 Climate Action Plan,
the City of Ypsilanti seeded a Revolving Loan
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Fund with $250,000 from past years’ budget surpluses during the early 1990s, to finance municipal energy efficiency improvements.
Various project accomplishments like the LED
lighting upgrade to all municipal facilities was
made possible through the city’s Revolving Loan
Fund. It is recommended to annually track energy savings from RLF financed projects.
Regarding additional funding options, the city
has pursued various grant funded opportunities
such as the EcoWorks Municipal Energy Planning
program funded by the C.S. Mott Foundation.
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Dedicated Revolving Loan
Fund Management:

According to the 2012 City of Ypsilanti Climate Action Plan, it was recommended that
the city “upgrade as many streetlights as possible with the city’s revolving loan fund,
working with the DDA, EMU and Regional Energy Office to achieve the best price through
bulk upgrades and to identify any grants or
other funding opportunities; “.

It is recommended to assign dedicated staff to
monitor and select projects for the revolving
loan fund. Just a few benefits of consistent
management include safeguarding funds from
being spent on non-energy efficiency projects
and increased municipal department and staff
awareness of fund monies.

Table D: Project Financing Options
Financial Source
Eligible Projects

Available Funding
Loans

State Revolving Fund

Renewable energy and energy efficiency measures

Varies

Michigan Saves

Energy efficiency and renewable energy projects for
the residential, commercial, multifamily, and public
sectors

Varies

DOE Small Grants and EERE
Exchange

Grants
Residential, commercial, and municipal building energy efficiency and renewable energy measures

$1,000-$100,000;
Grant-specific

Private Foundations

Diverse renewable energy initiatives

Varies

DTE Commercial & Industry
Energy Efficiency Program

Rebates
Energy efficiency improvements, equipment replacement, efficient retrofits
Alternative Options

Varies by equipment

Tax- exempt Lease Purchase
(TELP)

Energy conservation improvements

Municipality annual appropriations

Third-party Power Purchase
Agreement (PPA)

Renewable energy projects i.e. solar photovoltaic

Varies
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IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES AND ACTIONS
GOAL 1: Increase energy efficiency and renewable energy funding through internal and external
sources.
F1.1
Apply for applicable utility-based energy waste reduction programs.
Continue to take advantage of sporadic and time-sensitive grant opportunities like the
F1.2
Mott funded Energy Planning with EcoWorks.
Review the table of Project Financing Options located in Table D of this document for fiF1.3
nancing mechanisms that may be a good fit for a particular project or need.
GOAL 2: Sustain the city’s revolving loan fund.
F2.1
Assign dedicated staff to monitor and select projects for the revolving loan fund.
F2.2
Report on the revolving loan fund annually during budget review.
F2.3
Establish and adopt guidelines for revolving loan fund decision criteria.
F2.4
Define scope of the fund (i.e. single building, municipal, community-wide).
Return 80% of energy cost savings from all projects to the revolving energy fund to allow
F2.5
for seeding of projects in the following year.
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For many years, the Mayor, Council and community members have
spearheaded energy efficiency projects for the city. Supporting that
work have been the City Manager, the Department of Public Services,
the Community & Economic Development Department, and the
Finance Department. There is currently no one point of contact or
responsibility for energy efficiency or other sustainability initiatives;
elected officials and staff lead these as the opportunities arise. The
planning process associated with this document revealed the need for
dedicated staff to lead the ongoing and future energy management and
sustainability work.
GOAL 1: ESTABLISH AN ENERGY MANAGER POSITION.
GOAL 2: INCORPORATE THIS ENERGY PLAN INTO THE SCOPE OF WORK
FOR THE CITY’S SUSTAINABILITY COMMISSION.

Cities that have successfully managed their energy portfolios have dedicated staff to lead the
work. This is typically a staff member who has
the technical skills necessary to identify key energy projects, has the authority level to move
projects through the approvals process, and the
financial know-how to make sure that projects fit
within the budgetary constraints of a city.
For larger cities with populations of 100,000 or
more, it is recommended to hire a full-time energy manager to serve on the municipal staff. For
cities under 100,000 in population, a part-time
energy manager is typically sufficient. This person may be on staff or be part of a third-party
organization like the members of the Michigan
Community Energy Partnership (MI-CEP) which
includes EcoWorks, SEMREO, SEEDS, and Michigan Energy Options.
Regardless of the staffing structure for the energy manager, political buy-in from decision
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makers including the mayor, city manager, members of city council, and department heads is essential for making productive changes in how a
city manages its energy portfolio.
The City of Ypsilanti created a sustainability commission with ordinance No. 1280 (please refer to
Appendix 2), effective February 2017. The commission is made up of nine regular members,
serving for staggered three-year terms, and two
non-voting youth members serving one-year
terms. Incorporating this energy plan into the
scope of work for the city’s sustainability commission is recommended to compliment energy
efforts pursued by the city.
In the City of Ypsilanti, the City Manager’s Office,
the Office of the Mayor, the City Council, and the
Department of Economic Development have all
been supportive and instrumental in passing significant energy goals. Establishment of at least a
part-time Energy Manager is a strong next step
toward ensuring that these energy goals are
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brought to fruition and sustained. In the meanwhile, it is recommended that the city establish
authority of an interim Energy Manager to coordinate energy management activities and identify the individual as a recognized resource for
city staff.

•
•

•
The bullets below are recommended components of the job description of an Energy Manager:
•
•
•

Monitor energy bills and facility performance for all of the city’s holdings.
Manage capital improvement projects
related to energy efficiency or renewable energy generation.
Lead bid processes for large-scale energy efficiency and/or renewable energy
projects.
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•

Promote the energy vision among staff,
residents, and businesses.
Seek grants, loans, special assessments,
bonds, PPAs, and/or other external
funding mechanisms to implement clean
energy projects.
Support the establishment of policies
and procedures that make energy efficiency and/or renewable energy projects easier to undertake in the city.
Establish and facilitate an energy commission of local government staff and officials as well as residents who will be responsible for enacting the energy vision
of the city.
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IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES AND ACTIONS
GOAL 1: Establish an Energy Manager position.
Continue to support the City Manager’s Office as the resource for energy management
S1.1
activities and initiatives.
Hire a part-time Energy Manager as an added part of a current employee’s job description,
S1.2
as a new position within the government, or as a third-party contract.
GOAL 2: Incorporate this energy plan into the scope of work for the city’s Sustainability
Commission.
S2.1
Include implementation of this Action Plan in the Sustainability Commission scope of work.
S2.2
Establish an energy sub-committee within the Sustainability Commission.
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The City of Ypsilanti Sustainability Commission is committed to
establishing a comprehensive sustainability plan within the next couple
of years. This commitment is outlined in ordinance 1280 (please refer
to Appendix 2). The planning process involved in this document
revealed opportunities for the city to take this commitment and
continue to institute written energy policy that improves sustainable
design and raises awareness within the community.
GOAL 1: PROMOTE AND STRENGTHEN ENERGY MANAGEMENT
POLICIES AND PROCEDURES.
GOAL 2: IMPROVE KNOWLEDGE OF ENERGY MANAGEMENT AND
SUSTAINABLE DESIGN AMONG CITY STAFF AND APPOINTED AND
ELECTED OFFICIALS.

The sections discussed previously including project selection and implementation, funding, and staffing,
are all critical to beginning the transition to becoming a clean energy city, but changes in policy and procedures are essential follow ups to build clean energy into city operations and ensure the longevity of
efforts regardless of staff turnover or election cycle.
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IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES AND ACTIONS
GOAL 1: Promote and strengthen energy management policies and procedures.
Continue to promote “alternative energy” zoning policies permitted as an accessory
use in all districts, subject to certain conditions- PV panels have to be buildingmounted or, in the case of solar lighting, attached to the light pole; geothermal and
PP1.1
solar water heating are also permitted everywhere; wind is only permitted when
attached to a building; other methods are also potentially permissible- upon
consultation with city planning and Development Department, Planning Commission,
and other departments as fit.
Continue to promote installation of “alternative energy” according to the Ypsilanti
Historical Preservation ordinance and the Standards for Rehabilitation of Historic
PP1.2
Structures set by the U.S. Secretary of the Interior governing the review of any work
proposed in the district. The term “alternative energy” covers a variety of
technologies including geothermal, wind, and solar power.
Continue to promote “alternative energy” special use permitting policies including
solar farms/solar as a primary use permissible with a special use permit in city Parks
PP1.3
zoning district and Production, Manufacturing, and Distribution (industrial) zoning
district.
PP1.4
Pass a council resolution in support of adopting this Energy Plan.
Examine procurement policies to ensure that the bidding and/or purchasing
PP1.5
processes account for the energy efficiency of equipment and do not create a barrier
to implementing clean energy projects.
Pass a resolution or policy that requires the city to benchmark energy consumption
PP1.6
data annually for all municipal buildings and report the usage to City Council annually.
Continue to promote the goal of the City of Ypsilanti and its residents to generate 5
PP1.7
MW of electricity from distributed solar, to reach 1,000 solar roofs by 2020.
PP1.8
Establish and adopt a municipal energy vision statement.
PP1.9
Create and adopt a Sustainability Plan.
PP1.10
Sign and uphold the commitments of the Paris Climate Agreement.
Sign and uphold the Sierra Club’s Ready for 100 pledge to commit to running your city
PP1.11
facilities on 100% renewable energy.
During the city’s next master plan cycle, adopt energy policy guidance as a part of the
PP1.12
Master Plan.
PP1.13
Consider development of a clean vehicle fleet plan.
GOAL 2: Improve knowledge of energy management and sustainable design among city staff,
appointed and elected officials.
Include information on the city’s energy vision and energy management strategy in
PP2.1
the orientation packets for all appointed and elected members of boards and
commissions as well as municipal staff members.
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The planning process revealed opportunities to benchmark energy
consumption data and in return save money.
GOAL 1: IMPROVE THE DATA-DRIVEN APPROACH TO MANAGING
ENERGY USAGE.
GOAL 2: ESTABLISH A PROCESS TO ANALYZE DATA TO DETERMINE
ENERGY USE TRENDS AND BILLING ERRORS.
GOAL 3: IMPROVE COMMUNICATIONS WITH FACILITY MANAGERS,
UTILITY PROVIDERS, AND RELEVANT CONTRACTORS TO RESOLVE ISSUES
QUICKLY.

To help stretch project dollars as far as possible
and ensure the “best bang for the buck”, a datadriven approach to decision making should be
taken. By assessing Ypsilanti’s current annual energy consumption and dollar expenditure, it becomes possible to identify in quantifiable terms
underperforming facilities, gas leaks, and sometimes even faulty equipment causing otherwise
unexplained spikes in energy consumption
and/or gradual increases in energy consumption
that are not explained by other factors.

TIPS!
Gas leaks are an emergency and the appropriate hotline should be called immediately:
•

DTE Energy Gas Leak Hotline: 1-800947-5000

The widespread energy and financial benefits of
systematically reporting and analyzing energy
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HOW TO BENCHMARK:
Begin benchmarking by gathering all available
information on municipal facilities including
12-36 months of energy bills, square footage,
occupancy levels, and the year built.
Common places to look for missing information are your facility managers, finance department, and/or your DTE account representative.
The Energy Star Portfolio Manager tool is recommended for tracking. This tool will enable
your energy manager to compare, at a glance,
each building’s performance against similar
buildings in your region as well as with one
another.
data with Portfolio Manager are reflected in the
findings of a study on benchmarking and energy
savings conducted by the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency. With data from over 35,000
facilities using the EPA Portfolio Manager tool
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for energy benchmarking, average energy consumption per building was reduced by 7% over
the period of 2008-2011.
The Planning and Development Department and
the Finance Department are working together
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collecting electricity and natural gas bills and establishing a list of facilities and associated addresses, square footage, account numbers, and
meter numbers. City Planner, Bonnie Wessler is
leading the benchmarking effort with technical
assistance from EcoWorks.
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IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES AND ACTIONS
GOAL 1: Improve the data-driven approach to managing energy use.
Collect copies of the previous 12-36 months of energy (gas, electricity, and steam)
D1.1
consumption data and enter into a spreadsheet format consistent with Portfolio Manager.
Create a spreadsheet on the shared drive to organize energy use information including the
D1.2
appropriate level of detail such as facility name, address, account numbers, meter numbers,
square footage, year built, number of computers etc.
Create a Portfolio Manager account to upload all building and consumption information
D1.3
into the EPA’s Portfolio Manager.
Establish a process to populate energy consumption data monthly or quarterly into
D1.4
Portfolio Manager.
GOAL 2: Establish a process to analyze data to determine energy use trends and billing errors.
D2.1
Examine bills from each facility for any errors or rate optimization that may be possible.
Set a base year for comparison using the most complete and relevant sets of data and
D2.2
normalize for weather.
Audit at least 10% of energy consumption data in Portfolio Manager for quality
D2.3
assurance/quality control.
Look at each building’s performance noting any energy spikes or gradual increases in energy
D2.4
consumption that may indicate mechanical failures or leaks.
Look at how your facilities compare to others in the region. For any buildings that have
recently had upgrades, ensure that the expected drops in energy consumption are also
D2.5
represented. The absence of reductions may indicate failing equipment or incorrect
installation.
GOAL 3: Improve communications with facility managers, utility providers, and relevant contractors
to resolve issues quickly.
D3.1
Call DTE to request any refunds for billing errors.
Ensure that it is part of the energy manager’s task load to review building performance
D3.2
quarterly to flag any new issues.
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The City Manager’s office currently uses face to face meetings to
communicate with staff. Fully using existing and potential channels of
communication across departments and with constituents is key to the
implementation of any energy plan.
GOAL 1: IMPROVE ENERGY AND SUSTAINABILITY-RELATED
COMMUNICATION RESOURCES.
GOAL 2: PROMOTE AND SHARE ENERGY REDUCTION ACHIEVEMENTS
WITH STAFF AND RESIDENTS.

Energy conservation as a municipal-wide strategy will be most successful when it is built into the culture
of the organization. Sharing project successes and conservation tips broadly through the communications
channels of the City so that there is awareness among staff, officials, and boards is encouraged. Full adoption of the energy vision will ensure that energy conservation cascades throughout the City’s various operations in ways that will likely be creative and surprising.
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IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES AND ACTIONS
GOAL 1: Improve energy and sustainability-related communication resources.
Highlight achievements at the municipal, departmental, and individual level by way of an
C1.1
annual report and submit to the Sustainability Commission and the City Council.
Distribute easy to follow tips and reminders about the city’s energy vision on a regular basis
C1.2
(monthly or quarterly).
C 1.3
Publish the final adopted version of this energy plan on the city’s website.
GOAL 2: Promote and share energy reduction achievements and projects with staff and residents.
Promote the city’s energy vision on municipal marketing materials, the city’s website,
C2.1
through regional conferences, and/or other appropriate communication mechanisms.
Increase communications and citizen outreach around sustainability, publicizing efforts and
C2.2
providing information on how citizens can get involved or replicate green initiatives.
Consider the development of a website dashboard to report on municipal energy
C2.3
management achievements and progress.
Continue reporting on energy management progress via the Michigan Green Communities
C2.4
Challenge annually.
Work with community stakeholders to initiate an energy competition (the University and
C2.5
city can partner together to challenge another city and university to an energy reduction
competition).
Provide a discounted AATA pass via the City Treasurer and DDA as an alternative to downC2.6
town parking permits (City Hall can lead by example by implementing a parking cash-out alternative benefit option for employees currently eligible for parking permits).
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ACTION PLAN
In order for the Energy Plan to be implemented, the city and relevant community stakeholders must
carry out the actions needed to achieve the goals and the vision for Ypsilanti’s future. The Action Plan
should be updated frequently by the energy manager who will serve in an overall project management
capacity and advised by the Sustainability Commission. This Action Plan can be used as a checklist to
acknowledge accomplishments and identify next steps which the city can consider at critical decisionmaking points.

Time Frame
ONGOING: Actions that require continuous monitoring or effort.
NOW: Begin work immediately upon plan adoption.
1-2 YEARS: Begin work within 1-2 years.
3-5 YEARS: Begin work within 3-5 years.
Next Master Planning Cycle: Actions recommended for next master plan update.

RECOMMENDED TASK LEADERS INVOLVED
CITY GOVERNMENT:
City Mayor
City Manager (CM)
Department of Public Works (DPW)
Planning and Development
Finance
Energy Manager (EM)*
*Proposed new position

BOARDS AND COMMISSIONS:
City Council
Sustainability Commission (SC)
Downtown Development Authority (DDA)
Planning Commission (PC)
Parks and Recreation (PRC)
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PROJECT SELECTION AND IMPLEMENTATION
ACTION
GOAL 1: Improve municipal building performance.
Assemble all audit reports from any buildings that
PSI1.1
have had audits within the last 10 years.
Review the existing capital improvement plan to
identify any equipment that is otherwise due for
PSI1.2
replacement. Adopt a life cycle costing approach to
equipment replacement decisions.
Interview facilities maintenance staff, department
heads, the city manager, the mayor, and other key
PSI1.3
staff and officials to identify any other energy-related
needs or opportunities.
Use the results of Portfolio Manager accounting to
identify buildings that are underperforming and/or
PSI1.4
experiencing unusual spikes in consumption that may
be a sign of gas leaks or malfunctioning electrical
equipment.
Have audits performed on underperforming buildings
PSI1.5
and/or any buildings that have not had an audit
performed in the past 10 years.
Have retro-commissioning studies performed on any
building with equipment that is not due for
PSI1.6
replacement, but may be showing a steady decline in
performance over time.
Update the city’s greenhouse gas (GHG) inventory to
PSI1.7
reflect the expected reduction in GHG from LED
streetlight conversions.
Prioritize the following unimplemented 2012 Climate
Action Plan recommendations: 1. adopt a Green
Globes certification requirement for any
development project receiving at least $10,000 in
municipal incentives or tax abatements in a single
PSI1.8
year; 2. continue development of bicycle and
pedestrian network in coordination with Townships,
WCRC, and Border to Border (B2B) trail development;
3. partner with Eastern Michigan University bikesharing program and car-sharing program.
Review ongoing planning efforts including the city’s
master plan to identify any priority areas that may
PSI1.9
not be identified through a strictly data-driven
approach.
Assess existing electrical systems at all municipal
PSI1.10 buildings and ensure that facilities meet the
minimum requirements of National Fire Protection
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TIME FRAME

LEAD
DEPARTMENT

NOW

EM

NOW

EM/Finance

NOW

EM

1-2 YEARS

EM

1-2 YEARS

EM

1-2 YEARS

EM/CM

1-2 YEARS

EM

1-2 YEARS

EM/CM

Next Master
Planning cycle

EM/PC/Planning
& Development

1-2 YEARS

EM
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Association (NFPA) and National Electrical Code
(NEC).
GOAL 2: Identify and implement clean energy projects.
PSI2.1
Prioritize table C: Project Action Plan Summary.
Prioritize a list of potential energy assessments and
PSI2.2
audits to be completed in the next five years.
Utilize the most efficient equipment available and
incorporate renewable energy into the energy
PSI2.3
portfolio of each building including back-up
generation.
Using the information gathered in the steps above,
select a suite of projects to undertake in the shortterm. Couple projects with a short return on
PSI2.4
investment with projects with a long return on
investment to improve the terms of longer ROI
projects and facilitate their completion.

NOW

SC/City Council

Now

SC/City Council

1-2 YEARS

DPW/SC

1-2 YEARS

EM/CM

TIME FRAME

LEAD
DEPARTMENT

FUNDING
ACTION

GOAL 1: Increase energy efficiency and renewable energy funding through internal and external
sources.
Apply for applicable utility-based energy waste
F1.1
ONGOING
EM
reduction programs.
Continue to take advantage of sporadic and timeF1.2
sensitive grant opportunities like the Mott funded
ONGOING
EM
Energy Planning with EcoWorks.
Review the table of Project Financing Options located
in Table D of this document for financing mechanisms
F1.3
NOW
EM/Finance
that may be a good fit for a particular project or
need.
GOAL 2: Sustain the city’s revolving loan fund.
Assign dedicated staff to monitor and select projects
F2.1
for the revolving loan fund.
Report on the revolving loan fund annually during
F2.2
budget review.
Establish and adopt guidelines for revolving loan fund
F2.3
decision criteria.
Define scope of the fund (i.e. single building,
F2.4
municipal, community-wide).
Return 80% of energy cost savings from all projects to
F2.5
the revolving energy fund to allow for seeding of
projects in the following year.
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NOW

EM/Finance

NOW

EM/Finance

NOW

EM/CM

NOW

EM/CM

NOW

Finance
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STAFFING
ACTION
GOAL 1: Establish an Energy Manager position.
Continue to support the City Manager’s Office as the
S1.1
resource for energy management activities and
initiatives.
Hire a part-time Energy Manager as an added part of
a current employee’s job description, as a new
S1.2
position within the government, or as a third-party
contract.

TIME FRAME

LEAD
DEPARTMENT

NOW

CM

NOW

CM

GOAL 2: Incorporate this energy plan into the scope of work for the city’s Sustainability
Commission.
Include implementation of this Action Plan in the
S2.1
NOW
SC
Sustainability Commission scope of work.
Establish an energy sub-committee within the
S2.2
NOW
SC
Sustainability Commission.
POLICIES AND PROCEDURES
ACTION

TIME FRAME

GOAL 1: Promote and strengthen energy management policies and procedures.
Continue to promote “alternative energy” zoning
policies permitted as an accessory use in all districts,
subject to certain conditions- PV panels have to be
building-mounted or, in the case of solar lighting,
attached to the light pole; geothermal and solar
PP1.1
water heating are also permitted everywhere; wind is ONGOING
only permitted when attached to a building; other
methods are also potentially permissible- upon
consultation with city planning and Development
Department, Planning Commission, and other
departments as fit.
Continue to promote installation of “alternative
energy” according to the Ypsilanti Historical
Preservation ordinance and the Standards for
Rehabilitation of Historic Structures set by the U.S.
PP1.2
ONGOING
Secretary of the Interior governing the review of any
work proposed in the district. The term “alternative
energy” covers a variety of technologies including
geothermal, wind, and solar power.
Continue to promote “alternative energy” special use
permitting policies including solar farms/solar as a
PP1.3
ONGOING
primary use permissible with a special use permit in
city Parks zoning district and Production,
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LEAD
DEPARTMENT

Planning &
Development

Planning &
Development

Planning &
Development

PP1.4

PP1.5

PP1.6

PP1.7
PP1.8
PP1.9
PP1.10
PP1.11
PP1.12
PP1.13

Manufacturing, and Distribution (industrial) zoning
district.
Pass a council resolution in support of adopting this
Energy Plan.
Examine procurement policies to ensure that the
bidding and/or purchasing processes account for the
energy efficiency of equipment and do not create a
barrier to implementing clean energy projects.
Pass a resolution or policy that requires the city to
benchmark energy consumption data annually for all
municipal buildings and report the usage to City
Council annually.
Continue to promote the goal of the City of Ypsilanti
and its residents to generate 5 MW of electricity from
distributed solar, to reach 1,000 solar roofs by 2020.
Establish and adopt a municipal energy vision
statement.
Create and adopt a Sustainability Plan.
Sign and uphold the commitments of the Paris
Climate Agreement.
Sign and uphold the Sierra Club’s Ready for 100
pledge to commit to running your city facilities on
100% renewable energy.
During the city’s next master plan cycle, adopt energy
policy guidance as a part of the Master Plan.
Consider development of a clean vehicle fleet plan.

NOW

City Council

NOW

CM/City Council

NOW

City Council

1-2 YEARS

EM

1-2 YEARS

City Council

1-2 YEARS

SC

NOW

City Council

NOW

City Council

Next Master
Planning cycle
1-2 YEARS

PC
SC

GOAL 2: Improve knowledge of energy management and sustainable design among city staff,
appointed and elected officials.
Include information on the city’s energy vision and
energy management strategy in the orientation
PP2.1
packets for all appointed and elected members of
1-2 YEARS
EM
boards and commissions as well as municipal staff
members.
DATA
ACTION

TIME FRAME

GOAL 1: Improve the data-driven approach to managing energy use.
Collect copies of the previous 12-36 months of energy
(gas, electricity, and steam) consumption data and
D1.1
NOW
enter into a spreadsheet format consistent with
Portfolio Manager.
Create a spreadsheet on the shared drive to organize
D1.2
energy use information including the appropriate
NOW
level of detail such as facility name, address, account
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LEAD
DEPARTMENT

EM

EM

D1.3
D1.4

numbers, meter numbers, square footage, year built,
number of computers etc.
Create a Portfolio Manager account to upload all
building and consumption information into the EPA’s
Portfolio Manager.
Establish a process to populate energy consumption
data monthly or quarterly into Portfolio Manager.

NOW

EM

NOW

EM

GOAL 2: Establish a process to analyze data to determine energy use trends and billing errors.
Examine bills from each facility for any errors or rate
D2.1
1-2 YEARS
EM/Finance
optimization that may be possible.
Set a base year for comparison using the most
D2.2
complete and relevant sets of data and normalize for 1-2 YEARS
EM
weather.
Audit at least 10% of energy consumption data in
D2.3
Portfolio Manager for quality assurance/quality
1-2 YEARS
EM
control.
Look at each building’s performance noting any
energy spikes or gradual increases in energy
D2.4
1-2 YEARS
EM
consumption that may indicate mechanical failures or
leaks.
Look at how your facilities compare to others in the
region. For any buildings that have recently had
upgrades, ensure that the expected drops in energy
D2.5
1-2 YEARS
EM
consumption are also represented. The absence of
reductions may indicate failing equipment or
incorrect installation.
GOAL 3: Improve communications with facility managers, utility providers, and relevant contractors
to resolve issues quickly.
D3.1
Call DTE to request any refunds for billing errors.
NOW
Finance
Ensure that it is part of the energy manager’s task
D3.2
load to review building performance quarterly to flag NOW
CM
any new issues.
COMMUNICATION
ACTION

TIME FRAME

GOAL 1: Improve energy and sustainability-related communication resources.
Highlight achievements at the municipal,
departmental, and individual level by way of
C1.1
an annual report and submit to the
NOW
Sustainability Commission and the City
Council.
Distribute easy to follow tips and reminders
C1.2
about the city’s energy vision on a regular
NOW
basis (monthly or quarterly).
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LEAD
DEPARTMENT

EM

EM

C 1.3

Publish the final adopted version of this
energy plan on the city’s website.

NOW

EM

GOAL 2: Promote and share energy reduction achievements with staff and residents.
Promote the city’s energy vision on
municipal marketing materials, the city’s
C2.1
website, through regional conferences,
NOW
EM/CM
and/or other appropriate communication
mechanisms.
Increase communications and citizen
outreach around sustainability, publicizing
C2.2
efforts and providing information on how
NOW
EM
citizens can get involved or replicate green
initiatives.
Consider the development of a website
C2.3
dashboard to report on municipal energy
3-5 YEARS
EM
management achievements and progress.
Continue reporting on energy management
C2.4
progress via the Michigan Green
ONGOING
EM
Communities Challenge annually.
Work with community stakeholders to
initiate an energy competition (the
C2.5
University and city can partner together to
3-5 YEARS
SC
challenge another city and university to an
energy reduction competition).
Provide a discounted AATA pass via the City
Treasurer and DDA as an alternative to
downtown parking permits (City Hall can
C2.6
lead by example by implementing a parking
3-5 YEARS
DDA
cash-out alternative benefit option for
employees currently eligible for parking
permits).
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LIST OF APPENDICES
Appendix 1 – Memorandum of Understanding – Community Energy Management Planning Project, Resolution No. 2017-261
Appendix 2 - Ordinance No. 1280 – Establish Sustainability Commission
Appendix 3 – Resolution for 1,000 Solar Roofs Initiative, Resolution No. 2013-175
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REQUEST FOR LEGISLATION
November 14, 2017

To:

Honorable Mayor and Ypsilanti City Council

From:

Darwin D. P. McClary, City Manager

Subject:

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING – COMMUNITY ENERGY
MANAGEMENT PLANNING PROJECT

SUMMARY & BACKGROUND:
City Council is being requested to approve a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between the
city, EcoWorks, and the Southeast Michigan Regional Energy Office (SEMREO) allowing the three
entities to collaborate on the completion of a Community Energy Management Planning project
for the city. EcoWorks and SEMREO would provide energy management planning services to the
city resulting in the development of a prioritized clean energy management plan. The city would
commit to making a good faith effort to launch at least one energy efficiency or renewable energy
project totaling at least $5,000 in value withn one year of the completion of the planning project.
The city will not incur any cost for completion of the energy management planning work. This
project would complement the city’s Climate Action Plan and other energy efficiency and
sustainability efforts.
PREVIOUS COUNCIL ACTION:
None
FINANCIAL IMPACT:
None to complete the Community Energy Management Planning Project; the city would commit
to making a good faith effort to launch at least one energy efficiency or renewable energy project
totaling at least $5,000 within one year of completion of the planning project.
RECOMMENDED ACTION:
Approve the Memorandum of Understanding between EcoWorks, SEMREO, and the city for the
Community Energy Management Planning Project and authorize the City Manager to execute the
MOU on behalf of the city.
ATTACHMENTS:
Copy of Proposed Memorandum of Understanding for Community Energy Management Planning
Project
CITY MANAGER APPROVAL:

DDPM

COUNCIL AGENDA DATE: 11/14/2017

CITY MANAGER COMMENTS: Recommend approval of MOU as presented
FISCAL SERVICES DIRECTOR APPROVAL: ____________________________________

Resolution No. 2017 - 261
November 14, 2017

RESOLVED BY THE COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF YPSILANTI:
WHEREAS, the City of Ypsilanti recognizes the importance of undertaking energy efficiency and
renewable energy initiatives as part of its efforts to promote community sustainability; and
WHEREAS, the Southeast Michigan Regional Energy Office, EcoWorks, and Mott Foundation work
collaboratively to fund and implement the Community Energy Management Planning Program to
provide valuable planning assistance to Michigan municipalities to prepare and implement energy
efficiency and renewable energy projects at no cost to those municipalities; and
WHEREAS, the Ypsilanti city council seeks to utilize the Community Energy Management Planning
Program to help meet the city’s own energy efficiency and renewable energy needs;
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED BY THE CITY OF YPSILANTI that the city council does hereby
approve the Memorandum of Understanding between EcoWorks, Southeast Michigan Regional
Energy Office, and the city to permit the collaboration between the three entities on the
preparation of a Community Energy Management Plan for the city at no cost to the city; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the city council does hereby commit to making a good faith effort
to launch an energy efficiency or renewable energy project totaling a minimum value of $5,000
within one year of completion of the plan; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the City Manager is hereby authorized to execute the
Memorandum of Understanding on behalf of the city after approval of the agreement by the City
Attorney as to form.
OFFERED BY: Council Member Richardson
SUPPORTED BY: Council Member Bashert
YES:

6

NO:

0

ABSENT: 1 (Edmonds)

VOTE: Carried

I do hereby certify that the above resolution is a true and correct copy of Resolution
2017-261 as passed by the Ypsilanti City Council, at their meeting held on November
14, 2017.
__________________________________
Frances McMullan, City Clerk

CITY OF YPSILANTI
NOTICE OF ADOPTED ORDINANCE
Ordinance No. 1280

An ordinance to establish a Sustainability Commission
1. THE CITY OF YPSILANTI HEREBY ORDAINS That
The Ypsilanti City Code is hereby amended by adding a new Division 5
Sustainability Commission, to Chapter 2 Administration, Article IV Boards and
Commissions, as follows:
Division 5. SUSTAINABILITY COMMISSION
Section 2.171 Sustainability Commission Rationale
City Council by resolution 2016-258, dated November 14, 2016 set forth the reasons
for a Sustainability Commission, including:
a. To create a model of sustainability through efforts to advocate, educate
and promote the social, economic and environmental health of the
community now and into the future.
b. To broaden the lens and scope of energy and environmental needs in the
future such as wind, solar, clean air, water and improving infrastructure.
c. To recognize natural resources as chief assets of the City of Ypsilanti and
encouraging responsible stewardship of these assets.
d. To collaborate with citizens, employees, employers, service providers and
other governmental agencies and educational agencies to share ideas.
e. To create a Sustainability Plan.
f. To review the City of Ypsilanti’s Climate Action Plan, Alternate Fuel Policy,
the Michigan Green Communities Challenge, and other plans and policies
and to continue the work of said plans and policies.
g. To prioritize stainability policies.
Section 2.172. Created
Pursuant to Ypsilanti City Charter section 9.03, a commission is hereby created known as
the Ypsilanti Sustainability Commission,
a.

to consist of nine regular members, serving for staggered three year terms,
and two non-voting youth members serving one year terms. two non-voting
youth members to serve one year terms.
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b.
c.

There shall be a staff person assigned to the commission.
There shall be a Council liaison appointed to the Commission by City
Council.
d.
Commissioners shall be city residents, except that not more than three
commissioners may be non-residents of the city of Ypsilanti.
Section 2.173 Appointment
Commissioners shall be appointed by the Mayor with the approval and confirmation of a
majority of city council. Non-resident commissioners shall require a finding of the best
interest of the city and approval and confirmation of not less than five affirmative votes of
city council members.
Section 2.174 Duties
Duties of the Ypsilanti Sustainability Commission shall be to:
a.
Establish by-laws, subject to the approval of the City Council.
b.
Elect officers including a Commission chairperson.
c.
Establish a meeting schedule and meet at least quarterly.
d.
Take action to fulfill the reasons and rationale for the Sustainability
Commission set out in Section 2.171, above.
e.
To report Commission actions and findings and make recommendations to
City Council at least annually.
2.
Severability.
If any clause, sentence, section, paragraph, or part of this
ordinance, or the application thereof to any person, firm, corporation, legal entity, or
circumstances, shall be for any reason adjudged by a court of competent jurisdiction to
be unconstitutional or invalid, such judgment shall not effect, impair, or invalidate the
remainder of this Ordinance and the application of such provision to other persons,
firms, corporations, legal entities, or circumstances by such judgment shall be confined
in its operation to the clause, sentence, section, paragraph, or part of this Ordinance
thereof directly involved in the case or controversy in which such judgment shall have
been rendered and to the person, firm, corporation, legal entity, or circumstances then
and there involved. It is hereby declared to be the legislative intent of this body that
the Ordinance would have been adopted had such invalid or unconstitutional provisions
not have been included in this Ordinance.
3.
Repeal. All other Ordinances inconsistent with the provisions of this Ordinance
are, to the extent of such inconsistencies, hereby repealed.
4.
Savings Clause. The balance of the Code of Ordinances, City of Ypsilanti,
Michigan, except as herein or previously amended, shall remain in full force and effect.
The repeal provided herein shall not abrogate or affect any offense or act committed or
done, or any penalty or forfeiture incurred, or any pending fee, assessments, litigation,
or prosecution of any right established, occurring prior to the effective date hereof.
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5.
Copies to be available. Copies of the Ordinance are available at the office of
the city clerk for inspection by, and distribution to, the public during normal office
hours. A complete copy of the ordinance is also available for inspection on the City’s
website, www.cityofypsilanti.com.
6.
Publication and Effective Date. The City Clerk shall cause this Ordinance, or
a summary of this Ordinance, to be published by printing the same in the publication of
record. This Ordinance shall become effective after publication at the expiration of 30
days after adoption.

MADE, PASSED AND ADOPTED BY THE YPSILANTI CITY COUNCIL THIS 24th DAY
OF January, 2017.
______________________________
Andrew Hellenga, Interim City Clerk
Attest
I do hereby confirm that the above Ordinance No. 1280 was published in
The Washtenaw Legal News on the 19th day of December, 2016.
_______________________________
Andrew Hellenga, Interim City Clerk
CERTIFICATE OF ADOPTING
I hereby certify that the foregoing is a true copy of the Ordinance passed at
the regular meeting of the City Council held on the 24th day of January, 2017.
________________________________
Andrew Hellenga, Interim City Clerk

Notice Published: December 19, 2016
First Reading: January 10, 2017
Second Reading: January 24, 2017
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Published: January 30, 2017
Effective Date: February 23, 2017
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TO: Mayor and City Council
FROM: Virginia Shannon, Environment Michigan
DATE: April 2, 2013
SUBJECT: Resolution for Ypsilanti 1,000 Solar Roofs Initiative
To make Ypsilanti a “solar destination”-- and hasten the day when solar powers our
buildings and our economy -- Ypsilanti must set a bold solar goal of 1,000 solar roofs by
2020 and encourage solar on thousands more homes, businesses and public buildings.
In order to achieve a goal of 1,000 solar roofs by 2020, the key policies areas identified
below should be put in place to increase municipal solar installations, establish
successful partnerships that support solar and give Ypsilanti residents and businesses
the tools they need to go solar.





Lead-by example by continuing to identify sites and seek grants for projects on
city buildings along with welcoming solar projects on historic buildings;
Streamline information on financing options and promote financing programs
such as PACE to help residents, businesses and industries go solar;
Partner with nonprofits, solar companies, and Eastern Michigan University to
build public awareness of solar potential in Ypsilanti and a literacy of technology
and financing options; and
Support local, state and federal policies that promote the use of solar energy.

With a bold goal of 1,000 by 2020 in place, Ypsilanti can become a solar destination,
attracting attention as a national leader and building a solar economy to repower its city
and homes.
Approval of this resolution to set a bold solar goal will demonstrate the City’s
commitment to becoming a destination to study, live and work in and moving to more
sustainable energy future.
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Resolution No. 2013-175
September 3, 2013
RESOLUTION FOR 1,000 SOLAR ROOFS INITIATIVE
WHEREAS, the State of Michigan emits more 81 tons of carbon pollution annually to
produce electricity; and
WHEREAS, solar power is a clean source of energy with which Michigan can power its
homes, businesses and cars to achieve better air quality and reduce carbon pollution;
and
WHEREAS, the State of Michigan has vast solar potential with more sunlight than
Germany, the world’s leader solar power; and
WHEREAS, the solar industry provides more than 6,000 jobs to Michiganders, and that
Michigan is ranked in the top five states for solar manufacturing; and
WHEREAS, if Michigan were to generate 1 GW of electricity from distributed generation
solar, an additional 100,000 solar rooftops would be installed; and
WHEREAS, the City of Ypsilanti has demonstrated its national leadership in pursuit of
solar power and is well positioned to benefit from a growing clean energy economy to
bring jobs and investments to the City; and
WHEREAS, the City of Ypsilanti recognizes the above assets of solar power and desires to
further its commitment to this important clean energy solution; and
THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the City of Ypsilanti officially sets its own goal of the
City of Ypsilanti and its residents generate 5 MW of electricity from distributed solar, to
reach 1,000 solar roofs by 2020; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the City of Ypsilanti hereby acknowledges the policy
recommendations from the Environment Michigan Research & Policy Center report as
to how the City of Ypsilanti and its residents can meet a goal of 1,000 solar roofs by
2020; and
2

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the City of Ypsilanti calls on the State of Michigan to
follow Ypsilanti’s lead in making Michigan a leader in solar power and to set the goal of
having 100,000 solar roofs by 2020.
OFFERED BY: ___Council Member Robb__________________________
SUPPORTED BY: __Council Member Murdock______________________
YES:

5

NO: 0

ABSENT: 2 (Jefferson, Moeller)

VOTE: Carried

I do hereby certify that the above resolution is a true and correct copy of Resolution No. 2013175 as passed by the Ypsilanti City Council, and their meeting held on September 3, 2013.
___________________________________
Frances McMullan, City Clerk
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City of Ypsilanti
Energy Plan
Brittany Turner
EcoWorks
January 14th, 2019

EcoWorks
Org-Wide Impacts
•
•
•
•
•

50,000 individuals served
35 government partners
300 business partners
200 green jobs supported
$30M in energy savings

EcoWorks
Strategic Community Initiatives

City of Ypsilanti Energy Plan Outline

Action Plan
• Designed for
integration with other
planning efforts
• Establishes clear
pathway to meeting
SMART energy goals
–
–
–
–
–

Strategic
Measurable
Attainable
Realistic
Time Bound

Table B: Summary of Implemented
Clean Energy Actions

Table C: Project Action Plan
Summary

Project Commitment:
During the planning process of this energy
plan, the City of Ypsilanti made a commitment to install a solar array at the Department of Public Service truck port by year
2018.

Opportunities and Next Steps
•

Benchmarking
– Consistently benchmark natural gas and
electricity bills

•

Hire an Energy Manager
– Either as an added part of a current
employee’s job description,
– as a new position within the
government,
– or as a third-party contract

•

Energy Plan & Sustainability Plan
– Officially adopt energy plan
– Create and adopt sustainability plan

•

Sustainability Commission
– Include implementation of this action
plan into scope of work

Sustainability Commission Tasks

Sustainability Commission Tasks

Additional Content

Get in touch!
Brittany Turner
EcoWorks, Strategic Community Initiatives
Energy Analyst
C: 313-647-8816
bturner@ecoworksdetroit.org

Action Minutes
City of Ypsilanti
Sustainability Commission
Regular Meeting
City Hall Council Chambers – 1 South Huron St.
Ypsilanti, MI 48197
Monday, December 10, 2018 – 7:00 p.m.
I.

CALL TO ORDER: 7:01pm

II.

ROLL CALL:
Commissioner Michalowski
Commissioner Drennen
Commissioner Heine
Commissioner Zeuner
Commissioner Bayha
Commissioner Foley
Commissioner McKee
Commissioner Greenwald
Commissioner Cannon

Present
Absent
Present
Present
Present
Present
Absent
Present
Present

Also Present: Nancy Hare-Dickerson, Commission Secretary
III.

AGENDA APPROVAL:
Heine (Second Foley) moved to approve the Agenda as amended to:
1. Remove IV. Presentation D. – “Ann Arbor’s Urban & Community
Forest Management Plan” due to Commissioner McKee’s absence, at
the request of Commissioner Michalowski;
2. Move IV. Presentation C – “Ypsilanti’s Climate Action Plan with
Commissioner Zeuner to IV. Presentation D, at the request of
Commissioner Michalowski;
3. Add as IV. Presentation C - “Sustainability Plan Advisor Proposal”
Discussion, at the request of CED Director Joe Meyers.
Vote: Unanimous

IV.

Motion: Carried

PRESENTATIONS:
A. Recycle Ann Arbor Recycle Drop Off Services – with Bryan Weinert and
Steve Pratt
B. Washtenaw County Solid Waste Program – with specialists Jon Tulman
and Noelle Bowman on behalf of Washtenaw County Public Works
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C. Sustainability Plan Advisor Proposal Discussion – with Ypsilanti CED
Director Joe Meyers
D. Ypsilanti’s Climate Action Plan – with Commissioner Zeuner
V.

INTRODUCTIONS:
A. Commissioner Katy Greenwald
B. Commissioner Christian Cannon

VI.

AUDIENCE PARTICIPATION

VII.

CONSENT AGENDA
A. Approval of October 9, 2018 Minutes
B. Approval of 2019 Sustainability Commission Meeting Schedule
Bayha (Second Zeuner) moved to approve the Consent Agenda as
follows:
Approval of the October 9, 2018 Minutes and the 2019 Sustainability
Commission Meeting Schedule as submitted.
Vote: Unanimous

Motion: Carried

VIII.

RESOLUTIONS/MOTIONS/DISCUSSIONS
A. Climate Action Plan Discussion

IX.

LIAISON REPORTS
A. Sustainability Plan Subcommittee
B. MGC Challenge Subcommittee
C. Outreach Subcommittee
D. Master Plan: Housing Affordability & Access Subcommittee
E. EMU Sustainability Commission

X.

COMMUNICATIONS
A. Peninsular Dam Status Update
B. Recycle Program Update

XI.

AUDIENCE PARTICIPATION

XII.

PROPOSED BUSINESS

XIII.

NEXT MEETING DATE:
Monday, January 14, 2019

XIV.

ADJOURNMENT: 9:39pm
Zeuner (second Cannon) moved to adjourn the meeting of the
Sustainability Commission.
Vote: Unanimous
Motion: Carried
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Meeting Minutes
City of Ypsilanti
Sustainability Commission
Regular Meeting
City Hall Council Chambers – 1 South Huron St.
Ypsilanti, MI 48197
Monday, December 10, 2018 – 7:00 p.m.
I.

CALL TO ORDER: 7:01pm

II.

ROLL CALL:
Commissioner Michalowski
Commissioner Drennen
Commissioner Heine
Commissioner Zeuner
Commissioner Bayha
Commissioner Foley
Commissioner McKee
Commissioner Greenwald
Commissioner Cannon

Present
Absent
Present
Present
Present
Present
Absent
Present
Present

Also Present: Nancy Hare-Dickerson, Commission Secretary
III.

AGENDA APPROVAL:
Heine (Second Foley) moved to approve the Agenda as amended to:
1. Remove IV. Presentation D. – “Ann Arbor’s Urban & Community
Forest Management Plan” due to Commissioner McKee’s absence, at
the request of Commissioner Michalowski;
2. Move IV. Presentation C – “Ypsilanti’s Climate Action Plan with
Commissioner Zeuner to IV. Presentation D, at the request of
Commissioner Michalowski;
3. Add as IV. Presentation C - “Sustainability Plan Advisor Proposal”
Discussion, at the request of CED Director Joe Meyers.
Vote: Unanimous

IV.

Motion: Carried

PRESENTATIONS: [Presented after VII. Consent Agenda]
A. Recycle Ann Arbor Recycle Drop Off Services – with Bryan Weinert and
Steve Pratt
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B. Washtenaw County Solid Waste Program – with specialists Jon Tulman
and Noelle Bowman on behalf of Washtenaw County Public Works
C. Sustainability Plan Advisor Proposal Discussion – with Ypsilanti CED
Director Joe Meyers
D. Ypsilanti’s Climate Action Plan – with Commissioner Zeuner
V.

INTRODUCTIONS:
A. Commissioner Katy Greenwald – Associate professor at Eastern Michigan
University in biology.
B. Commissioner Christian Cannon – Mechanical engineering student at the
University of Michigan in his senior year.
Both commissioners provided an overview of their work, study and
interests.

VI.

AUDIENCE PARTICIPATION – None

VII.

CONSENT AGENDA
A. Approval of October 9, 2018 Minutes
B. Approval of 2019 Sustainability Commission Meeting Schedule
Bayha (Second Zeuner) moved to approve the Consent Agenda as
follows:
Approval of the October 9, 2018 Minutes and the 2019 Sustainability
Commission Meeting Schedule as submitted.
Vote: Unanimous

VIII.

Motion: Carried

PRESENTATIONS [From IV.]
A. Recycle Ann Arbor Recycling Drop Off Services – with Bryan Weinert and
Steve Pratt
Bryan Weinert, Director of Strategy at Recycle Ann Arbor introduced Site
Manager Steve Pratt and then presented an overview of Recycle Ann
Arbor, outlining the residential, commercial and educational services that
Recycle Ann Arbor provides.
Steve Pratt, Site Manager at the Ellsworth Road Drop Off Station outlined
the new City of Ypsilanti voucher program that is in place with Recycle
Ann Arbor and detailed the types of recycling materials that are accepted.
Mr. Pratt indicated that a detailed list of acceptable and unacceptable
materials, as well as the different service offerings can be located on the
Recycle Ann Arbor and Ypsilanti City website.
Also discussed, in response to commissioner queries and comments:
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1. Additional household, yard, electronic and miscellaneous items can be
dropped off for a fee;
2. Items such as thermometers with mercury, fire extinguishers, mixed
chemical solvents, gas oil-based paint and stains would need to be
taken to the hazardous waste location;
3. Residents receive a one-time $30 coupon with their voucher to help
discount supplemental materials that require additional cost;
4. Commercial recycling is also being dropped off; i.e., bulk cardboard;
5. The number of residents who use the service is provided on the
Recycle Ann Arbor monthly invoice that is sent to the City.
CED Director Joe Meyers added that the City tracks the resident vouchers
that are issued, broken down by ward, which will help the City measure
how well the program is working and if adjustments are needed. Mr.
Meyers stated that 250 vouchers have currently been given out, with 52%
in Ward 2, 34% in Ward 3 and 14% in Ward 1.
In response to commissioner queries and comments, Mr. Meyers also
indicated:
1. The City continues to give out passes for residents to take yard waste
to the Ypsilanti Township Compost Center.
2. Recyclables picked up by City DPS employees go to Chelsea.
3. The Recycle Ann Arbor service is for residents who used to take their
recyclables to the former City Drop Off Center.
4. DPS employees who worked at the former City Drop Off Center were
placed in to other service with no layoffs occurring.
Commissioner Michalowski asked that Recycle Ann Arbor provide an
update in approximately six months on how the program is going.
B. Washtenaw County Solid Waste Program – with specialists Jon Tulman
and Noelle Bowman on behalf of Washtenaw County Public Works
Solid Waste Specialist Jon Tulman introduced Solid Waste Specialist
Noelle Bowman, Public Works Manager Theo Eggermont and Water
Resources Commissioner Evan Pratt.
Mr. Tulman stated that their mission is to work and protect surface water
in the environment to promote long-term environmental and economic
sustainability of the county. He then provided an overview of the programs
and services provided to Washtenaw County residents, including
discussion of the Community Clean Up Days and School Recycling
programs.
Solid Waste Specialist Noelle Bowman discussed the following programs:
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1. The Master Composter Certification Program - a comprehensive
compost education course offered annually in the fall.
2. The Waste Knot Environmental Excellence Program which seeks to
reward and recognize businesses that are voluntarily committed to
waste reduction and recycling, with technical support also being
offered to help businesses meet their waste reduction and recycling
goals. Ms. Bowman shared that some of the local Ypsilanti City
partners are the Ypsi Freighthouse, High Scope Educational Research
Foundation, Growing Hope, the Ypsilanti Food Co-op, Materials
Unlimited and Data Optics.
3. The Zero Waste Washtenaw Program - a community program which
partners with event organizers and groups to provide the resources
and tool kit to help them reach their zero-waste goal.
In response to commissioner queries and comments, Ms. Bowman
indicated the following:
1. The Master Composter Certification Program is a popular program with
an average class size of 20-25 enrollees each fall.
2. The Environmental Excellence Partnership Program (E2P2) is less of a
certification and more of a partner membership. Commissioner Zeuner
discussed following up with Ms. Bowman on possible ways the process
could be helpful to the Commission.
3. Her willingness to work with the Commission to help in implementing
the Zero Waste Program. Commissioners Foley and Michalowski will
follow up with her.
Commissioner Greenwald, as coordinator for the EMU Environmental
Science and Society Program, offered that EMU students looking into
internships in environmentally relevant fields may be interested in
becoming involved.
In response to commissioner queries and comments, Mr. Tulman
indicated the following:
1. Fee-for-service suggestions (churches/businesses) for residents
without a personal vehicle wanting to dispose of hazardous waste
items.
2. That there are several different recycling and disposal streams for
collected materials – some can be reused, some are recycled, most
flammables are captured and burned for energy recovery.
3. Vendors are questioned and vetted on where their collected materials
are being taken.
In response to commissioner query, Water Resources Commissioner Pratt
addressed the concern of leaves and twigs covering storm drains and the
problems it can cause. Informational brochures are available through the
Water Resources office which could be shared with City residents.
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C. Sustainability Plan Advisor Proposal Discussion – with Ypsilanti CED
Director Joe Meyers
CED Director Meyers indicated that City Council has allocated $15,000 for
the creation of a sustainability plan for the city. He outlined the four
consultant proposals that were received. Commissioners provided input
and questions which will be shared and discussed with the consultants
and Council.
D. Ypsilanti’s Climate Action Plan – with Commissioner Zeuner
Commissioner Zeuner provided a presentation based on his review of the
Climate Action Plan, outlining the pros of the Plan and discussing
suggestions for improvement with the sustainability plan - such as the
inclusion of outreach to south side neighborhoods, addressing resilience,
social vulnerability, housing affordability and access, as well as adaptation
to address the impacts from climate change that will happen and that are
happening.
IX.

AUDIENCE PARTICIPATION
Lisa Voelker, Cross St.: overviewed her work with the Southeast Michigan
Stewardship Coalition and expressed her desire to discuss with interested
commissioners how students and teachers could play a role in answering
some of the ecological needs that the City has.
Amber Fellows, Ward 3: expressed support for the idea of adaptation as far
as its short-term impact in communities like Ypsilanti and that housing issues
need to be part of the climate action plan.
Desirae Simmons, Ward 3: expressed her interest in the Zero Waste
Washtenaw program – the scale of events that are done, the process for
hosting an event and if there are ways to make that information more public.
She also discussed a Housing Affordability and Accessibility survey being
circulated and asked the Commission for distribution assistance.
Commissioner Michalowski indicated the Commission could help distribute
the survey through Facebook and its mailing list.

X.

RESOLUTIONS/MOTIONS/DISCUSSIONS
A. Climate Action Plan Discussion
Commissioner Michalowski asked commissioners for their
questions/thoughts from their review of the Climate Action Plan and/or
comments regarding Commissioner Zeuner’s presentation.
Feedback from commissioners, as follows:
1. Appreciation for Commissioner Zeuner’s presentation;
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2. Housing/rental data updates are needed in order to address housing
affordability and access issues;
3. Outreach information is needed from the south side area;
4. Include working with Dave Strenski in the sustainability plan
(advocating for more community solar over DTE type utility solar);
5. Information would be helpful regarding green roof advantages/solar
advantages – mutually exclusive or use of both.
Commissioner Michalowski asked the committee to continue to review the
Climate Action Plan and offer any additional input.
XI.

LIAISON REPORTS
A. Sustainability Plan Subcommittee
Commissioner Michalowski asked for any thoughts/comments about the
proposal he previously sent out.
Commissioner Zeuner indicated he would like to see an itemized budget.
Commissioner Zeuner acknowledged not being able to go forward with
doing a master’s project with the University of Michigan due to difficulty
completing necessary requirements before the deadline.
Commissioner Michalowski encouraged further conversation of how to
wrap the needs of the Commission into an internship project.
B. MGC Challenge Subcommittee
Commissioner Michalowski indicated that Commissioner McKee was
planning to present an example of one of the goals and that
Commissioner Heine has been working on an inventory of the MGC
metrics.
Commissioner Heine stated that some DTE data was received which she
will have to break down. Commissioner Zeuner offered to provide
additional assistance.
C. Outreach Subcommittee
Commissioner Bayha indicated her intention to begin work on the Earth
Day Ypsi event right after the New Year, with a plan to also contact Zero
Waste Washtenaw for their assistance.
Commissioner Foley indicated his intention to continue with Zero Waste
planning for the next upcoming Parkridge event.
Commissioner Michalowski indicated he will continue to reach out to the
Heritage Festival and the First Friday events.
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There was also discussion about Zero Waste outreach for possible
inclusion of the Beer Fest and Elvis Fest events.
Commissioner Foley discussed his intention to coordinate a community
outreach-sharing, in a Town Hall forum, of Commissioner Drennen’s
“Climate Reality Project” presentation and Commissioner Zeuner’s
“Ypsilanti’s Climate Action Plan” presentation.
D. Master Plan: Housing Affordability & Access Subcommittee
Commissioner Foley indicated his intention to provide a presentation of
the housing survey data at the next meeting.
E. EMU Sustainability Commission
Commissioner Greenwald shared that the commission is now staffed with
a diverse cross section of people and that they also have a website and
Facebook page set up with information on some of their immediate and
long-term goals.
XII.

COMMUNICATIONS
A. Peninsular Dam Status Update
Commissioner Michalowski asked commissioners to review the report and
asked for a volunteer to put together a brief statement as to the ecological
benefits of removing the dam that the Commission can put out.
[Discussion ensued discussing and clarifying what the Plan proposes]
Commissioner Michalowski indicated that he will reach out to the Huron
Watershed Council and the Friends of Peninsular Place to ask if they are
willing to come in and discuss their perspectives regarding the dam
removal.
B. Recycle Program Update
[Commissioner Michalowski referenced the previously expressed
information and updates received from above Presentations]

XIII.

AUDIENCE PARTICIPATION- none

XIV.

PROPOSED BUSINESS
A. Climate action plan - Commissioner Zeuner
B. Presentation re: paint recycling while helping in New Orleans post-Katrina
– Commissioner Bayha

XV.

NEXT MEETING DATE:
Monday, January 14, 2019
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XVI.

ADJOURNMENT: 9:39pm
Zeuner (second Cannon) moved to adjourn the meeting of the
Sustainability Commission.
Vote: Unanimous

Motion: Carried
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CITY OF YPSILANTI SUSTAINABILITY COMMISSION RESOLUTION
FOR THE ADOPTION OF
PENINSULAR PLACE DAM REMOVAL AND RESTORATION OF FISHING HABITAT
RESOLUTION 2018-01-001 - PENINSULAR PLACE DAM REMOVAL AND RESTORATION OF FISHING
HABITAT
WHEREAS, a study commissioned by the City of Ypsilanti and the Huron River Watershed
Council found removal to be feasible in terms of sediment management, infrastructure stability,
and riverfront land ownership;
WHEREAS, dam removal will restore the natural flow regime of the river and improve
connectivity for fish and other species living upstream and downstream of the dam;
WHEREAS, the long-term costs to the City of repairing and maintaining the dam will exceed the
cost of removal;
WHEREAS, restoration following dam removal has been shown to improve fishing habitat--e.g.,
dam removal in Wisconsin resulted in decreases in common carp and increases in smallmouth
bass populations (Kanehl et al. 1997; Stanley et al 2003);
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the Sustainability Commission urges City Council to:
1. Vote in favor of removal of the Peninsular Place Dam;
2. Ensure that adequate steps are taken to restore or improve the fishing habitat following
dam removal.
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What this plan contains
This report outlines a plan to guide Ypsilanti into a more sustainable future by coordinating municipal and
community efforts to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and address climate change. The plan begins with an
outline of the methodology used to create this plan and reviews community conditions, both from an emissions
and qualitative standpoint. Next, the report delves into the strategies themselves and depicts the recommended tactics the city can use to reduce its greenhouse gas emissions. The strategies have been sorted into climate action areas: buildings, infrastructure, land use and transportation, and culture change. Additionally, the
strategies have been given “tags” that indicate the nature of each idea, ranging from “municipal” to “behavior
change.” These tags allow the user to further sort strategies by interest and acknowledge the interdisciplinary
nature of each idea.
After presenting and explaining the proposed strategies, the report addresses implementation. Taking into account existing city and community efforts, the report proposes a course of action to achieve the stated goals.
This plan recommends where the city can act by making direct investments, taking steps through its staff and
administration, creating new policies to drive change, and coordinating with the region as a whole. The plan
also recognizes that some efforts may need to be led by the community, whether through specific individuals,
groups or institutions, or by the creation of an official taskforce or coalition.
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Finally, more detailed information on GHG emissions and community-driven strategy ideas can be found in the
two appendices. Appendix A contains the full technical assessment of municipal and community greenhouse
gas emissions. Appendix B is a list of all strategy ideas collected during best practices research, exploration
of related efforts and community outreach. This library of approaches has been included to encourage consideration and implementation by the community or future municipal efforts.
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Key of strategy tags
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A CLIM ATE A CTION P L A N

FOR YPSILANTI

As a built-out and de-industrializing community, Ypsilanti struggles to meet the challenge of reducing greenhouse gas emissions. While the city’s historic core predates the automotive era, the land use and transportation decisions of the last half century have been planned around the automobile. This left the city with
significant greenhouse gas “legacy costs.”

the city of ypsilanti

Metropolitan Detroit, as Michigan’s largest metro area, is both the state’s greatest challenge to sustainability
and holds the most promise for the future. The region holds an abundance of human capital, energy and other
resources for development but is also rooted in a history of sprawl, inadequate transportation options and aging infrastructure. To move toward a better, more sustainable future, we must draw on both a desire to change
as well as local resources in order to confront these substantial barriers to reform. The City of Duluth lays out
the environmental challenge to city development in its own climate plan: “International scientific and political communities recognize that elevated temperatures, loss of habitat and species, and economic hardships
due to damage from severe weather patterns and changes in natural resources are just some of the substantial
changes we may experience in the coming years if action is not taken to reverse current [emissions] trends.”1

In 2011, the City of Ypsilanti joined the Millennial Mayors Congress, a collaborative body of veteran and
emerging civic leaders who focus on developing replicable models for local action that will produce a more
prosperous, environmentally sustainable and equitable Detroit region. Each of the 22 participating communities is represented by a city official and a Millennial, or 18-35 year-old, resident. In December 2009, the
Congress adopted the Energy Savings Protocol, setting a goal of reducing government uses of energy from
non-renewable sources to 25% below 2005 levels by 2015. Now they are working together to implement
localized approaches to this regional goal.

1 | Skoog, Carin. “Greenhouse Gas Inventory & Forecast Report: With Recommendations for the Development of Duluth’s Local Action Plan.” City of Duluth. October 2001. Web, 12 June 2012.
<http://www.natcapsolutions.org/ClimateManual/Cities/Chapter3/Duluth_baseline_14vii06.pdf>
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The Cities of Southgate, Hazel Park and Ypsilanti seek to go beyond this 2015 energy goal, however, and have
stepped up to lead the region in local sustainability efforts. Together, the communities and their partners
seek to assess strategies for community engagement, devise plans for reductions in municipal GHG emissions, and develop and test strategies targeting community-wide emissions due to limited transportation options, inefficient buildings, and dependence on fossil fuels. All three cities seek to develop and test components of a climate action plan that will result in a measurable reduction of Green House Gas (GHG) emissions
from both city government and community activities.

3
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What Is Climate Action Planning?
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Climate change is by definition global and cannot be addressed by one community acting alone. Many mitigation
efforts, however, can only be implemented at the local level, and community-scale strategies must be developed.

4

The local communities where we live and work present many opportunities to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, simultaneously addressing climate change and providing direct local benefits. While small cities may
not be able to match national examples like Chicago for big flashy efforts, they have the ability to tailor efforts
to local concerns and be just as impactful.
From an individual home to the citywide street network, local action can help slow climate change while also
saving money, improving quality of life, and supporting new business and employment opportunities.

Why Ypsilanti? Why now?
Ypsilanti has already established itself as a leader in energy conservation and related issues, with the community taking a lead on sustainability. The Ypsilanti Climate Action Plan is a way to aggregate many of these efforts, support them through the City in the form of a formalized process, and collectively move forward toward
City and community goals related to climate change.
Municipal efforts in the past few years have included a number of significant energy-related projects, and
have been effective in an opportunistic, incremental approach: incorporating energy efficiency measures into
already-planned projects, or leveraging outside funding opportunities to undertake projects that reduce greenhouse gas emissions and bring other benefits.
Examples of these projects include:
		
		
		
		

Recent renovations to the city’s Senior Center and Parkridge
Community Center included energy-saving measures like
insulation, more efficient windows and boiler upgrades, in
addition to improvements for structural maintenance and
better ADA access.

		
		
		
		

Currently, the city is establishing a municipal tree nursery to
provide for shade tree planting along public streets and in
parks at a fraction of the cost of purchasing mature trees.
This work is funded by a Great Lakes Restoration Initiative
grant and includes a workforce training component.

		
		
		
		

City Hall features a 2.5 kW photovoltaic array installed 		
in 2010 with the help of the Solar Ypsi initiative. During this
project, the Historic District Commission also developed
explicit guidelines for appropriate installation of solar panels
on historic properties, streamlining future installations.

		
		
		
		

Ypsilanti has leveraged Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality
grants for several recent projects, ranging from the construction
of a segment of the “Border to Border” bike/walk trail to
the replacement of the city’s aging street sweeper with a
lower emissions model.

Looking more broadly, Ypsilanti is home to a number of citizen groups and nonprofits interested in climate-related issues. Whether around bicycling,
gardening, farmers markets, renewable energy or general sustainability,
the community’s tradition of vibrant civic engagement provides both
momentum and opportunity for new, coordinated efforts.

Through the sum of these efforts, Ypsilanti is already actively, though not
always explicitly, pursuing climate change mitigation. The community lacks specific priorities. While the opportunistic approach has worked well in a number of cases, a strategic look at various options will help the city more
strategically select projects—an important consideration in a time of extremely limited funds and staff time.
2 | Based on commute data and estimates from EMU staff, Ypsilanti’s daytime population is around 25,000. With around 5,000 students commuting into town for school and 5,000 students already
residing in the city, EMU represents roughly 40% of the daytime population.
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Finally, Eastern Michigan University, which occupies a
quarter of the city’s total land area and accounts for
roughly 40% of the city’s total daytime population,2 has
incorporated energy efficiency measures into its recent
capital projects: the renovation and expansion of the Mark
Jefferson Science Complex alone included energy-related
improvements that will save an estimated $400,000 in annual
operating costs and eliminate more than 3,000 metric tons of
carbon dioxide equivalent (mtCO2e) in annual greenhouse gas
emissions. The University has also taken steps to support transit
commutes and encourage staff to live locally.

the city of ypsilanti

A 2011 streetscaping project on West Cross used LED fixtures
		 in the new streetlights, a choice expected to save the city
		 over $3,500 a year in energy and maintenance costs.
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A REGIONAL PARTNERSHIP FOR LOCAL AND GLOBAL IMPACT
This project is a collaborative effort made possible by a grant awarded to the City of Ypsilanti by the Michigan
Department of Environmental Quality in August 2010. In partnership with the Michigan Suburbs Alliance, the
Cities of Ypsilanti, Hazel Park and Southgate each received $50,000 to develop a model process for small-city
climate action planning. From 2010 to 2012, with leadership from the Michigan Suburbs Alliance, Ypsilanti has
developed a basis for climate action planning that takes into account the city’s limited resources and builds
upon the tight-knit nature of the local community to effect change.
The participating cities set three goals for the local climate action planning process. First, test and model
greenhouse gas emissions reduction strategies for small cities in metro Detroit. Second, engage a broad and
diverse citizenry in reducing our collective carbon footprint. And third, develop a local climate action plan that
addresses issues like transportation, buildings, renewable energy and government operations. This process
will develop a model process and plan for other small Michigan cities to follow, a library of best-practice
strategies to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and a city-specific climate action plan for each community to
be adopted by city council.
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A successful city climate action plan must be defined and supported by local residents and businesses.
Citizens must feel empowered and included in the city’s planning activities. Local development of the Ypsilanti Climate Action Plan was rooted in broad civic engagement and supported by planning professionals at
the city, the Michigan Suburbs Alliance and WARM Training Center. Ypsilanti convened a dedicated group of
local stakeholders throughout the process who participated in community forums to identify how the city can
reduce the impact of climate change in their community. In large part, this report is their work.
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OUR METHODOLOGY
Greenhouse Gas Data Collection
Developing realistic, implementable strategies to mitigate the impacts of climate change requires a proven
methodology to analyze Ypsilanti’s greenhouse gas emissions. An inventory of GHG emissions establishes a
baseline for both the government and community sectors, which is then used to develop strategies for targeted sectors and measure future emissions reductions resulting from the implementation of those strategies.
The tools and resources developed by ICLEI Local Governments for Sustainability guided our determination of
sources and provided quantification methodologies. Since 1990, ICLEI has been assisting cities in their efforts
to limit their environmental impacts by providing analytical tools and methods to help local governments and
communities measure and reduce their greenhouse gas emissions.3 Preparation of this plan also drew on the
experience of the Southeast Michigan Regional Energy Office, an intergovernmental organization that works
with municipalities and other civic partners to support efficiency work, renewables and other energy-related
projects in southeast Michigan. Ypsilanti is a member city of the Regional Energy Office.

Greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions: The vast majority of 		
scientists agree: an unprecedented increase in greenhouse
gases, driven by human activity, is causing our climate to 		
change. Greenhouse gases like carbon dioxide, methane,
nitrous oxide and fluorinated gases are emitted in the course
of daily activity, when we drive our cars, turn on lights and
even when you exhale. GHG emissions can be either direct
or indirect—a toaster indirectly emits, while the power 		
plant that provides the electricity for that toaster directly 		
emits. The EPA’s website contains a wealth of information for
those interested in learning more. 4

		
		
		
		
		
		

Metric tons of carbon dioxide equivalent (mtC02e): This unit
is a generally accepted standard used to measure GHG 		
emissions, combining all of the different greenhouse gases,		
weighted by their impact, into a single measure. This plan uses
it throughout the discussion of various strategies to measure
and compare their impact. One mtCO2e is equivalent to the
emissions produced by consuming 112 gallons of gasoline.

		
		
		
		
		

Return on Investment (ROI): Return on investment 		
defines the rate at which energy savings resulting from 		
efficiency improvements will recoup the initial cost of the 		
project. For example, a project that costs $5,000 to implement
and saves $1,000 worth of energy annually has a 20% ROI, or
a 5 year payback.

3 | Local Government Operations Protocol.” The Climate Registry. ARB, CCAR, ICLEI,
The Climate Registry, May 2010. Web. 23 May 2012. <http://www.theclimateregistry.org/
downloads/2010/05/2010-05-06-LGO-1.1.pdf>.

In the absence of any US-based standard for assessing GHG emissions, the methods used for the
evaluation of community emissions are outlined in
the International Local Government Greenhouse Gas
Emissions Analysis Protocol. The methods used for
the evaluation of governmental emissions are outlined in the Local Government Operations Protocol
(LGOP), which was developed through a partnership
between the California Air Resources Board, California Climate Action Registry, and ICLEI.5

Community
ICLEI’s International Local Government GHG Emissions Analysis Protocol indicates that any community-scale emissions inventory must include all
emissions associated with any activity occurring
within the geopolitical boundaries pertaining to the
jurisdiction of the local government. The rationale for
this edict is that local governments have a greater
degree of influence over activities occurring within
their jurisdictions, as opposed to activities occurring
outside of their jurisdiction.6 The actual emission
sources, as in the case of electrical power plants,
may occur outside of the geopolitical boundaries but
be driven by activities within the community.

4 | Start at: http://www.epa.gov/climatechange/science/causes.html
5 | Ibid.
6 | International Local Government Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Emissions Analysis Protocol,
ICLEI, p. 11, http://www.iclei.org/index.php?id=ghgprotocol
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Organizational Boundaries
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The following concepts are used throughout this
plan, and are explained here to orient non-experts to
these technical issues and to ensure that those with
background knowledge share an understanding with
this plan. More technical detail can also be found in
Appendix A.
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Government
The Local Government Operations Protocol indicates that the preferred method quantifies GHG emissions
only from sources over which a local government has operational control. A local government has operational
control if it has the full authority to introduce and implement operating policies. According to this Protocol,
“one or more of the following conditions establishes operational control:
Wholly owning an operation, facility, or source;

		 or
Having the full authority to introduce and implement operational and health, safety and environmental 					
		 policies (including both GHG- and non-GHG- related policies).”7

Under this approach, the local government is responsible for all emissions that are emitted in any facility
where the government has operational control. However, it is important to note that though a municipality
may have full operational control over a facility, control of capital investments or other major changes may be
shared. Under LGOP, however, this does not change the responsible party.8

IDENTIFYING GHG OPERATIONAL BOUNDARIES

the city of ypsilanti

CO2

sf6

Scope 2
purchased
ElectricIty
for own use

Source: WRI/WBCSD GHG Protocol Corporate Standard, Chapter 4 (2004).

ch4

n2O

Scope 1
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Scope 3

Company owned
vehicles

Production
of purchased
materials

Fuel
Combustion

Defining Scope
Greenhouse gases are emitted in the course of daily activity. To account for both direct and indirect emissions,
improve transparency, and provide information for
different types of climate policies and goals, this report
follows the World Resources Institute/World Business
Council for Sustainable Development (WRI/WBCSD)
GHG Protocol Corporate Standard in categorizing direct
and indirect emissions into “scopes” as follows:

7 | ”Local Government Operations Protocol.” The Climate Registry. ARB, CCAR, ICLEI,
The Climate Registry, May 2010. Web. 23 May 2012. <http://www.theclimateregistry.org/
downloads/2010/05/2010-05-06-LGO-1.1.pdf>.

pfc5

hfc5

Employee business
travel
waste disposal

Contractor owned
vehicles
outsourced activities

Scope 1:

All direct GHG emissions, with the exception of direct
CO2 emissions from biogenic sources, such as decaying
food waste.

Scope 2:

Indirect GHG emissions associated with the consumption of
purchased or acquired electricity, steam, heating, or cooling.

Scope 3:

All other indirect emissions not covered in Scope 2, such
as emissions resulting from the extraction and production of
purchased materials and fuels, transport-related activities
in vehicles not owned or controlled by the reporting entity
(e.g., employee commuting and business travel), outsourced
activities, waste disposal, etc.9

		
		
		

		
		
		
		
		

8 | Ibid. 9 |”The Greenhouse Gas Protocol: A Corporate Accounting and Reporting Standard.”
Revised ed. World Business Council for Sustainable Development and World Resources
Institute, n.d. 25-32. Web. 23 May 2012. <http://www.ghgprotocol.org/files/ghgp/public/
ghg-protocol-revised.pdf>.

YPSILANTI’S BASELINE
EMISSIONS & EXISTING
CONDITIONS
Greenhouse Gas Data Collection
Over 15 months, the City of Ypsilanti and its consultants, Michigan Suburbs Alliance and WARM Training
Center, collected available energy usage data with concentrated collection efforts across four main sectors:
Buildings (commercial, industrial, residential and government), Culture Change (events, celebration and education), Infrastructure (water, waste and energy generation), and Land Use and Transportation (development
patterns, travel options). Data was collected primarily from city departments (energy bills, fleet fuel usage,
gas bills, etc), DTE Energy, Southeast Michigan Council of Governments and the U.S. Census. Combined, these
four sectors provide an accurate summary of Ypsilanti’s total community and municipal emission usage profile
and existing conditions. These GHG emission baselines, analyzed by sector, provide a path to align community
emission reductions goals with realistic strategies and resident desire to positively impact existing conditions,
thereby reducing the city’s impact on climate change.

Community ghg Emissions, 2008

[tons CO2e]

[tons CO2e]
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industrial
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Transportation

Transportation
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waste
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10%

commercial
industrial
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Total ghg Emissions, community + Government

emu
Waste

Community & Government Emissions
The Ypsilanti community contributed 302,710 metric tons of GHG emissions (CO2e) into the atmosphere in
2005/2008, equivalent to 15.0 metric tons per capita for the city.10 On average, national emissions per capita in
2000 were 24.5 metric tons CO2 equivalent (CO2e) for comparison.11

10 | Transportation and waste data are from 2005. All other sectors are from 2008.

11| Baumert, Kevin A., Timothy Herzog, and Jonathan Pershing. Navigating the Numbers:
Greenhouse Gas Data and International Climate Policy. N.p.: World Resources Institute,
2005. 22. Web. 23 May 2012. <http://pdf.wri.org/navigating_numbers_chapter4.pdf>.
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The Ypsilanti city government contributed 3,387 metric tons of emissions, about 1.1% of the total emissions.
Municipal emissions are typically a small percentage of the overall community emissions profile. Local government has a number of levers from which to change not only its own behavior, but also that of its citizens.
Local governments have control over the processes, technologies, and procedures that result in municipal
emissions. A dedicated focus on these emissions can be a productive source for emissions reductions.
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Community Sector Emission Usage
The commercial sector in Ypsilanti was the greatest contributor to GHG emissions, with 9.5% of the total
emissions plus 23% additional commercial from Eastern Michigan University (EMU). Industrial followed close
behind at 31%. Residential was third, with 20% of the total emissions. Transportation emitted 16% of total emissions. Emissions from community waste, a Scope 3 source, made up 0.3% of the overall emissions profile.
The large contributions of the industrial and commercial sectors are attributed to two factors. First, Eastern
Michigan University, a significant part of the Ypsilanti community, was a large commercial emitter, producing
70,228 metric tons of CO2 equivalent emissions in 2008. EMU’s emissions were considered additive to the existing community emissions. Unclear data scope is another methodological issue that could have led to the large
contribution of industrial and commercial to overall community emissions. See the Electricity/Natural Gas
methodology section in Appendix A for an in-depth explanation.

Emissions by Scope and Sector
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Examining emissions by scope is an important component of any GHG assessment, as scopes help prioritize investments to reduce impacts. Scope 1 and
2 emissions are the most directly impacted by local
action and thus most inventories only include scope
1 and 2 emissions in their totals. Scope 3 emissions
are those emissions either partly or wholly outside of
the geographic bounds of the city.
For Ypsilanti, Scope 2 emissions are more than
double Scope 1 emissions. Scope 3 emissions are
attributed to sources outside of the city and, in
Ypsilanti’s case, include emissions from the miles
travelled for all trips beginning or ending with the city
(including those miles travelled outside of the city)
and the fugitive emissions (largely methane) from
garbage produced by city residents and businesses
and sent to the Woodland Meadows landfill, operated by Waste Management.

2008 Community GHG Emissions by Sector by Scope
Sc o p e
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Transportation
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OVERALL YPSILANTI EMISSIONS REDUCTION GOALS
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From the baseline greenhouse gas emissions level of 302,710 metric tons CO2-equivalent, the target reduction
amount selected was 50% by 2050, or approximately 12.5% (37,838 mtCO2e) per decade. This percentage is
based on a review of climate planning efforts around the country and a consideration of feasibility: many of these
used targets of 80%-100% emissions reductions by 2050, but based on the more limited powers of a smaller city
on issues like regional land use or travel patterns, this number was considered unrealistic for Ypsilanti’s plan.
In addition, the City of Ypsilanti should formally commit to the Millennial Mayors Congress 2009 Energy Savings Protocol by passing a resolution of support through the local City Council. This would add an additional energy savings
goal of reducing municipal energy use from non-renewable sources to 25% below 2005 levels within 5 years time.12
For more data and analysis about the city of Ypsilanti’s GHG emission usage by community, sector and source,
reference City of Ypsilanti’s Greenhouse Gas Assessment, Appendix A.
12 | The Millennial Mayors Congress Energy Savings Protocol, adopted in 2009, calls upon member cities to reduce energy use to 25% below 2005 levels by 2015. However, since City of Ypsilanti
would be adopting the protocol later than the Congress as a whole, it would make sense to extend the target year.
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PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT
The City of Ypsilanti chose to create this local climate action plan through a community-driven process. By
engaging residents from the very beginning of the process, the plan has generated a greater variety of ideas, and
the community as a whole will be more likely to support its implementation. This ensures that the final plan will
more fully represent community desires, taking into account local challenges and resources. Ypsilanti already
has a base of climate activists; however, these stakeholders act independently of one another with varied purpose. The primary planning process goal was to connect these parties with less-engaged citizens around the
creation and later implementation of a climate action plan.

Community outreach began
in September 2011 using
the following tactics:

Stakeholder interviews with Ypsilanti residents oriented project staff to community conditions and
local expertise, identifying a core group of participants who created connections to the broader

STAKEHOLDER
community. Stakeholders included local activists, leaders and educators.
INTERVIEWS
TOTAL INTERVIEWS
Online engagement at http://climateplan.uservoice.com allowed residents from all three
ACROSS ALL 3 CITIES.
participating cities to submit their own ideas to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and
vote and comment on others’ ideas.

could join a email list and receive regular project updates.

PARTICIPANTS IN THE FOUR OFFICIAL COMMUNITY
MEETINGS

Partner meetings with Historic Eastside, Normal Park and College

Heights Neighborhood Associations, the Downtown Association of
Ypsilanti, Eastern Michigan University and Growing Hope allowed
RESIDENTS ASKED TO LEARN MORE ABOUT THE PROJECT, JOINING
residents to hear presentations from the climate plan team
OUR MAILING LIST
and contribute their own input to the plan. The meeting at
EMU was specifically requested by students and arranged
PEOPLE JOINED COMMUNITY GATHERINGS OR LISTENED TO PRESENTATIONS
as a special feedback event as part of an activism and
REQUESTED BY RESIDENTS AT PARTNER MEETINGS
education conference series.

The City of Ypsilanti has few resources to implement this climate plan. Many of these strategies for greenhouse
gas reductions will need to be driven by the community. This means the City must provide avenues for both formal
and spontaneous citizen engagement in plan implementation. A final community meeting in September will kick off this
process by informing a broad swath of citizens about the plan and providing them with resources to get involved.
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Through these opportunities for public engagement, residents were able to set local goals, inform plan writers
about community conditions and resources, brainstorm ideas to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, assess proposed strategies, suggest how to best implement the plan, and give general feedback and comments on drafts of
the Ypsilanti climate action plan. Residents also sought to move implementation of the lower-priority strategies—
those that will not be included in this plan but that could be important for community goals—into the sphere of
community work.
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UNIQUE IDEAS SUBMITTED ONLINE
Community meetings formed the main tool for community engagement.
ACROSS ALL 3 CITIES
UNIQUE USERS VOTED, COMMENTED AND
By signing up at meetings, online, or by directly contacting staff, residents
ACTIVELY CONTRIBUTED ONLINE
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R ECOMMENDED

EMISSIONS-REDUCTION STRATEGIES

More than one hundred strategies were collected and considered for this plan, based both on community
suggestions and on best practices research. The research considered related efforts in other communities,
both locally and across the nation, as well as compilations of climate change mitigation tactics from ICLEI and
Transition Network.
For the purpose of the plan document, attention has been focused on providing a greater level of detail on
action steps and relevant resources for a smaller number of “first steps” strategies. These strategies were
selected based on a combination of effectiveness (clear and significant links to greenhouse gas reduction),
community support and perceived feasibility. The selection process also emphasized strategies that offer clear
financial returns or other substantial benefits in addition to the greenhouse gas mitigation.

tags

The full list of potential strategies identified during the process is included in Appendix B for reference. Some
of these additional strategies may be appropriate “next steps” for future consideration; others are likely to be
unworkable, due to cost, legal barriers, or other challenges.

The selected strategies have been generally divided into four categories, with the acknowledgement
that these overlap and are interconnected:

buildings
infrastructure

land use & transportation
culture change

How to read a Strategy:

the city of ypsilanti

Within each strategy, examples are provided of successful implementation in other communities--locally,
where possible, estimates of implementation costs on a relevant per-unit basis, estimates of potential greenhouse gas mitigation impacts, discussion of ancillary benefits, identification of potential partners or stakeholders for implementation, and additional considerations that may help appropriately target adoption. Except
where otherwise noted, both implementation costs and GHG and cost savings were estimated using the ICLEI
Climate and Air Pollution Planning Assistant version 1.5 (CAPPA), which contains standards derived from the
experience of local governments across the country.

This graph shows the emissions
impact of the strategy as a
percent of all strategies in the
relevant section.

[timeframe] what the strategy impacts
Percentage of overall emissions goal
[raw emissions reduced]
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This is the title of the strategy that
will be described on the page.

This graph shows the
impact of all strategies
in the relevant
section, as compared
to other sections.
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Buildings are where many of us live, work, play and emit
greenhouse gases. Ypsilanti’s historic buildings are an asset that
should be preserved and upgraded for greater energy efficiency.

67.83%
of 2020 TARGET
[Building strategy reductions]

RECOMMENDED EMISSIONS-REDUCTION STRATEGIES
tags

buildings

Heating and lighting buildings consumes a substantial amount of energy, producing 27% of emissions from
municipal operations and the great majority of emissions at the community scale. As of 2010, city assessing
records showed 6,683,191 square feet of commercial and industrial property on 446 parcels, and 6,495,995
square feet of residential property on 4,119 parcels.13

Because each building is unique—especially when working with historic properties—it is difficult to identify
“one size fits all” solutions. Any energy efficiency work on a building should start with an energy audit to
identify the best opportunities to reduce energy usage and save money. DTE Energy offers walkthrough audit
service for commercial properties as well as subsidized energy audits for homes; the Southeast Michigan
Regional Energy Office and other nonprofits also offer home energy audits for a fee.
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Improvements to buildings are made by individual building owners, but the City of Ypsilanti has a number of
tools to support these improvements and can also use the improvements it makes to its own buildings to model
opportunities for other property owners. Many energy efficiency improvements in buildings have high returns
on investment, paying back capital costs in as little as 1 year, or within 5 to 10 years, making them attractive
to property owners. National experience also suggests that highly energy-efficient buildings can bring higher
rents or sale prices, providing another incentive for owners to make improvements.

Due to the outsized role of energy use by buildings, 70% of the overall emissions reduction goal is targeted
at building-related strategies: a 26,487 mtCO2e reduction by 2020. Additional community goals set around
buildings include:
Property owners improve energy efficiency in all types of buildings, with special attention paid to
		 historic structures.
Owners and residents of rental housing units, a substantial portion of the city’s building stock, share
		 in the benefits of energy savings.
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Although Eastern’s campus does account for a substantial share of emissions within the city, the University
has already undertaken improvements at a number of campus facilities, yielding 6,475 mtCO2e in emissions
reductions, and nearly $800,000 in annual cost savings. Because Eastern is still in the midst of a multi-year
program to identify and implement energy efficiency measures in their buildings, specific recommendations
are not presented in this plan.
13| These numbers may not include some un-assessed, tax-exempt properties.
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tags

IMPLEMENT COMMERCIAL
LIGHTING RETROFITS
AND WEATHERIZATION

[Annually] 5% of commercial

building stock

15.13%
of 2020 TARGET [4809.6 mtCO2e]

Ypsilanti’s historic building stock is certainly an asset to the community. However, this historic nature also indicates that many of the buildings in town have outdated lighting technology. For commercial and institutional
applications, lighting retrofits are one of the quickest, surest paybacks, usually in the range of 1 to 7 years.
Commercial and industrial spaces should explore other energy efficiency measures, such as HVAC upgrades
and insulation, in concert with lighting upgrades. The City of Ypsilanti has already upgraded many of their older
fluorescent lights to more efficient fixtures.

the city of ypsilanti

Examples:
Numerous Southeast Michigan Regional Energy Office members
have performed lighting upgrades in their municipal buildings. A
video case study can be found on the Energy Office’s website.14
Ypsilanti has already upgraded some older fluorescent light
ballasts in City Hall.

Implementation costs:
Lighting retrofits are often in the range of $60 per 1,000 square feet
of building, depending on the technology used.

Expected GHG savings:
Lighting retrofits can bring energy savings of 15% or more: 1.5
mtCO2e annually per 1,000 square feet of construction, based on
ICLEI “typical experience” measures. Applied across approximately
100,000 square feet of municipal buildings, this would total 150
mtCO2e. If 5% of the city’s commercial and industrial properties
undertake lighting upgrades annually, reductions of 4,000 mtCO2e
could be achieved by 2020.

2012 cap report

Applying other weatherization measures for commercial and
industrial sectors at the same installation level, focusing specifically
on HVAC and air-sealing, can achieve an additional 1,067 mtCO2e in
emissions reductions by 2020.

Considerations:
There are a number of options for lighting retrofits, ranging from
T8 or T5 fluorescents to LED or other forms of solid state lighting
technologies. An energy audit focused on lighting is recommended
for any building that seeks to upgrade its lighting technology.

Additional benefits:
Occupants can expect energy cost savings of approximately $200
per 1,000 square feet, resulting in lower operating costs over the
lifetime of the building. Lighting retrofits also reduce fluorescent
flicker, improving employee comfort and building appearance.
By better shielding a building from the elements, weatherization
upgrades make a building more comfortable and save money.

Partners & stakeholders:
DTE offers free walk-through inspections to advise commercial
building owners on opportunities and available incentives. City of
Ypsilanti, as a member of the Regional Energy Office, can also utilize
those technical assistance resources to implement lighting retrofits
in its buildings. The Regional Energy Office additionally expects to
have access to PACE funding soon, and can use this financing to
support commercial efficiency upgrades.

recommended approach:
Upgrade lighting in city buildings as soon as possible. Advertise the availability of low and no cost
energy audit services to help building owners prioritize the energy work they would like to do in their
buildings. Partner with relevant organizations to help market available services.
14 | A video case study can be found at the following link: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rc7Fwz4rwek
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[Annually] 5% of commercial

building stock

18.16%
of 2020 TARGET [4809.6 mtCO2e]

tags

INSTALL AND
PROMOTE BUILDING
LIGHTING SENSORS

Installing occupancy sensors on interior lighting can be a simple and cost-effective way to reduce electricity consumption—typical experience suggests a 35% reduction in electricity usage is possible in commercial
buildings, with payback of installation costs in less than a year. In other locations, light-level sensors that can
dim or brighten lighting based on natural light levels can save energy while maintaining constant light levels.
However, these light sensors require dimmer-friendly fixtures and may not be as reliable as occupancy sensors.

Implementation costs:
Hardware and installation costs average around $50 per room, or
$50-$100 per 1,000 square feet.

Partners & stakeholders:
Beyond public and institutional buildings, improvements must
be made by individual building owners. The Ypsilanti Downtown
Development Authority, Downtown Association of Ypsilanti and
Ypsilanti Area Chamber of Commerce can help get information to
building owners.

the city of ypsilanti

Considerations:
The total impact of this strategy is lessened significantly when
lighting fixture upgrades are also undertaken. Additionally, the
use patterns of many of the city’s spaces specifically—whether
they are occupied continuously or very rarely—may reduce
effectiveness. However, the overall cost/benefit consideration
remains high.

Expected GHG savings:
Each 1,000 square feet installed with occupancy sensors can
prevent 1.8 mtCO2e annually, with up to $250 in accompanying
annual electricity savings. Applied across all city buildings, this
could reduce 180 mtCO2e annually.

recommended approach:
Install occupancy sensors on lights throughout
public buildings. The City and EMU can undertake
this internally and communicate impacts to other
community stakeholders.

2012 cap report
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PURSUE SOLAR THERMAL
AND PHOTOVOLTAIC
OPPORTUNITIES

[Annually] 20 kW installed

0.66%
of 2020 TARGET [176 mtCO2e]

In general, building-scale alternative energy generation should only be pursued after all reasonable energy
efficiency measures have been completed: energy efficiency is typically much more cost-effective than
energy generation. However, Ypsilanti stakeholders have demonstrated a strong interest in alternative energy
generation, and various combinations of federal tax incentives, DTE incentives and grant funding may make
solar installations cost competitive. Solar energy generation may include solar photovoltaic (PV), which generates electricity, solar thermal, which heats water, or hybrid, “water-cooled” systems—photovoltaic panels
that generate hot water as a byproduct.

the city of ypsilanti

Examples:
The Solar Ypsi initiative has initiated or supported several solar
photovoltaic installations around Ypsilanti, and is unique in the
region for its online interface that shows live and cumulative
energy generation.

Implementation costs:
A University of Michigan team working with the Corner Brewery
estimated a commercial-building-scaled 20 kW photovoltaic/
thermal hybrid system as costing approximately $200,000 to
install. 15

CONSIDERATIONs:

2012 cap report

Current federal incentives expire in 2016, while DTE’s
SolarCurrents program is fully subscribed as of this plan’s
adoption. Maintaining clear, current information on opportunities
for interested businesses and homeowners will be the most
significant challenge in supporting adoption. A solar thermal or
hybrid system will have the most impact for a building that uses a
lot of hot water.
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Expected GHG savings:
Expected GHG savings: Each 1 kW of solar PV/thermal hybrid
installed can be expected to offset 2,150 kWh of electricity and
223 cubic feet of natural gas usage annually, preventing 1.1
mtCO2e of emissions.

Partners & stakeholders:
Solar Ypsi is a strong unifying brand for the community. The
site and the people behind it can serve as a clearinghouse
for information and funding opportunities, with the support of
relevant non-profits like Clean Energy Coalition and Regional
Energy Office.

Additional benefits:
Without any financial incentives, a solar system will likely
take decades to recoup savings that equal the initial cost.
Combinations of currently available incentives, however, can
yield payback periods of less than 10 years. Additionally, solar
installations have a higher profile than many other strategies:
this visibility provides opportunities for education and for
promotion of the community’s achievements, and support a
sense of pride shared by many Ypsilanti residents.

recommended approach:
Monitor financing opportunities for solar installation and publicize via Solar Ypsi. The City should monitor
grant opportunities for solar hybrid systems on high water-usage public buildings, such as the Rutherford Pool and
Fire Department, and remain alert for low-cost ways to support private installations; a PACE program would be one
such option. A target of 20 kW of new installed capacity within the city annually would build on recent momentum.
15 | Bennett, Jazmine, Jarett Diamond, Gary Fischer, and Kerby Smithson. “The Green
Brewery Project.” Apr. (2010). Web. 25 May 2012. <http://hdl.handle.net/2027.42/83664 >.
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The Ypsilanti Food Cooperative
installed a 12 panel, 2.38 KW solar
array in 2009, in collaboration with
SolarYpsi.

2012 cap report
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INCORPORATE GREEN
BUILDING STANDARDS INTO
INCENTIVE PROGRAMS

[Annually] 10,000 square

feet of development

1.03%
of 2020 TARGET [272 mtCO2e]

the city of ypsilanti

Ypsilanti has made significant use of various redevelopment incentive programs and tax abatements over the
past decade, including brownfield, obsolete property, industrial facilities, and facade grant programs. The
City’s adopted economic development incentive policy states a preference for projects that are “green,” but
does not provide any specific measure for green development. Providing clear guidance, via reference to
industry-accepted standards or certifications, will make this criterion more meaningful and provide clearer
guidance to developers and city staff. While Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) certification is the most well-known program, it has been criticized for the costs required to achieve certification;
alternative systems such as Green Building Initiative’s Green Globes certification may be more appropriate to
minimize the cost and effort needed to demonstrate compliance.

Examples:
East Lansing adopted an ordinance in early 2009 requiring any
construction project that receives municipal incentives to achieve
LEED certification. The requirement is triggered based on the
value of incentives as a percent of project cost.

Implementation costs:
A Green Globes self-assessment costs about $500, if the city
is willing to allow review internally rather than requiring
third-party review. A report with third-party verification
costs about $3000.

2012 cap report

Expected GHG savings:
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Additional benefits:
Occupants can expect energy cost savings of up to $500 per 1,000
square feet, and certified green buildings can also bring higher
rents through cachet factors, translating to higher income for
property owners and higher property values for the community.

Partners & stakeholders:
Developers of recent projects in the city can be asked for feedback
on the selected evaluation tool, as many are “repeat users” of
incentive programs. Ann Arbor SPARK can help communicate the
policy’s benefits to prospective developers and businesses.

Considerations:

Certification can yield energy savings of 25% or more: 3.4 metric
tons CO2 annually per 1,000 square feet of construction, based on
ICLEI “typical experience” measures.16 Based on recent history,
with an average 10,000 square feet of development projects
receiving public subsidies annually, such a policy could save a total
of 272 mtCO2e by 2020.

The Green Globes certification process appears to be
reasonably scaled for typical projects in the city, especially
when tied to municipal subsidies—recent projects given
Obsolete Property Rehabilitation Act abatements, for example,
received $50,000 or more per year in effective subsidy. An
alternative approach based on building code-style language and
review rather than a certification review would require publicly
subsidized projects to use a standard such as ASHRAE 189.1
“High-Performance Buildings.”17

16 | Using CAPPA 1.5 calculator, “Require Green Building for New Construction.”

17 | This particular standard, however, does not cover “low-rise residential,” which
would exclude many recent projects that have received tax abatements.
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recommended approach:
2012 cap report

Adopt a Green Globes certification requirement for any development project receiving at least $10,000
in municipal incentives or tax abatements in a single year. While a trigger based on percent of project
cost could also be used, the $10,000 condition is already used in other city incentive policies and would provide
consistency. This strategy could also be built into a graduated approach to incentives or abatements that adjusts the
package according to the amount of community benefits in the proposed development.
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Create Energy-Efficient
Rental Housing
Certification
[ongoing] All rental

housing stock

24.32%
the city of ypsilanti

of 2020 TARGET [6442.8 mtCO2e]

Energy Efficient
Rentals

A large share of Ypsilanti’s housing—nearly 2/3 of all dwelling units—is rental-occupied, ranging from singlefamily homes to large apartment complexes. Rental housing is traditionally difficult to target with energy efficiency programs, because the capital cost of any upgrade is typically borne by the landlord, while the month-tomonth costs, and therefore the benefits of any upgrade, are typically the tenants’ responsibility. Ypsilanti already
has a strong rental housing inspection and certification program that could be leveraged to address this problem
through a combination of improved information and regulatory requirements. Chapter 58, Article IV of the City’s
Code of Ordinances addresses “Landlord and Tenant Relations” and could be extended for this purpose.
Energy efficiency rental housing ordinances could take a number of forms, and many of these options can be
combined or implemented in phases over time. Local landlords must be involved in the process to ensure any
new requirements are feasible. Many of the community’s best and most attentive landlords may welcome new
ways to differentiate themselves within a crowded market.

Option 1: Require energy cost disclosure by landlords

2012 cap report

The most basic approach to rental greening is to require that landlords provide tenants with information on utility costs prior to
signing a lease. This gives tenants a better understanding of the total cost of a unit and allows them to shop around. It also avoids
“punishing” landlords who invest in energy efficiency measures and attempt to recoup those costs through higher rents.
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Examples: City of Ann Arbor City Code Sec. 8:524, “Information regarding utility charges” requires provision by landlords of
estimated utility costs prior to signing a lease.
Implementation costs: Costs are minimal for both the city (developing and passing an ordinance) and for landlords (providing
utility cost information).
Considerations: landlords who comply with this requirement can apply “peer enforcement” by encouraging prospective tenants
to ask other landlords for the information.

Option 2 : Provide formal recognition for energy efficient rental units
Verifying and certifying rental units that meet certain energy standards requires more effort, but would produce a more user-friendly
way for tenants to “shop” for efficient units.
Examples: The “Energy Star Homes” program certifies new-construction homes nationally; while not directly applicable for
Ypsilanti’s rental stock, it can be used to benchmark a certification program.
Implementation costs: Costs would remain minimal for landlords under this option; the City would require more effort to craft and
administer the program, though it could still be managed within the existing rental housing inspection program.
Considerations: Staff have already discussed this option with City of Ann Arbor staff and have identified a shared interest:
developing such a program in partnership would reduce the burden on city staff. While Eastern Michigan University does not
currently offer a database of off-campus housing options, such a tool could help students find high-quality housing as well as offer
a way to communicate the energy efficiency certification.

tags

Option 3 : Require achievement of certain energy standards
A more aggressive—and effective—approach would require that rental housing units meet certain efficiency standards. These
standards would likely need to be phased upwards over time or tied to certain “triggering” events.
Examples: City of Ann Arbor City Code Sec 8:528, “Basic winterization in rental housing” provides minimum air sealing and insulation
standards for rental units.
Implementation costs: Costs are minimal for the city, though developing such an ordinance would be more complex than the
mandated disclosure option, and compliance costs would be higher for landlords--around $3,000 per unit for weatherization.
Considerations: Current “weak market” conditions and Ypsilanti’s small geographic size mean this option may not be appropriate at
present, due to concerns about placing additional burdens on landlords in the city that are not felt in the adjacent townships.

For all options:
Additional benefits:
Median rental household earnings in Ypsilanti are around
$21,000 annually. This income group spends about 11% of its
annual income on home energy costs. Providing tenants with the
opportunity to reduce their home energy costs frees up income
for other needs.

BUILDINGS

Expected GHG savings:
Modeling this option as an educational program targeting
Ypsilanti’s 5,300 rental housing units, 10% energy savings can
be achieved, saving 1.20 mtCO2 per rental household, or 6,443
mtCO2 in total. This total, however, will not likely be achieved for
several years due to the generally indirect, market-driven nature
of the first two approaches.

Partners & stakeholders:
Local landlords, DTE and Ypsilanti Community Utilities Authority (YCUA), and the EMU Office of Campus Life can help design
requirements that are appropriate for local conditions and easy to comply with. Ypsilanti Township could also be a partner in
development and adoption of standards, as they look for ways to encourage and support “high road” rental properties in their
community.

recommended approach:
2012 cap report

Develop a utility costs disclosure ordinance for rental housing units. Disclosure should include actual
billings from utility providers, plus a calculation of each unit’s share, in the case of multi-unit properties with
prorated utilities, and should be provided even when utility costs are included in rent charges. Depending on
resources, a disclosure ordinance could be a first step, followed by a formal recognition or certification program for
energy efficient units, or the two could happen at the same time. City of Ann Arbor, Ypsilanti Township, and Eastern
Michigan University should all be approached to partner on any effort to establish uniform standards that are easy
for landlords and tenants to understand.
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PROMOTE RESIDENTIAL
WEATHERIZATION
PROGRAMS

[by 2020] 900 homes

6.12%
of 2020 TARGET [1620 mtCO2e]

Residential weatherization projects make homes more energy-efficient through methods such as insulation
and caulking. Residents also become more aware of their energy use, spend less in energy costs and find that
their homes become more comfortable. The City of Ypsilanti is already a participant in two programs that assist residents in weatherizing their homes: BetterBuildings for Michigan and, through Washtenaw County, the
federally-funded Weatherization Assistance Program (WAP).

the city of ypsilanti

Examples:
BetterBuildings for Michigan, a state-run program funded with
federal dollars and administered by the Southeast Michigan
Regional Energy Office, will “sweep” the City of Ypsilanti in JuneDecember 2012. They expect to achieve 15% energy reductions in
approximately 500 homes in Ypsilanti.

Implementation costs:
A basic weatherization package that includes an energy audit,
customer education, and installation of more efficient compact
appliances like compact fluorescent lights and water saving
showerheads costs between $1,000 and $1,300.

Expected GHG savings:
A basic weatherization package reduces a typical household’s
emissions by about 1.1 mtCO2e per year. If BetterBuildings hits its
targets, including basic weatherization and additional measures,
they will reduce annual emissions in Ypsilanti by 720 mtCO2e by
the end of 2012. Targeting an additional 50 homes per year through
various programs will yield a total of 1620 mtCO2e by 2020.

Additional benefits:
The average household can expect to save between $300 and
$450 per year after a basic weatherization project. Residents
will also be more comfortable in their homes, as they are better
insulated from the elements, and may see property values increase.

Partners & stakeholders:
Homeowners and landlords should be made aware of existing
opportunities and the benefits that come along with weatherization.
Federal, state and county governments as well as utility providers
such as DTE should be tapped for funding and other support.

Considerations:
Weatherization programs received a large influx of support
from the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act. Many of
the opportunities afforded by this expansion, however, are
set to end at the end of 2012. The Weatherization Assistance
Program may continue, but is targeted only towards low-income
households. Federal and state budgets will largely determine
future availability of funds for weatherization.

2012 cap report

recommended approach:
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Promote available energy efficiency incentive programs to reach maximum adoption in the
city. The city and community partners should aggressively promote available home (and business) energy
efficiency programs in order to capture as much benefit as possible for city residents. Some of these
programs, like BetterBuildings, can offer as much support as residents are able to take advantage of, but are
time limited; others, like WAP, are more limited in the total funds available, and the city should be alert for
opportunities to support expanded funding at the state and federal levels.
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These new LED streetlights in Ypsilanti’s downtown area
demonstrate an infrastructure project that saves money for the
city, beautifies the downtown area, and reduces GHG emissions.

8.77%
of 2020 TARGET
[infrastructure strategy reductions]

tags

RECOMMENDED EMISSIONS-REDUCTION STRATEGIES

infrastructure
the city of ypsilanti

The following strategies cover programs the city could initiate in order to reduce the amount of
greenhouse gases emitted by municipal service provision—or by the behaviors it supports. Several of
these deal with waste stream management, as an opportunity to affect the “upstream” impacts related
to manufacturing the items that residents consume. It is important to note that Ypsilanti has been
proactive with providing services such as curbside recycling and yard waste pick-up, but only 18.8% of
the municipally collected waste stream (by weight) is in the form of recycling, compared to the national
average of 34%; since this does not include larger housing complexes or business users, most of whom
only have garbage dumpsters, not recycling, the overall recycling rate is likely even lower.
By implementing the following strategies, we seek to achieve 15% of our total greenhouse gas
reduction target, or 5,676 mtCO2e by 2020. The community has also stated qualitative goals for Ypsilanti
including that the city maintains the high quality level of its city services, with special focus on waste
management and energy efficiency.

2012 cap report
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UPGRADE STREETLIGHTS
TO LEDS

[by 2020]

All street lights citywide

8.99%

tags

of 2020 TARGET [510.4 mtCO2e]
LED-based street lighting options are becoming more prevalent, typically offering opportunities for fast return
on investment through lower energy use and reduced maintenance costs relative to traditional mercury vapor
and high pressure sodium lighting. With 54% of Ypsilanti’s governmental sector emissions coming from street
lighting and traffic signals, this is a high-priority target. Ypsilanti’s street lighting has a high percent of total
energy use partially because of reduced energy use by the city in other areas, but is also high on a per capita
basis when compared to other cities. Ypsilanti has 1,770 streetlights that are owned and operated by DTE.

the city of ypsilanti

Examples:
Ypsilanti’s West Cross streetscaping project upgraded 28
streetlights to LEDs and will save $3,500 annually at DTE’s
current rates.

Implementation costs:
A typical streetlight upgrade costs $600-$700 per fixture, including
hardware and installation. Replacing all DTE-maintained
streetlights at this rate would cost a total of $1.1 million, though
economies of scale could be achieved for larger installations.

Expected GHG savings:
Each streetlight upgrade averages 0.25 mtCO2e in annual
savings, yielding about 500 mtCO2e if all of the streetlights were
converted to LED.

Additional benefits:
DTE does not yet have standard rates for LED fixtures, so exact
savings are hard to estimate, but cities in DTE’s service area
have experienced an average of $90 annual savings per fixture.
This means the payback period for the initial conversion costs
is about 7 years. If Ypsilanti’s entire inventory of street lighting
were upgraded, the City could save $160,000 annually. In addition
to cost savings, many people prefer the whiter light of LED
fixtures to traditional yellow high-pressure sodium lighting. The
conversion could also reduce light pollution and glare.

Partners & stakeholders:
Any conversion must be negotiated with DTE. By partnering with
other institutional entities such as EMU or with other cities via the
Regional Energy Office, joint purchasing could reduce hardware
costs. The Michigan Public Service Commission and Department
of Energy, Labor and Economic Growth have provided grants for
streetlight conversions in recent years, which could reduce costs
further. The DDA may also pay for streetlight upgrades in their
designated downtown districts through TIF funds.

2012 cap report

recommended approach:
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Upgrade as many street lights as possible with the city’s revolving loan fund, working with the DDA,
EMU and Regional Energy Office to achieve the best price through bulk upgrades and to identify any
grants or other funding opportunities. This should be undertaken as soon as possible, so that savings from
initial upgrades can pay for additional lights in future years. The DDA and Public Services Department should
also review existing light levels during this process—in some locations, additional energy and cost savings may
be achieved through removal of unneeded fixtures.
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INCREASE STREET
TREE CANOPY
tags

[Annually]

112 street trees planted

6.31%
of 2020 TARGET [358.4 mtCO2e]
Canopy trees provide several climate-related benefits: absorbing carbon dioxide, shading buildings to reduce
cooling costs and reducing the “heat island” effect of exposed street and parking lot asphalt. Canopy trees
additionally provide aesthetic benefits, enhancing quality of life and property values. While many Ypsilanti
neighborhoods have substantial canopy cover, the city’s February 2012 Urban Forestry Management Plan
identified 3,000 additional planting sites within street rights-of-way and parks, not including opportunities on
private properties.

The City of Ann Arbor has one of the largest urban forestry
programs in the state, with over 47,000 trees. The city’s canopy
saves businesses and homeowners an estimated $2.25 million
in energy costs annually.

Implementation costs:
The Urban Forestry Management Plan prepared by Davey
Resource Group recommends planting 974 trees over the
next 8 years. At an average cost of $110 per tree, this adds to
approximately $27,000 annually.

Partners & stakeholders:
Individual residents can easily engage in tree planting, and
community members have expressed interest in implementing
this strategy.

Expected GHG savings:
Each canopy tree can offset about 0.4 mtCO2e annually through a
combination of carbon absorption and reduced cooling costs.

Additional benefits:
The City of Ann Arbor’s urban forestry program is estimated to
return $2.68 for every $1 invested, though most of these benefits
accrue to private property owners through energy savings.
Furthermore, street trees add an estimated 3% to residential
property values.

INFASTRUCTURE

Examples:

Considerations:
The DTE Energy Foundation offers annual matching grants for
tree planting. The city’s recently-established tree nursery will
provide low-cost trees, but they will not be ready to plant for a few
years. City staff has proposed a streamlined process for allowing
residents and business to plant trees in public rights-of-way.

Identify funding sources to implement recommended tree planting program, maintain existing trees
and continue policy support. In addition to traditional public and grant funding sources, tree planting lends itself
to crowdsourced approaches, including small donations or direct individual planting. The City should also ensure
that its landscaping standards for development favor canopy tree planting, either on-site or in rights-of-way.

2012 cap report

recommended approach:
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UPGRADE WASTEWATER
PLANT CONTROLS & PROMOTE
RESIDENTIAL WATER EFFICIENCY

[one-time]

Control upgrades at YCUA

3.20%
of 2020 TARGET [181.5 mtCO2e]

Wastewater treatment plants are energy-intensive: the Ypsilanti Community Utilities Authority spends over $2
million annually in utility costs alone for its wastewater plant. Recent advances in plant control systems can
allow for quick energy savings of 10-20% in the treatment process, just through upgrades of sensors and software. Water efficiency measures that reduce the total load and peak flow rates to the treatment plant can also
save substantial amounts of energy.

the city of ypsilanti

Examples:
The City of South Lyon performed sensor and control upgrades
on its wastewater treatment plant in 2011, reducing annual
energy usage by 10-15% and recouping upgrade costs in the first
year. DTE and the Better Buildings for Michigan program provide
residents with low-flow faucet aerators and showerheads as
part of their home energy efficiency packages.

Implementation costs:
The cost of wastewater treatment plant control upgrades
depends on the specifics of the current system and
opportunities identified. Home water efficiency measures—lowflow faucets, showerheads, and toilet replacements—cost
about $500 per bathroom.

Additional benefits:

2012 cap report

In addition to the system-wide cost savings provided by
treatment plant improvements, with a potential payback of 6
months to 2 years, home water efficiency measures can save
individuals money: a residential bathroom water efficiency
package will save residents about half of a billing unit (measured
in CCF—one hundred cubic feet of water) monthly, or about $9
per billing cycle.
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Expected GHG savings:
Control upgrades to the YCUA plant could save an estimated
550 mtCO2e annually, system-wide. Residential water efficiency
measures can save about 0.22 mtCO2e per home, stemming
from less water usage and resulting reductions in wastewater
treatment and pumping.

Partners & stakeholders:
The City of Ypsilanti appoints two members of YCUA’s board,
and should work with the adjacent townships to move energy
efficiency measures forward. Local knowledge is available to
support this work: Ann Arbor and South Lyon were the first two
wastewater plants in Michigan to perform control upgrades,
and Ypsilanti-based Utilities Instrumentation Service, Inc. (UIS)
designed and implemented the South Lyon project.

Considerations:
Reducing water usage benefits YCUA in several ways:
reducing overall and peak loading and preventing the need for
future capacity expansions. In addition to the DTE and BBFM
programs, YCUA could consider promoting individual home
or business water efficiency measures through a PACE-style
financing program: providing individual loans to be paid back
through the property’s future water bills.

recommended approach:
YCUA should investigate wastewater treatment control upgrades immediately—Utilities Instrumentation
Service, Inc., staff have expressed an interest in working with YCUA on this project. YCUA should
additionally consider an internal financing system for individual home and business water efficiency improvements, and
can likely leverage the experience of City of Ann Arbor or Regional Energy Office staff to design a PACE-like program.
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INCREASE RECYCLING RATES
THROUGH COMPETITION

[by 2020] Recycling rate

increased to national average

30.85%
tags

of 2020 TARGET [7050.7 mtCO2e]
Competition is a great motivator, and an inter-neighborhood recycling competition is a relatively low-cost way
to increase visibility and encourage people to work together towards a shared goal: proving that where they
live is the greenest and best. With a 2010 recycling rate of 18.8%, residents of Ypsilanti have a fair amount of
room to improve their waste practices.

Examples:

Implementation costs:
The program in Alameda County cost $856,712.20 This was paid
for out of facility fees and a grant from the recycling board to a
nonprofit. Assuming the same cost per person, Ypsilanti could
expect the program to cost $44,000. However, this program was
fairly expensive because Alameda County sent out trash bin sorters
ahead of the regular trash collectors. If, instead, Ypsilanti simply
weighed the amount recycled, costs could be kept to a minimum.

Expected GHG savings:
Each ton of waste diverted to recycling rather than to a landfill
saves 2.87 metric tons CO2e. If residents were challenged to
increase their rate of recycling from the 2010 city average of
18.8% to the national recycling rate of 34.1% (and met that
challenge), 610 tons of waste would be diverted from the landfill
into recycling bins, saving 1750.94 mtCO2e emissions.

Partners & stakeholders:
As the provider of recycling services, the City of Ypsilanti should
host and coordinate any waste-reduction competition. The Ann
Arbor Materials Recovery Facility handles Ypsilanti’s recycling
and should also be included in any recycling efforts. The City
should work with existing neighborhood associations to promote
and coordinate the competition.

Considerations:

18 | “Ready Set Recycle Contest,” StopWaste.Org. Web. 30 May 2012.
<http://www.readysetrecyclecontest.org>.

20 | “Annual Budget Fiscal Year 2011-12.” StopWaste.org. Alameda County Waste Management Authority, June 2011. Web. 1 June 2012. <http://stopwaste.org/docs/fy11-12-budget.pdf>.

19 | Becerra, Jeff. “Winning the Recycling Game.”
Resource Recycling Aug. 2011: 31-33. Print.

21 | Fox, Elizabeth. “Recycling Best Practices Report.” University of Michigan Plant
Building and Grounds Services. Aug. 2011. Web. 30 May 2012.
<http://www.recycle.umich.edu/grounds/recycle/PDF/RecyclingBestPracticesReport.pdf>.
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A recycling competition would increase visibility for better
waste management practices and can create better habits in
participants, encouraging behavior change after the competition
has ended. Reducing the amount of waste landfilled also can
save the City money. The amount saved is variable, but as of
May 2012, the City paid $24.99 per ton of trash landfilled and
received $14 per ton of recyclables.

Other Michigan cities and counties have paid for expanded
recycling services through landfill or waste fees or have created
intergovernmental agreements to expand purchasing power
and lower prices. EMU already participates in an annual interuniversity recycling competition—the community could use this
as a model or compete against students to increase the rate of
recycling. A system that measures waste and recycling amounts
per pickup day could best allow for neighborhood competition,
but because it would require a change in DPW methods, might
be prohibitively expensive. A University of Michigan study
found that four key themes to a successful recycling program
were culture, convenience, communication of information and
custodial support.21

Additional benefits:

INFASTRUCTURE

Alameda County in California has committed to reducing waste
by 75%. In pursuit of this goal, they’ve established the website
StopWaste.org and hold an annual “Ready Set Recycle”
contest.18 They ask citizens to commit to keeping all recyclable
and compostable items out of the trash, and randomly select
garbage bins to measure the amount of these items in trash.
Winners are eligible for cash and prizes. In the 2011 contest,
1537 residents made online pledges and 893 homes were
selected for sorting.19
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recommended approach:
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Work with neighborhood associations and Eastern Michigan University to hold a recycling
competition, based either on improvements over past performance or on town vs. gown recycling
rates. The challenge for Ypsilanti residents should be to collaborate with or out-compete neighbors, but also on
an individual level, to achieve the national average rate of recycling: 34.1%. The City should consider using a
neighborhood competition as a pilot—perhaps working only with a few neighborhoods to begin with or seeking
to later expand to include local businesses, as well.
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Examples:
Collegetown ART (Art, Recycling, and Trash cans) at Cornell
University, as part of a student sustainability effort, held an art contest
in the spring of 2010 to decorate bins on campus. Interested parties
can sponsor a bin for between $225 and $900, and their company logo
will appear on a decorated bin. 22 Indiana University’s “More Art, Less
Trash” program hosted by the Student Sustainability Council offers
small cash prizes each year for designs submitted to be displayed on
ten recycle bins in high-use locations. 23

Implementation costs:

A report from 1993, shortly after University of Michigan (UM)
instituted public recycling bins, states that the costs of recycling
generally equal the savings from the reduced amount of trash it
pays to be sent to the landfill.24 UM has reported higher amounts
of recycling on campus since it instituted public recycling bins.25
The university receives payment for recyclables from its solid
waste provider, which ultimately means that increased recycling
reduces the cost to dispose of waste.

Expected GHG savings:
Every ton of waste diverted to recycling rather than a landfill
saves 2.87 mtCO2e. If public recycling in specially-indicated bins
encouraged Ypsilanti residents to increase the community’s rate
of recycling to the national average of 34.1%, as discussed in
the strategy “Increase recycling rate through competition,” the
community would reduce emissions by 1750.94 mtCO2e.

Additional benefits:
This strategy will expose residents and visitors to local artists
and make the city’s beautification and recycling efforts more
visible. Displaying artwork created by local youth also provides an
opportunity to teach children about environmental responsibility
and recycling, especially if artistic bins are installed on school
property. Installing bins that are available to the public at all hours
of the day can support recycling city-wide.

Partners & stakeholders:
Ypsilanti could partner with Eastern Michigan University and local
schools to start a small-scale outdoor recycling program that features
artistic bins and hold a contest to create the bin art. The DDA could
also partner with local businesses to sponsor bins downtown.

Considerations:
The City will need to ensure the recycling and trash receptacles
are emptied regularly, approve the addition of a public recycling
service, site these bins in high-traffic areas and limit the risk
of cross contamination. The City of Ann Arbor’s Commercial
Recycling Expansion and Implementation Plan indicates that
cross-contamination can be limited by ensuring that recycle bins
are visibly distinct from garbage receptacles.25 For example, if
a recycling bin should only be used for aluminum cans, the bin
should indicate this requirement in writing and with imagery.
Recycle bins that are specifically intended for plastic bottles
and aluminum cans could have cylindrical holes to deposit
the intended materials, while bins for paper could have small,
rectangular holes. Eye-catching designs can encourage citizens
to use the proper receptacle. Depending on volume, sidewalk
recycling could be emptied as part of the weekly pickup of curbside
bins from individual businesses, or may need to be incorporated into
the DDA’s contract for emptying sidewalk trash cans.

Partner with EMU, local schools, and the DDA to create an artistic trash bin design contest,
incorporating local sponsorships and educational efforts. Test the program first on EMU’s campus while
exploring options to expand downtown recycling, then move outwards into city itself. Additional savings could
be generated by investing in an outdoor recycling service in the city’s parks and downtown areas.
22 | Cornell University, “College Town Art,” Web. 24 April 2012.
<https://sites.google.com/site/collegetownart>.

24 | EPA, “2009 Success Story: University of Michigan.” Web. 24 April 2012.
<http://www.epa.gov/wastes/partnerships/wastewise/challenge/gameday/09success-um.htm>.

23 | Indiana News Room, “‘More Art, Less Trash’ artistic outdoor recycling bins installed
on campus,” 9 April 2009. Web. 24 April 2012.
<http://newsinfo.iu.edu/news/page/normal/10489.html>.

25 | University of Michigan, “Recycling Timeline,” 11 November 2010. Web. 24 April 2012.
<http://www.recycle.umich.edu/grounds/recycle/history_of_recycling.php>.
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recommended approach:

INFASTRUCTURE

Costs for implementation involve materials to create refuse and
recycling bins. A 95-gallon waste bin typically costs between
$50 and $75. The DDA budget currently allots $20,000 annually for
“pedestrian trash receptacle collection” in downtown areas. The
city does not currently have public recycling bins, though it does
provide recycling services to the downtown.

Universities across the country have used decorated
waste containers to encourage recycling efforts and
proper waste disposal on their campuses while providing a creative outlet for local talent. These artistic
receptacles beautify the city, pay for themselves
with sponsorships, and teach citizens how to dispose
their trash and recyclables.

tags

PLACE ARTISTIC TRASH
AND RECYCLING BINS
THROUGHOUT COMMUNITY
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CREATE KITCHEN COMPOST
DROP-OFF SYSTEM
tags
the city of ypsilanti
2012 cap report

5% of food waste composted

7.93%
of 2020 TARGET [450 mtCO2e]

The US EPA estimates that food waste makes up 14 percent of the US municipal solid waste stream, making it
the largest single component of landfilled material. Much of this waste could be composted rather than sent to
a landfill.26 Ypsilanti currently has a functional yard waste collection program and a free yard waste compost
and wood chip pick-up site. Residents are interested in adding kitchen compost collection to these existing
services. This requires more active management than composting yard waste alone in order to prevent contamination with non-compostable or vermin-attracting material. However, the added operations would result in
a reduction of greenhouse gas emissions, preservation of landfill space, reduced need for fertilizers, a reduction in tipping fees by redirecting funds to sustainable waste management practices, and the production of a
higher-value, more nutrient-rich compost. Additionally, newer self-contained biodigesters can maximize the
amount of emissions avoided by capturing gases from compost materials for use as a heating fuel source for
nearby buildings, and can also handle a wider variety of material, reducing the problems of contamination.

Examples:
The US EPA provides guidance on how to incorporate “food
residuals” into existing yard waste and composting operations:27
this includes all pre- and post-consumer foods and food
by-products, as well as organic items which may accompany
food, such as manufactured organic materials and soiled paper
products. The EPA guide details the rate of decomposition for
various types of food waste, different methods to create the
compost, and how to produce mixes suitable for redistribution or
resale. Closer to home, the City of Ann Arbor collects uncooked
vegetable waste as part of its curbside compost system.

Implementation costs:
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[by 2020]

Cornell University’s 1999 report “Small to Medium Scale
Composting of Food Wastes in New York City” evaluated the use
of municipal composting systems. A city can purchase existing
equipment for composting food waste. This could cost between
$30,000 and $80,000, depending on the amount of waste the
city expects to collect. Labor to maintain the system can cost
between $15 and $20 an hour.28 The City of Eugene, Oregon has
implemented a system for commercial food waste collection
that charges per bin for weekly pick-up, based on cubic yard
capacity. Combined with compost sales, this fee is intended to
cover the costs of running the service.

26 | “Basic Information about Food Waste.” US EPA. Web. 10 May 2012.
<http://www.epa.gov/osw/conserve/materials/organics/food/fd-basic.htm>.
27 | The U.S. Composting Council, “Best Management Practices (BMPs) for Incorporating Food Residuals into Existing Yard Waste Composting Operations,” 2009. Web. 24 April
2012. <http://www.epa.gov/reg3wcmd/pdf/FR2YW_BMP.pdf>.

Expected GHG savings:
Each ton of food waste recycled rather than landfilled can reduce
emissions by 1 to 3 mtCO2e, primarily in methane, depending on
what practices are used. Using the EPA’s estimated share of total
waste, Ypsilanti’s municipal waste stream likely contains 745 tons
of food waste annually. For every 1% of this amount diverted to
compost, up to 22.3 mtCO2e could be reduced.

Additional benefits:
Finished compost can be added to lawns and gardens to
replenish nutrients in the soil. Biodigesters can additionally help
heat nearby buildings, reducing heating costs from purchase of
natural gas. Each 1% of the food waste currently landfilled will
reduce landfill tipping costs by approximately $175.

28 | “Small to Medium Food Wastes in New York City,” Cornell University, August 1999.
Web. 24 April 2012. <http://compost.css.cornell.edu/NYCComposting.pdf>.

Partners & stakeholders:
The larger the venue, the more food waste is produced—
partnering with the Downtown Association of Ypsilanti, the
school system, or the proposed Washtenaw County Kitchen
Incubator could provide large single sources of compostables,
reducing collection costs and the difficulty of monitoring for
contamination. One of these organizations or the local nonprofit
Growing Hope should undertake a food waste audit to identify
opportunities for a pilot project.

Considerations:
Focusing on large producers of material can minimize
contamination challenges, as can using biodigesters rather
than open air composting. As compared to a curbside system,
a voluntary drop-off program would eliminate collection costs
and provide better control of waste stream. Educational efforts
around home composting may be more cost-effective than a
citywide system for non-institutional waste.

recommended approach:
tags

Partner with Growing Hope and local businesses that are high generators of food waste to
implement a pilot program for a municipal kitchen compost system using the drop-off site method.
Solid waste, alternative energy or similarly targeted grants should be explored to fund installation of a biodigester at
any selected pilot site.

INFASTRUCTURE

Composting turns kitchen
and yard waste into
nutrient-rich soil.

2012 cap report
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Land use patterns are one of the largest factors in community
greenhouse gas emissions. Many Ypsilanti residents already
take advantage of the city’s walkable streets and transit service.

18.97%
of 2020 TARGET
[Land Use & Transportation
strategy reductions]

RECOMMENDED EMISSIONS-REDUCTION STRATEGIES

tags

land use &
transportation

The City of Ypsilanti contains a downtown area and neighborhoods that feature walkable, compact and diverse
land uses, and has taken conscious steps to encourage biking and walking and preserve transit service. The
City has also sought to encourage infill development over the past decade, including downtown loft projects,
rehabilitation of the former high school into senior housing, and construction of additional student housing. Parts of this section are therefore dedicated to measuring the expected impacts of existing policies and
efforts. However, Ypsilanti still has improvements to make to its land use and transportation patterns. Some
portions of the city are generally hostile to walking, such as the Washtenaw Avenue corridor, or lack neighborhood amenities, such as the Leforge Road area, and may require additional efforts to create the type of district
that the community wants and that permit low-emissions travel behaviors.

LAND USE & TRANSPORTATION

Land use patterns are a major determinant of development, travel choices and other behaviors that create
greenhouse gas emissions. A community with smaller lot sizes and walkable commercial districts near residential areas will support walking, transit and cycling as alternatives to driving. In another example, a mixture
of single- and multi-family housing types will reduce heating costs due to shared walls. Various sources have
noted this impact: a recent EPA study showed that the choice to live in a transit-supportive location reduces
household emissions more than undertaking home energy efficiency improvements and driving a fuel-efficient
car.29 The international Transition movement noted in its guide to climate planning that communities need to
address land use first, “or else you may as well stop now.”30

Many more Ypsilanti residents and workers could take advantage of low-emissions travel modes. The Census’s Longitudinal Employer-Household Dynamics commuting dataset from 2010 shows that 52.7% of working
Ypsilanti residents worked within 10 miles of home, including 29.6% working in Ann Arbor and 8.2% within
Ypsilanti. Similarly, 50.7% of the 6,424 people employed within city limits live within 10 miles of their workplace.
Many of these Ypsilanti residents and employees therefore have commute distances which make walking (1
mile), bicycling (5 miles), or transit (10 miles) reasonable options.

Vacant and underused properties are redeveloped or reclaimed as green, productive spaces.
Goods are services are available within neighborhoods, or within walking distance of residents.
Streets are safe for all, providing for travel by any mode without fear of either crime or traffic crashes.
Residents, commuters, and students choose to bike, walk or bus when possible.

29| US EPA, “Location Efficiency and Housing Type: Boiling it Down to BTUs,” March
2011. Web, 13 June 2012. <http://www.epa.gov/dced/pdf/location_efficiency_BTU.pdf>.

30| Daniel Lerch, Post Carbon Cities: Planning for Energy and Climate Uncertainty. Sebastopol,
CA: Post Carbon Press, 2007.
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This plan seeks to accomplish 10% of its greenhouse gas reductions target through land use and transportation measures, reducing emissions by 3,784 mtCO2e by 2020, with the following additional goals:
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tags

COMPLETE NETWORK
OF BICYCLE FACILITIES

[Annually] 1 mile bike lane/

path created

15.86%

tags

of 2020 TARGET [600 mtCO2e]
Ypsilanti has shown a strong commitment to complete streets and non-motorized transportation, including
bicycling, and has nearly 11.5 miles on on-road bike lanes and off-road paths. The 2006 WATS Non-Motorized
Plan identifies 37.3 additional miles as “deficient” for bicycles (with each side of a two-way street counted independently). As the City is already actively pursuing this strategy, it is included primarily for the consideration
of greenhouse gas impacts.
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Considerations:
The Washtenaw County Road Commission will be an important
partner in extending the bicycle network beyond Ypsilanti. WCRC
has implemented 4-lane to 3-lane “road diets” recently and found
them effective in improving both bicycle and automobile safety
while maintaining road capacity. Including way-finding signs could
help increase visibility of these projects and encourage more
walking and biking, especially if these signs are visible from cars.

recommended approach:
Continue development of bicycle and pedestrian
network in coordination with Townships, WCRC,
and Border to Border (B2B) trail development.
Considering existing, predominantly east/west
commuting patterns, roads like Forest Avenue, East
Cross and West Cross/Packard may hold the most
benefit in terms of converting traffic from motor
vehicle miles to bicycle miles.

2012 cap report

the city of ypsilanti

Expected GHG savings:
Each 1 mile of bike facilities per square mile of city area is
estimated to increase cycling share by 1% of total travel.31
Applying this figure to non-freeway weekday passenger travel
in Ypsilanti, each mile of bike lanes could convert 162,000 motor
vehicle miles traveled (VMT) to cycling each year, leading to
a reduction of 75 mtCO2e. Assuming an additional mile of bike
lanes is created in the city each year, through reconstruction or
restriping projects, 600 mtCO2e could be reduced annually by 2020.

31 | Dill, Jennifer and Theresa Carr. “Bicycle Commuting and Facilities in Major US
Cities: If You Build Them, Commuters Will Use Them.” Transportation Research Record:
Journal of the Transportation Research Board, No. 1828, TRB, 2003, pp 116-123

tags

[Annually] 2.5% of short-distance

commuters changing modes

19.56%
of 2020 TARGET [740 mtCO2e]

tags

PROVIDE PARKING ALTERNATIVES
& CASH-OUT OPTIONS
FOR EMPLOYEES

Employers typically subsidize automobile use by providing parking spaces for employees but do not take on
responsibility for any costs associated with commuting by other modes, such as transit or bicycle. The City of
Ypsilanti, for example, provides downtown parking permits for City Hall employees, which typically costs $200
per pass; many EMU departments similarly cover the costs of employee parking permits, while student commuters pay $200 for fall/winter parking hangtags. A parking cash-out program can be a beneficial alternative
method to traditional employee parking programs. The cash-out program makes the cost of parking transparent to the employee, and removes the incentive to drive by offering them the cash value of an unused parking
permit, or by allowing them to transfer the value of the permit to another travel mode, such as a transit pass.

The go!pass system is used by over 500 employers in downtown
Ann Arbor to offer employees a transit fare benefit as an option to
driving and parking. EMU recently offered students discounted
Ann Arbor Transportation Authority (AATA) monthly passes as
an alternative to buying a parking permit. Both these programs
have proven popular.

Expected GHG savings:
Assuming a modest 2.5% shift of the commuters living within 10
miles of their workplace from driving alone to other modes, 92.5
mtCO2e would be avoided annually.

Implementation costs:
Employers who currently pay for employee parking can offer
cash-out options or alternative benefits at no additional cost.
Employers who own parking spaces and view them as a no-cost
benefit to employees might consider this an additional $200
annual cost per employee, if the cash-out value were set equal
to the paid downtown or campus parking options.

Additional benefits:
Downtown employees (including those at City Hall) who choose
a cash-out or alternative benefit clear public parking spaces for
downtown business patrons. Similarly, EMU commuters who
choose alternative benefits free up parking capacity without
new construction costs. Choosing to bike or walk to work rather
than driving also carries health and fitness benefits.

Partners & stakeholders:
The DDA, City Treasurer and EMU each issue employee parking
permits for various lots; they and downtown commercial landlords
would be the key actors in an alternative benefits system.

LAND USE & TRANSPORTATION

Examples:

Considerations:
The 2008 survey of downtown Ypsilanti employees found that
offering transit benefits would be the single most appealing
option to change commute behavior. In order to address other
potential concerns about not driving to work, offering alternative
commuter benefits works best in coordination with strategies like
car-sharing systems and improved visibility of other travel modes.

recommended approach:
2012 cap report

Provide a discounted AATA pass via the City Treasurer and DDA as an alternative to downtown parking
permits. AATA may be able to offer additional discounts for permits purchased by downtown employees, as counter-peak
commuters. City Hall can lead by example by implementing a parking cash-out or alternative benefit option for employees
currently eligible for parking permits. Other major parking providers such as Washtenaw County and the Key Bank Building
may also be approached as potential participants. EMU should continue to promote their transit pass and shuttle options.
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tags

PURSUE IMPLEMENTATION
OF TRANSIT MASTER PLAN

[by 2020]

25% ridership increase

8.02%

tags

of 2020 TARGET [303.45 mtCO2e]
Ypsilanti has shown strong support for transit: AATA figures show boardings in the City of Ypsilanti growing by
20% from 2005 to 2010, despite a decrease in service during that time, and voters overwhelmingly approved
funding to support the system in 2010. The recently completed Washtenaw County-wide Transit Master Plan
would continue to offer new options for Ypsilanti residents, commuters and students, including additional
routes, improved frequency and hours of operation, and new services such as express commuter lines.

the city of ypsilanti

Examples:
As an early implementation step in the Transit Master Plan, AATA
implemented service increases on the Washtenaw Avenue route
in early 2012 that yielded a 20% increase in ridership on that line
within a few months. Expansion of AATA’s Night Ride service to
the Ypsilanti area also produced a significant increase in use of
that service, though these numbers are not broken down by how
many started or ended in the city itself. These immediate jumps in
transit use following service increase show strong pent-up demand.

Implementation costs:
AATA is still working with stakeholders around the county to
finalize an implementation program and identify costs for the
Transit Master Plan. In addition to rider fares and state and
federal funding, implementation will likely require a county-wide
or regional funding stream to be approved by voters.

Expected GHG savings:

2012 cap report

Implementation of the Transit Master Plan should support
continued ridership growth. Based on recent experience, a
further 25% increase in ridership by 2020 appears possible: an
additional 160,000 annual boardings within the city, or about 530
daily riders. Added to recent ridership gains, this would yield 303
mtCO2e in reduced emissions.
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Additional benefits:
Continued increases in transit service will help mitigate
congestion on major roads and in downtown and campus
parking lots. High-quality transit service is also increasingly
being cited as a factor in attracting new residents and businesses.

Partners & stakeholders:
A new regional transit agency is being created under Public
Act 196 to implement the plan. The City of Ypsilanti will have
a seat on the board of this new agency and will need to work
with neighboring communities to champion appropriate system
improvements by this agency.

Considerations:
Commuter rail service has been under discussion for many
years and is currently a top transit priority for city officials and
residents, but creation of this service remains very uncertain.
One way to advance rail could be to simulate this service
through new express, commuter-oriented bus service, in order
to demonstrate demand.

recommended approach:
Champion creation of the 196 board, establishment of regional funding, and implementation of the
Master Plan. Services that support commuting into Ann Arbor, for residents, and into Ypsilanti, for students,
should be priorities for implementation.

tags

[ongoing] Transportation

options promoted city-wide

116.29%
of 2020 TARGET [4400 mtCO2e]

tags

PROVIDE MORE VISIBILITY
FOR ALTERNATIVE TRANSIT,
INCLUDING BIKING & WALKING
PATHS AND BUS ROUTES

While local governments cannot necessarily change the structure of regional transit systems, municipalities
can facilitate the use and adoption of transit and non-motorized modes, including biking and walking. This
includes a broad category of activities: cities can market available options, publish bicycle maps, improve
signs for bike routes, or provide workshops or other informational material. The use of a survey to understand
residents’ transportation needs can help create more effective, targeted marketing and programs.

Implementation costs:
Costs for implementing biking/walking or ridership promotion
programs typically cost around $30 per household targeted.
Some measures, such as bike/walk maps, are significantly
cheaper; others, such as reduced-rate transit passes, are
significantly more expensive.

Additional benefits:
People who switch from car use to other travel modes can save
substantially on travel costs. Reducing the number of vehicles
on the road results in less congestion and a reduced need for
parking. Additionally, increased walking and biking improves
health and fitness.

Expected GHG savings:
Average GHG savings are about 0.8 metric tons mtCO2e per
household, or 4,400 mtCOe city-wide.

Partners & stakeholders:
The Ann Arbor Transportation Authority is the key partner to
promote transit and is currently rolling out increased transit
service within the city and countywide. City of Ann Arbor and
Washtenaw County can both assist in establishing and publishing
bike routes and maps. Community groups such as Bike Ypsi and
the Washtenaw Biking and Walking Coalition could help spread
the word about any new initiatives among social networks.

LAND USE & TRANSPORTATION

Examples:
Portland, Oregon’s Smart Trips program has reduced singleoccupant car trips by 8-13% in the areas of the city that have
been targeted.32 Transportation Riders United (TRU) has offered
“Transit 101” workshops in Detroit and its suburbs in past years
to teach people how to use the transit system, successfully
converting “never riders” to “occasional riders.”

Considerations:
People look for predictability and convenience in their travel
modes. To encourage a switch, additional benefits must be
highlighted because it can be hard for other travel modes to
compete with automobiles on only convenience measures.

recommended approach:

32 | “Smart Trips.” Portland Bureau of Transportation. Web. 25 April 2012.
<http://www.portlandonline.com/TRANSPORTATION/index.cfm?c=ediab>.

2012 cap report

Engage community partners in an effort to understand residents’ travel needs and develop a marketing
plan to meet those needs. Provide bicycle maps, designated routes, and other wayfinding mechanisms to make
the transition to bike commuting easy and convenient. Special attention should be paid to the connections between
EMU’s campus and Ypsilanti’s downtown and Depot Town areas, encouraging students to explore the surrounding
city. The existing Non-Motorized Advisory Committee should lead this effort within the city.
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CREATE AND PROMOTE
BIKE-SHARING AND
CAR-SHARING PROGRAMS
Vehicle-sharing programs allow users to rent bikes or
cars by the hour, increasing transportation access and
making it easier to get where they need to go. Creating a bike-sharing or car-sharing program in Ypsilanti
would supplement existing bus service, allow more
residents to go without cars, and encourage travelers
to take advantage of existing non-motorized transportation networks while spending time in Ypsilanti.

the city of ypsilanti

Examples:
M-Bike.org suggests that our region should use Nice Ride
Minnesota—the twin cities’ bike share program—as a model. Users
can pick up a bike from one of 75 kiosks over a 7.75 square mile
service area. Rental rates are charged by the hour, and users must
pay to subscribe for the day, month or year. The program is managed
by a nonprofit. Nice Ride MN was founded through a partnership
between local government, foundations, and local businesses.
Zipcar operates 20 shared cars on the University of Michigan
campus and 10 more in downtown Ann Arbor. Zipcar estimates
each shared car takes 15-20 cars off the road. Hertz started an
hourly car rental service at Eastern Michigan University during
the Fall 2011 semester, with two cars available on campus.

Implementation costs:

2012 cap report

University bike rental programs are typically funded by grants and
rental fees. Initial costs include bike and rack purchase, storage,
maintenance and management hiring. A bike share program that
covers EMU’s campus, Ypsilanti’s historic downtown and Depot
Town could be implemented with initial costs of $492,000 and an
annual operating cost of $229,000.33 Annual operating costs could
be recouped through fees for subscription or bike use.
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[Annually] 2100 drivers use

bikesharing network

2.18%
of 2020 TARGET [82.4 mtCO2e]
[Annually] 250 drivers join

carsharing network

24.05%
of 2020 TARGET [910 mtCO2e]
Expected GHG savings:
Bike Detroit notes that a 4 mile trip by bicycle will keep 15
pounds of pollutants out of the air. Using the same ridership
projections as Nice Ride which estimates 5% of resident use,
3% local employee use, and 7% student use, bike sharing could
alleviate 23,007 vehicle miles travelled annually in Ypsilanti. That
equates to 10.3 mtCO2e in savings annually.
National experience shows a typical car-sharing user reduces
vehicle miles traveled (VMT) by 44%,due to adoption of more
effective travel habits, and estimates a market potential of up
to 10% of residents aged 21 and up, with a particular growth
potential for university campuses. Based on SEMCOG estimates
for trips starting or ending in the city, each 1% of residents
over 21 who become car-sharing users (130 members) would
reduce driving by 138,000 miles annually, preventing 66 mtCO2e
in emissions. Considering the large campus and near-campus
populations and growing downtown resident base, a modest
2.5% adoption (325 active users) should be possible by 2020,
yielding 165 mtCO2e in emissions reductions and 345,500 fewer
miles driven.34

Additional benefits:

Zipcar typically requires a “sponsor” to guarantee a minimum
monthly revenue for each car; in Ann Arbor, the DDA and
University of Michigan play this role. The Hertz On-Demand
service does not have this requirement, but provides
vehicles based only on rental revenue estimates. This makes
implementation effectively free to the city or university, but also
limits the local ability to steer development of the system.

Encouraging bike use improves resident quality of life due to
increased exercise. Both bike-sharing and car-sharing decrease
the amount of cars on the road, limiting the amount of traffic
congestion and traffic delays—saving time and gas. Fewer cars
commuting to campus also reduces the need for parking spaces.

33 | This calculation uses Nice Ride’s cost per bike and formulas for projected number
of subscribers, and assumes that 1 bike will cover 15 subscribers.

34 | In spring of 2012 (before students left campus for the summer), reservations for
Hertz cars on EMU’s campus ranged from roughly 150-200 per month. This does not
account for unique uses, so 325 is a reasonable but reachable goal.

Partners & stakeholders:
More and more students across the country are urging their
universities to provide bike rentals on campus to encourage
safer, faster, cheaper, more environmentally friendly means of
traveling to class and around the city. Eastern Michigan University
would be a great place to implement these practices. Oakland
University already runs a free bike share program—EMU could
meet with staff there. Ypsilanti Cycle and BikesEMU should also be
approached as partners.

Considerations:
The City of Ann Arbor may soon be adopting a bike sharing
program. Once this effort gets underway (if Ypsilanti’s does not
begin before FY2013, which is when Ann Arbor’s is slated to
begin), Ypsilanti can learn from this neighboring city.

recommended approach:
tags

Partner with Eastern Michigan University to create a bike-sharing program and to expand the carsharing network both on-campus and downtown. The programs can originate at the university, targeting
students as the primary users with the source of information available online and at new student orientation.
University faculty and employees, and downtown employees, should be targeted with information on bike- and
car-sharing options as a support for car-free commutes; landlords and neighborhood associations can provide
residents with information on car-sharing as a cost-saving alternative to a second household car.

LAND USE & TRANSPORTATION
2012 cap report
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PRIORITIZE INFILL
DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES
IN MASTER PLAN UPDATE
Re-evaluate parking standards:

the city of ypsilanti

The City’s zoning ordinance requires large amounts of parking
for new and expanded developments; not only does this
reinforce high-emissions automobile travel habits, but it also
poses a financial challenge for many of the small developers
working in the city. Significantly reducing the parking
requirements could both support other transportation modes as
well as ease costs on businesses and developers.

Consider the role of
“neighborhood” commercial uses:
While the City’s B1 zoning district is named “neighborhood
commercial”, its primary application is on Washtenaw
Avenue, which has a decidedly non-neighborhood feel.
This district should be evaluated and potentially updated
for use in supporting single-parcel “corner store” uses in
actual neighborhoods, such as the convenience store at
the corner of East Forest and Prospect or even a more fullservice grocery store.

2012 cap report

Tackle Transit Oriented Development:
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The City has worked with neighboring communities to identify
potential improvements along Washtenaw Avenue that would
support additional development, an improved environment for
walking and biking, and increased transit service between
Ypsilanti and Ann Arbor. This effort should be supported by
specific zoning ordinance updates to enable the desired
development of Washtenaw as both a transit corridor and an
amenity for surrounding residential neighborhoods. Similarly,
while the City has aggressively pursued the reinstatement of
Amtrak and commuter rail service in Depot Town, it should
conduct specific planning to encourage new private development
in the area that can take advantage of future rail service.

Infill development prioritizes development on vacant or
underused land in existing cities and urban areas over
construction in outlying areas. In addition to supporting
lower GHG behaviors, as mentioned in the introduction to this section, infill development makes financial
sense to communities, increasing tax yield over a given
area: the State of Michigan’s 2009 Climate Action Plan
identifies land use planning measures as the single
most cost-effective means to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions. While development policies can be responsible for the greatest degree of change in a community’s energy consumption, this change tends to happen
slowly and incrementally.
Additionally, most of the energy savings yielded by
infill development are not due to behavior changes of
people already in town. The majority of energy savings
result from households that choose to locate in the city
and have access to transit and non-motorized travel
options, rather than locating in auto-dependent outlying areas. The reductions therefore can’t be counted
against the city’s baseline emissions—they may actually result in an increase in emissions produced by city
residents, but a net decrease at the regional scale.
While the City of Ypsilanti is no stranger to encouraging infill, it could capitalize on additional opportunities.
These suggestions should be fully developed during
the upcoming revision of the city’s Master Plan.

Undertake Site-Specific Redevelopment Planning:
Ypsilanti can provide the best environment for infill development
by identifying individual priority sites and specifically planning
for development of those sites. Priority sites for development can
include both city-owned properties and vacant private properties
with willing owners. An appropriate redevelopment process will
ensure that sites have a vision shared and supported by the public,
appropriate zoning is in place, available incentives are specifically
identified, and the sites are being actively marketed. Ypsilanti
has done some of these things, such as establishing districts for
obsolete property and industrial facility incentives, and should
continue these efforts. The city can look to the redevelopment
ready sites best practices outlined by MEDC’s “Redevelopment
Ready Communities” program for additional guidance.
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Fill the “missing middle”
segment of the housing stock:

More than 2,500 people live in the apartment complexes around
Leforge Road and Huron River Drive, but the area virtually lacks
neighborhood amenities for these residents and encourages
driving. Planning for additional uses in this area that serve these
residents could reduce automobile necessity, strengthen these
residents’ connection to the Ypsilanti community and also capture
business from on-campus residents and campus commuters.
Uses such as coffee shops and small-format grocery stores have
been identified as desires during past planning work, though land
availability will be a challenge for any substantial commercial use.

2012 cap report

While some neighborhoods, such as the Historic South Side, appear
to have a stable mix of single-family houses and 2- to 3-unit
apartment houses, the city’s zoning predominantly supports either
strict single-family housing or large apartment complexes.
Revisiting the topic of small “accessory dwelling units,” encouraging
rehabilitation of historic carriage barns and other tools can bring
more people to Ypsilanti neighborhoods, supporting property values
and taking advantage of the walkable, transit-served downtowns,
without the impact of the larger apartment building. This is
particularly an opportunity within the historic core, where large
homes now typically house much smaller families than they once did.

Plan for commercial uses
in Huron River Drive area:
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Culture change describes how Ypsilanti residents interact within their
community, and how their decisions impact GHG emissions. This picture
from the Ypsilanti Food Co-Op reminds us that even individual behaviors
surrounding food can emit GHGs and impact Ypsilanti in myriad other ways.

3.05%
of 2020 TARGET
[Culture change strategy reductions]

tags

RECOMMENDED EMISSIONS-REDUCTION STRATEGIES

culture change
the city of ypsilanti

Individual behavior is one of the most important ways we impact greenhouse gas emissions, but it is also one
of the most difficult to measure or change. While many Ypsilanti residents already recognize the importance of
living in a way that’s oriented around sustainability concerns and around reducing greenhouse gas emissions,
they feel the majority of citizens have not heard of or do not fully understand these concepts. In order to relate
to these issues and change behavior to incorporate the concepts into daily life, Ypsilanti residents need to
understand sustainability and the actions they can take.
This section on culture change attempts to begin the difficult task of reorienting community thought and practice around climate change, the natural environment, and triple-bottom-line sustainability. We seek to achieve
5% of our total greenhouse gas reduction target through these strategies, or 1,891 mtCO2e by 2020.
Based on community feedback, we have also set a number of qualitative goals for the future:
Ypsilanti celebrates efforts to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and circulates information about sustainability and reducing
		 greenhouse gases to residents. Community members understand the importance of climate action and the ways they can 		
		 impact climate change, individually and collectively.

Ypsilanti works in collaboration with surrounding communities and the metro Detroit region to achieve broader changes.

2012 cap report

In partnership with the community and municipal plans and priorities, local schools have refocused education towards sustainability.
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ENCOURAGE CONSERVATION
THROUGH ENERGY
COMPETITION

[ongoing]

25% ridership increase

13.20%
of 2020 TARGET [249.69 mtCO2e]

Given that the City of Ypsilanti is home to Eastern Michigan University, leveraging college rivalry can be a powerful tool to leverage energy savings both within the university and the community. A non-university Ypsilanti
competition could motivate the community to improve on past performance. The main key to a competition is
extensive marketing and promotions, along with a web presence, key giveaways such as efficient light bulbs,
and cultivating peer to peer networks.

the city of ypsilanti

Examples:
The “Take Charge Challenge” in Kansas pitted 16 different
towns (some with universities) against one another in a 9 month
long challenge to save energy. Total savings were $2,341,025 in
energy costs and 22 million pounds of CO2 emissions.35

Implementation costs:
Costs are around $2 to $5 per person contacted, which would
equate to $50 to $100/ton of GHG reduction. Of course, this can
vary greatly depending on the depth of contacts, availability of
volunteer labor, and other factors.

Expected GHG savings:
Each person contacted can be expected to save about 55 kWh
during the time of the competition, or about 1.75 lbs of CO2e.
There are many questions about the longevity of the behavior
changes, but the changes done within the competition can be a
gateway to further improvements.

Additional benefits:

Partners & stakeholders:
Eastern Michigan University would be a prime partner in this
endeavor, as shown in the Kansas competition, university
rivalries motivated more energy savings than towns without
universities. Within the university and the city, networking with
as many existing organizations as possible would help spread the
words. The challenger cities would also be essential partners.
Competition could also be coordinated through neighborhood
associations or even commercial groups. Residents are able to
rent Kill-A-Watt EZ electricity usage monitor from the Ypsilanti
District Library, so tracking resources are readily available.

Considerations:
One main consideration would be fostering change that “sticks”
and articulating the energy conservation message while
promoting the rivalry. Many people, students especially, may be
motivated to “Beat State,” but the challenge will be in relaying
the actual reasoning behind the conservation competition.
The strategy could be first tested by the university or by select
neighborhoods and then expanded city-wide.
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Energy savings for students and residents of Eastern Michigan
University and Ypsilanti.
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recommended approach:
Work with community stakeholders to initiate an energy competition. The University and City can
partner together to challenge another city and university to an energy reduction competition.

35 | “Take Charge Challenge with Efficiency Kansas,” Take Charge Kansas,
http://www.takechargekansas.org/Site_Data/Sub_Pages/Home.php, accessed May 15, 2012.
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Ypsilanti stakeholders are knowledgeable about and interested in issues of climate change, energy use and environmental sustainability. Ypsilanti residentsare willing to
take on individual and community action to support local
emissions reductions, but would benefit from a resource
library: a shared space to hold collective knowledge on
these topics and catalogue community resources.

Examples:

Implementation costs:
This library can be created with limited monetary expense,
though it will require a large time investment from stakeholders.
Costs may include staff and volunteer time as well as the
physical or online space for the library.

Expected GHG savings:
Compilation of this resource library will not, in itself, result in
GHG emissions reductions. It may inspire future reductions, but
these are difficult to quantify.

Energy Efficient
Rentals

Additional benefits:
As a community resource, the library can continue to collect
best practices, new ideas and possible emissions reductions
strategies after the climate plan has been adopted and
the process is complete. It can serve as a new communal,
coordinating space for sustainability in Ypsilanti and lead to
individual and community actions to reduce missions.

Partners & stakeholders:
The Ypsilanti District Library and Eastern Michigan University can act
as hosts, curators and resources for the strategy library. They should
be accompanied by the many community groups who have a stake
in either pulling from or putting resources into the library, including
Transition Ypsilanti, local nonprofits and neighborhood associations.

Considerations:
Simply compiling existing community resources will lead to a
substantial base of knowledge for the library. The difficult part is
curating the collection, ensuring it is kept up to date and usable
by the average person. Outreach strategies must also be built
into the creation of the library to publicize its existence and
begin the dialogue that is at the heart of this community space.

Local experts and the EMU community can create an Ypsilanti sustainability library. The City will
be able to pull from resources compiled in the process of creating this climate action plan as well as in a
collaborative and ongoing research effort with EMU students. A plan for the continued existence of the library
should be developed in partnership with community stakeholders.

2012 cap report

recommended approach:

13 | Urban Sustainability Library. Green Garage, 28 Feb. 2012. Web. 21 May 2012.
<http://greengaragedetroit.com/index.php?title=Urban_Sustainability_Library>.

CULTURE CHANGE

The Green Garage in Detroit is home to the Urban Sustainability
Library, which hosts, produces and disseminates information
on how “people and organizations [can] make more sustainable
choices.”36 Their physical and online library contains books
and studies, but also displays current projects and facilitates
community conversations.
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COMMUNITY
SUSTAINABILITY
LIBRARY
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RESIDENTIAL
ENERGY
EDUCATION

[annually]

100 Households

38.20%
of 2020 TARGET [640 mtCO2e]

Teaching residents to use low- and no-cost techniques for saving energy in their home is one of the most costeffective ways to reduce energy use and resulting emissions on a community scale. This can be done through
a workshop setting or a home visit. Workshops are the less expensive option, but corresponding savings are
less as well.

Option 1: Implement a series of energy saving workshops in different venues.

the city of ypsilanti

Use these workshops to communicate a basic level of understanding of home energy issues to residents, such as how to read
your energy bill, sealing doors and windows and turning off appliances when not in use.
Examples: The City of Lathrup Village held a workshop to educate its residents on how to save money in their homes.37 The
Southeast Michigan Regional Energy Office put together a video case study that can be found at this link: http://bit.ly/JLU8pc.
The City of Ypsilanti’s Historic District Commission has in the past hosted workshops by State Historic Preservation Office
(SHPO) staff and EMU Historic Preservation students on historic home maintenance—this topic could be expanded to include
energy-specific historic home workshops.
Implementation costs: Workshops can be conducted by local non-profits for about $500 each, either as stand-alone programs or
as part of an existing, funded projects such as home weatherization programs or municipal energy efficiency upgrades.
Expected GHG savings: Based on the past experience of the Southeast Michigan Regional Energy Office, households can expect
to save .8 mtCO2e from implementing measures outlined in the workshop format. Assuming an average of 25 participants per
workshop and 4 workshops per year, these workshops could reach 100 households, reducing carbon emissions by 80 mtC02e
annually. By 2020, expected emissions savings add to a total 640 mtCO2e.

Option 2 : Implement a comprehensive program that encourages all residents of the city to either

attend a workshop or have a home visit, or both.

2012 cap report

This would require both funding and an outside entity to administer the program.
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Examples: The BetterBuildings for Michigan (BBFM) program is conducting consumer education, energy audits and direct
installation of energy efficiency measures in Ypsilanti over the course of 2012.38
Implementation costs: A residential energy audit and education program will cost approximately $1000 per household to
implement. This cost may be reduced or covered by programs such as BBFM or DTE incentives.
Expected GHG savings: Similar programs have achieved an approximate 1.2 mtCO2e reduction per house in
yearly GHG emissions.

37 |”EECBG Case Study #10: Resident Education.” WARMTraining.org. N.p., n.d. Web.
21 May 2012. <http://www.warmtraining.org/gov/pdf/EECBG%20Case%20Study10_ResidentEducation.pdf>.

38 | BetterBuildings for Michigan. Southeast Michigan Regional
Energy Office, n.d. Web. 22 May 2012. <http://regionalenergyoffice.
org/betterbuildings/>.

For all options:
CONSIDERATIONS:
The City of Ypsilanti should leverage the federal resources of
the BetterBuildings for Michigan program during 2012 to get
as much federal funding as possible to fund energy education
and improvements for Ypsilanti housing stock. Any educational
initiative should publicize the energy and money savings
achieved by participants. Deliberately communicating benefits is
key to the success of this strategy.

Additional benefits:
WARM Training Center, BetterBuildings for Michigan, Clean
Energy Coalition and DTE offer relevant programs. EMU’s
historic preservation program or Washtenaw Community
College’s building trades programs may also be able to offer
workshops for residents.

Work with local universities and nonprofit organizations to expand educational workshops and
resources. Past leveraging of EMU and SHPO offerings for historic property owners can be expanded to include
a focus on energy efficiency in historic properties—a substantial share of Ypsilanti’s building stock. BBFM
outreach efforts during the course of 2012 should increase general awareness of energy-saving behaviors, and
non-profit partners can build on this with future targeted educational efforts.
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recommended approach:

CULTURE CHANGE
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ENCOURAGE PUBLIC
EMPLOYEES TO LIVE
IN YPSILANTI

[annually] 5 public employees

move into Ypsilanti

12.69%
of 2020 TARGET [240 mtCO2e]

the city of ypsilanti

Residents frequently express a preference for municipal and other public employees to live in the city where
they work. While requiring residency as a condition of employment is not legal, public employers can provide
incentives to promote residency. The Eastern Leaders Group (ELG) and EMU successfully launched a new
incentive in 2012 for new staff and faculty to live within Ypsilanti: a forgivable loan towards a down payment
or related housing expense. Similar programs in Detroit have proven very successful. All such programs have
the twin goals of supporting the local housing market and encouraging commuters to invest—emotionally and
monetarily—in the community. However, these programs also support reduced GHG emissions by offering the
participants a better ability to use non-car travel options, both to commute to work and to meet other needs.

Examples:
ELG and EMU expect the LiveYpsi program to have its first home
closing in the summer of 2012. The program could be easily
extended to other employers after the pilot phase at EMU.

Implementation costs:
Detroit’s Live Midtown and Live Downtown programs offer $20,000
incentives; LiveYpsi provides a $7,500 incentive, equivalent to a
5-10% down payment on most Ypsilanti home purchases.

Additional benefits:
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In addition to the intangible benefits usually cited for public
sector employee residency—greater investment in the
community—such a program can also have indirect fiscal
benefits for the community. By incentivizing new buyers, this
strategy can contribute to faster recovery of home prices. More
importantly, if targeted at foreclosed homes, it can help mitigate
the estimated 1-2% loss of property value caused to every
property within a block radius of a foreclosure.39
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Expected GHG savings:
Each employee who moves from an average 25 mile one-way
commute to an in-town commute will prevent approximately 6
mtCO2e annually.

Partners & stakeholders:
Expanding ELG’s program would be the easiest way to implement
this strategy. Washtenaw County and YPSD may be approached
to offer residency benefits to their employees.

Considerations:
Offering direct cash incentives to public employees is politically
difficult, and substantial work needs to be done to define the
fiscal benefits of the strategy for the city and set the right level of
incentive. To reduce the cost of implementing such a program, it
would be most easily introduced at the same time that employee
concessions are being sought, as part of the overall package.
Since the City and other local public employers make very few
new hires, the incentive might be offered to all employees, rather
than only to new hires.

recommended approach:
Consider a public employee residency incentive, in the form of a forgivable loan for down payment
assistance for purchase of foreclosed homes. Defining the fiscal benefits of the program will be the key to
successful implementation. ELG and EMU should continue to pursue additional funding sources for the LiveYpsi
program, such as MSHDA, the Community Foundation and other foundations, and work to expand the program to
municipal and other employees.”
39 | Immergluck, Dan, and Geoff Smith. “There Goes the Neighborhood: The Effect of Single-Family
Mortgage Foreclosures on Property Values.” June (2005). Web. 21 May 2012. <http://ftp.nw.org/network/
neighborworksprogs/foreclosuresolutions/reports/documents/TGTN_Report.pdf>.
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PROMOTE CITY
SUCCESSES TO
LEAD BY EXAMPLE
The City of Ypsilanti has already taken on a number of energy-saving, “green” initiatives. By better publicizing
and educating citizens around these efforts, they can impact the actions of their constituents. The government
should create a coordinated strategy to educate residents about the steps that staff, officials and institutions
take to create a more sustainable city. Leading by example requires not only better communication, but a visible presence in the community.

Examples:

Implementation costs:
The City of Ypsilanti may need to devote staff time to personal
outreach, written communications and social media updates.
Costs other than time, though, can be minimal to none.

Expected GHG savings:
This strategy is geared towards the publication of GHG emissions
reductions rather than achieving new reductions, though it may
inspire citizen action.

Additional benefits:

City leaders, including appointed and elected officials and staff,
must commit to in-person participation and more intentional,
coordinated communications. They will need to work with local
news agencies, both print and online, and community groups
to reach citizens. Solar Ypsi is already reporting the city’s solar
power generation—this can compose part of the city’s outreach
and provides a model for further efforts.

Considerations:
Communications and outreach around sustainability should be
part of a greater institutional culture of openness in government
operations. The city currently appears to lack an adopted or
understood overall communications and outreach plan. Low cost
methods of public outreach include social media, public events
such as the Heritage Festival or the Mayor’s State of the City,
or the incorporation of energy and sustainability into existing
reporting such as the state-required dashboard.

CULTURE CHANGE

The City of Southgate created a video case study of the solar
panels installed on its city buildings, featuring the mayor. This
video ran on the local access channel, and the City is talking
about using it, in conjunction with mayoral appearances, as an
education and outreach tool. 40

Partners & stakeholders:

The City can lead a community-wide resurgence in the
sustainability movement and contribute to education efforts.

recommended approach:

40 | Watch the full video at this link: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7pAVV4LJYwo&li
st=PLE5A3534EF7B9E14C&index=7&feature=plpp_video
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Increase communications and citizen outreach around sustainability, publicizing efforts and
providing information on how citizens can get involved or replicate green initiatives. These efforts
should be part of a broader communications strategy by the city, rather than a standalone effort, in order to
present energy and sustainability concerns alongside economic development, budgetary, and other information.
This overall strategy should consider the role of the city’s recently updated webpage and Facebook presence
alongside more “traditional” media and outreach work.
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INCLUDE STEWARDSHIP,
ENGAGEMENT & SUSTAINABILITY
EDUCATION IN LOCAL SCHOOLS

the city of ypsilanti

Examples:
The EPA encourages K-12 educators to join the “SustainK12
listserve” which allows for collaboration on strategies that
implement sustainable practices and lessons in their teaching
plans. The EPA also links to various resources on environmental
education curricula.41 The Sustainable School Project located in
Vermont provides examples of lesson plans suitable for grades
3-8 on a number of subjects. They also provide the Sustainable
Schools Project Starter Kit, which outlines three modules for
teachers and students to complete in about two days. 42 The
Ecology Center in Ann Arbor provides workshops that are aligned
with Michigan Grade Level Content Expectations. Their classroom
programs and field trip options are fun for students and teach
valuable lessons about the environment. 43

Implementation costs:
Implementation costs are relatively low and should only require
training educators on relevant subjects as well as the purchase
of any materials that might be needed for class projects. With
the number of project examples available, the schools can
design a curriculum that fits their budgets while still making an
impact on the student body.

Expected GHG savings:
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Including sustainability education in school curriculum will not,
in itself, result in GHG emissions reductions, but will support the
implementation of other strategies the community undertakes.
Educating schoolchildren sets the stage for a more
sustainable future.
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The residents of Ypsilanti have expressed a desire
to teach students in grades K-12 about how each
person can make sustainable choices each day to
impact the future. The EPA agrees that the future
of environmental education lies in teaching the
concepts of sustainability and stewardship through
youth programs and provides information on how
schools can get more involved.

Additional benefits:
Students learn about sustainable life choices early and have
the chance to make a larger impact throughout their lifetimes.
It is also likely that students will bring home what they learn,
encouraging parents to change their own behaviors.

Partners & stakeholders:
Ypsilanti Public Schools and any local charter or private schools
should be the primary parties in this effort. Ypsilanti is lucky to
have local sustainability resources such as Creative Change
Educational Solutions, Growing Hope and Transition Ypsilanti,
that the city can reach out to for support in encouraging the
local schools to include sustainability efforts to the curriculum.
The city would benefit from engaging these experts and local
teachers from K-12 schools, especially Central Gardens Middle
School, Washtenaw Community College and Eastern Michigan
University when meeting with the school board to discuss
implementation methods.

Considerations:
The city may not have much control over the Ypsilanti public
school system curriculum. The success of this strategy relies on
a positive relationship between the city, the school board and
other local educational institutions.

recommended approach:
Utilize the community’s experts to gather support for adding sustainability education to the
curriculum in local K-12 schools. There are many resources and ready-made lesson plans that can be added
to existing school practices. The Eastern Michigan University community and local schoolteachers and parents
would serve as valuable stakeholders to lead this strategy.
41 | “Teaching Stewardship and Sustainability.” US EPA, n.d. Web. 22 May 2012.
<http://www.epa.gov/region8/ee/teachingsustainability.html>.
42 | Sustainable Schools Project. Shelburne Farms, n.d. Web. 22 May 2012.
<http://www.sustainableschoolsproject.org/>.

43 | Ecology Center. n.d. Web. 22 May 2012. <http://www.ecocenter.org/>.
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CLIM ATE A CTION P L A NNING

IMPLEMENTATION

tags
the city of ypsilanti
The strategies detailed in this plan are considered to be immediate or short-term strategies: actions that can
be implemented with existing tools and partners over the next 3-5 years, and which will yield net cost savings or other benefits under current conditions. Strategies are summarized in this section based on the City’s
role in implementing them. Some require direct capital investments by the city; others are changes to policies or ordinances; still others must be taken up by community members and will involve little direct involvement by City Hall. The strategies included here are by no means the only ones possible, and other opportunities may arise that should also be pursued and celebrated.
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Together, the recommended strategies should yield about 37,000 mtCO2e of GHG reductions in 2020, or about
2 mtCO2e per capita. This plan generally errs on the side of conservative estimates of emissions savings and
provides a limited number of recommended strategies, acknowledging the constrained role of city government in achieving community-wide change. In order to meet emissions-reduction goals, residents, community groups and other business and nongovernmental stakeholders must take on responsibility for their own
actions and for those of their neighbors. The City of Ypsilanti may convene stakeholders, model action and
inspire change, but will not be the lead actor in many of the most impactful emissions-reduction strategies.
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EVALUATING AND
COMMUNICATING
PROGRESS
Because the focus of the plan is on near-term opportunities, some evaluation can take place immediately or on
an annual basis. The plan as a whole should be evaluated after about five years to select a new set of action
steps. Opportunities for evaluating and reporting progress include:

Continuously:

2012 cap report
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The city and its implementation partners have numerous
channels available for communicating efforts as they happen.
Social media such as the city’s Facebook page and regular
updates on a dedicated subpage of the City’s homepage are
especially suited for communicating implementation steps
at launch, completion, and as they produce positive results.
This almost-instant communication is especially important
for action steps that require broad public awareness or
participation in order to have significant impacts.
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Annually:
Existing communication tools can be used to report on
progress from year-to-year, as well as to remind community
members of ongoing efforts. The Mayor’s State of the City
address provides an opportunity to report city successes and
recognize the efforts of community members. Information on
programs or initiatives available to individual property owners
could be provided within annual tax bills or water bills. Direct
energy and cost savings by the city should be compiled from
utility bills annually and reported on the local dashboard
required by the State’s Economic Vitality Incentive Program.

Long-term:
This entire plan should be evaluated in about 5 years to
quantify community-wide trends in energy use and greenhouse
gas emissions, and to comprehensively review successes
and setbacks. By this point, most of the relatively easy, lowcost improvements to municipal operations and facilities
management should be completed, and the city’s actions are
likely to be more indirect, with a greater focus on items like
land use. As a result, maintaining a dedicated climate plan
may be less important than incorporating any next steps into
the city’s master plan. Long-term evaluation of the climate plan
should be coordinated with a 5-year update of that document.

FUNDING CHANGE:
TOOLS AND OPPORTUNITIES
While many of the strategies recommended lead to significant cost savings for residents, businesses and City
Hall, upfront implementation costs are still an issue in the city’s current fiscal condition.
Several options are possible to fund improvements.

FEDERAL Tax Incentives:

Voluntary contributions:

DDA TIF funding:
In the past few years, the Ypsilanti DDA successfully used
direct matching grants to help property owners make
facade improvements and other capital investments. This
program could be explicitly extended to cover energy
efficiency or alternative energy projects; these projects
are within the DDA’s mission by helping reduce business
operating costs. The DDA could also undertake public
infrastructure improvements with its TIF funding, including
streetlight upgrades, street tree planting, or shared
geothermal well installation in coordination with future
parking lot resurfacing work.
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Some projects may find community support through voluntary
contributions. Ypsilanti has already had success with this
approach around the Solar City Hall project, raising $1,000
in grant matching funds through donations. A donation
program is most appropriate for projects that have only
indirect financial benefits but that are highly visible or
provide benefits in the form of quality of life or pride of place.
Efforts like planting street trees, raising matching funds for
major bike/walk projects, alternative energy pilot projects
or developing a community sustainability library are most
likely to fall into this category. For a voluntary contribution
program to work, it should have a clearly stated purpose for
the funds. The city might consider asking a trusted third-party
organization, such as the community foundation, to serve
as fiduciary. Contributions could include structures such as
monthly or annual “subscriptions” or a carbon offset based
on the donor’s driving patterns or utility bills.

State and federal grant funding:
The largest energy-specific grant opportunities in recent
years may or may not recur in the future: the Federal Energy
Efficiency and Conservation Block Grants (EECBG), which
were part of the federal stimulus program, and municipal
grant programs by the Michigan Public Service Commission
are not funded in 2012. Other recurring grant programs
may be applicable to implementation of this plan, however.
Michigan DEQ’s Community Pollution Prevention grants,
available annually, can often be used for capital projects
related to air quality, which may include energy and GHG
emissions reductions. Transportation funding such as
Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality (CMAQ), Urban Safety,
and Transportation Enhancement (TE) may support a variety
of transit or non-motorized transportation efforts, and the city
successfully leveraged these funds in the past.

the city of ypsilanti

Private sector investments in energy efficiency measures may
qualify for various federal tax incentive programs, reducing the
effective cost. For example, the Business Energy Investment
Tax Credit can be used to offset up to 30% of the capital costs
of solar panels, wind turbines and similar measures installed
by private businesses, and is expected to be available through
2016. The Historic Rehabilitation Tax Incentive can be used to
offset up to 20% of the cost of appropriate renovation costs on
buildings within the Ypsilanti Historic District. This incentive
may cover lighting upgrades, weatherization, window and
air-sealing work, and similar measures for commercial
properties. DTE offers incentives for both commercial and
residential properties, including rebates for energy efficiency
measures and purchase of renewable energy credits (RECs)
for solar photovoltaic installations. DTE funding may be used
in tandem with tax incentives. All such incentive programs
require documentation, and property owners are encouraged
to research them carefully before undertaking projects.
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Property Assessed Clean Energy (PACE):

2012 cap report
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A PACE program provides private property owners with
affordable financing to make energy related improvements,
with payments made over time in the form of an assessment
on the property. Because the loan is attached to the property,
it is considered lower risk than a loan to an individual, keeping
defaults and financing costs low. Additionally, the cost savings
from the energy efficiency improvements often cover the
costs of the payments over time. A PACE program requires
the backing of a municipal entity through issuance of bonds:
the City of Ypsilanti is unlikely to undertake this, due to the
community’s small size and existing debt load, but the city can
take advantage of a regionally pooled PACE program currently
being created by the Regional Energy Office.
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Revolving loan fund:
The City of Ypsilanti has set aside $250,000 from past years’
budget surpluses to be used as an internal revolving loan
fund to make energy efficiency improvements to municipal
buildings. This unusual and forward-thinking action provides
the city with the resources to invest in its own energy and
cost savings. The city should undertake full energy audits of
its structures to identify the highest returns on investment
of these modest funds, and leverage DTE rebates or bulk
purchasing opportunities with EMU or other communities. In
any case, though, the city should work to invest as quickly
as possible: it is only once the fund is used that the savings
from energy improvements can replenish the account.
Similarly, returns to the fund should be spent as soon as the
accumulated savings are enough to make further investments,
in order to maximize financial benefits.

EFFORTS UNDERWAY
These are activities that are currently underway by the city or other actors in the community. These efforts may
not need any active intervention at this point, except to be monitored and celebrated as significant achievements.

City actions: continue progress, celebrate success!
STRATEGY	

SHARE OF
TARGET

COST AND
FUNDING SOURCES	

LEAD ACTOR	

PARTNERS

$5,000-$20,000 per
mile on-road
$100,000 per mile
off-road

Planning & Development Department,
Non-Motorized Advisory Committee

Washtenaw Area
Transportation Study
(WATS), Washtenaw
County Parks &
Recreation Commission (WCPARC), EMU,
adjacent townships,
Washtenaw County
Road Commission

Champion development of the Countywide Transit Master
Plan

303 mtCO2e

Funding via CMAQ
(federal), WCPARC,
MDOT Urban Safety
funds To be determined by 196 board for
regional funding

City Council, via 196
board representative

Ann Arbor Transit
Authority (AATA),
Washtenaw County,
adjacent Townships

Prioritize infill development opportunities
in Master Plan update.

Depends on specific
measures adopted

Funding in place via
Washtenaw County

Planning & Development Department,
Planning Commission

Business and neighborhood associations,
DDA, Ann Arbor
SPARK, Washtenaw
County, EMU

Increase communications and outreach
around sustainability,
publicizing efforts and
providing information
on how citizens can
get involved.

Supports implementation of other efforts.

Costs: Staff time

City Manager and
Department of Public
Services

Elected officials, city
staff, COPAC, local
media
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Continue development
of bicycle and pedestrian network.
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DIRECT INVESTMENTS
Some strategies require direct capital investment by the city or a close partner to upgrade buildings, infrastructure, or other assets so that they function more efficiently. These actions typically also result in direct financial
savings for the city government in the form of reduced energy bills. As noted above, the city has previously
established an internal revolving loan fund (RLF) to invest in energy efficiency improvements and recapture cost
savings. Because these strategies provide extremely good returns on investment, the city should pursue them aggressively, in order to enjoy the cost savings as soon as possible: it would be reasonable to begin implementation
of all of these strategies within the first year after adopting the plan.

City actions: prioritize projects, identify funding
opportunities, perform work, track results.
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STRATEGY	
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POTENTIAL
COST AND
GREENHOUSE
FUNDING
SOURCES	
GAS EMISSIONS
REDUCED		

LEAD ACTOR	

PARTNERS

Upgrade lighting fixtures in city buildings
as soon as possible.

150 mtCO2e

$6,000
Expected ROI less
than 1 year Funding
via internal RLF

Department of Public
Services

Southeast Michigan
Regional Energy
Office

Install occupancy
sensors on lights
throughout public
buildings.

180 mtCO2e

$7,500
Expected ROI less
than 1 year Funding
via internal RLF

Department of Public
Services

---

Upgrade street lights
as quickly as possible,
focusing on least efficient fixtures first.

0.25 mtCO2e per
fixture 510 mtCO2e for
all lights

$400-600 per fixture
Up to $1.1 million for
all Expected ROI 4-7
years. Funding via
internal RLF and additional grants

Department of Public
Services

Downtown Development Authority,
Eastern Michigan
University, Southeast
Michigan Regional
Energy Office

Investigate sensor and
control improvements
at YCUA wastewater
treatment plant.

182 mtCO2e

$250,000
Expected ROI 0.5-2
years

YCUA

Adjacent Townships,
UIS Corp., Regional
Energy Office

the city of ypsilanti
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PROGRAMMATIC EFFORTS
These strategies generally rely on some ongoing effort by the city or a close partner to support or encourage
behavioral change in the community at large. These actions typically do not result in a direct energy cost savings
to the city government, but may free up resources for other efforts or result in increased tax revenues by making
the community more attractive and supporting property values.

City actions: identify necessary partners, refine program
goals and activities, launch.
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STRATEGY	

64

SHARE OF
TARGET

COST AND
FUNDING SOURCES	

LEAD ACTOR	

PARTNERS

Educate on the
availability of low
and no cost business
energy audit services
through multiple
partners.

4,000 mtCO2e

Free to city

Southeast Michigan
Regional Energy
Office

DTE Energy,
DDA, Chamber
of Commerce,
Downtown
Association of
Ypsilanti (DAY)

Monitor financing
opportunities for
solar installation and
publicize via Solar Ypsi.

176 mtCO2e

City: staff time

Solar Ypsi

Regional Energy
Office, Clean Energy
Coalition

Promote available
energy efficiency
incentive programs
to reach maximum
adoption in the city.

720 mtCO2e

Installation:
$10,000 per kW
capacityFunding via
available grants and
credits
Free to city

Planning &
Development

Regional Energy
Office, Washtenaw
County, DTE

Increase recycling
rates via promotion
and competition.

1750.94 mtCO2e
(2.87 mtCO2e per ton
of recycling diversion)

City: Staff time

Department of Public
Services

Eastern Michigan
University, Ann Arbor
Materials Recovery
Facility, neighborhood
associations

STRATEGY	

SHARE OF
TARGET

COST AND
FUNDING SOURCES	

LEAD ACTOR	

PARTNERS

$50-75 per bin
Funding from local
sponsorships

DDA

DDA, Eastern
Michigan University,
downtown business
owners

Engage community
partners in an effort to
understand residents’
travel needs and develop a marketing plan
to meet those needs.

4,400 mtCO2e

$30 per household
targeted

Non-Motorized Advisory Committee

Ann Arbor Transportation Authority, EMU

Partner with Eastern
Michigan University to
create a bike-sharing
program and carsharing network.

Bike sharing:
82.4 mtCO2e

EMU

Car sharing:
910 mtCO2e

Bike sharing:
$492,000 initially
$229,000 annually
Annual operating
costs recouped via
fees for subscription
Car sharing:
No cost to city

DDA, Hertz, NonMotorized Advisory
Committee

Implement a series
of energy saving
workshops in different
venues.

640 mtCO2e

---

EMU, Clean Energy
Coalition

WARM Training Center, SHPO, BBFM

Develop home and
business water efficiency financing
program.

0.22 mtCO2e per
household
181.5 mtCO2e by 2020

$500 per household

YCUA

Regional Energy Office, City of Ann Arbor
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(supports goal of
increased recycling
rates)
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Provide attractive
sidewalk recycling
bins for downtown,
campus.
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POLICIES DRIVING CHANGE
One of the most effective ways for government to effect broad change in the community is through policy efforts
that remove barriers to or provide incentives for certain activities. Land use policy and zoning, building codes, and
use of tax abatements and financial incentives all provide opportunities to create a more attractive environment
for low-carbon investments and behaviors.

City actions: refine goals, craft legislative or policy
language, adopt, apply and promote.
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STRATEGY	

66

SHARE OF
TARGET

COST AND
FUNDING SOURCES	

LEAD ACTOR	

PARTNERS

Adopt a Green Globes
certification requirement for any development project receiving
at least $10,000 in
municipal incentives
or tax abatements in a
single year.

272 mtCO2e

City costs: staff time
only, as part of incentive review process

Planning & Development Department

SPARK, local
developers

Develop a utility costs
disclosure ordinance
for rental housing units.

6,443 mtCOe

City costs: staff time
only, to develop ordinance and monitor as
part of existing rental
certification enforcement

Building Department

Planning & Development Department, City
of Ann Arbor, Ypsilanti Township, local
landlords

Identify funding
sources to implement
recommended tree
planting program
and continue policy
support.

358 mtCO2e

$110 per tree or
$27,000 annually
DTE grants or voluntary contributions
appropriate

Planning & Development

Department of Public
Services, individual
residents and businesses

STRATEGY	

SHARE OF
TARGET

COST AND
FUNDING SOURCES	

LEAD ACTOR	

PARTNERS

Partner with DDA and
AATA to provide a discounted transit pass
via the City Treasurer
as an alternative to
downtown parking
permits.

740 mtCO2e

No additional cost or
$200 per employee

DDA

Ann Arbor Transportation Authority,
Washtenaw County,
Key Bank, EMU

Expand “Live Ypsi”
public employee residency incentives.

240 mtCO2e

$5,000-$10,000
Consider general
fund seed funding as
well as MSHDA and
foundation sources

Eastern Leaders
Group

EMU, Planning &
Development, Washtenaw County, Ypsilanti
Public Schools

the city of ypsilanti
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COMMUNITY INITIATIVES
Ypsilanti has a strong tradition of grassroots citizen efforts, and several strategies arose in the community engagement process that would not necessarily need the involvement of the city government, but could be undertaken by
community members. This category of strategies may require city support in the form of endorsement of grant applications, ordinance or policy changes, or similar actions.
The city will locate future citizen involvement in the plan in a few central locations. The City of Ypsilanti will communicate regularly with residents about progress towards plan implementation through events, a dedicated page on the
City’s website, and existing social and traditional media channels. The Michigan Suburbs Alliance webpage will host
a model library of strategies to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and related resources for citizens to learn more
about the issue. Eastern Michigan University students and professors will work with City and Suburbs Alliance staff
to create an Ypsilanti Sustainability Library--a central location to house resources, host community dialogue and provide a gathering place for interested citizens. Finally, the city and EMU should consider a joint advisory committee,
with campus staff, faculty and students working alongside city staff, residents and business owners. As an advisory
body, this group would not have any formal policy-making powers but would facilitate collaboration and coordination
by the various stakeholders. Ideally, this body could include Township, school district and hospital partners as well.
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City actions: support, endorse, remove barriers.
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STRATEGY	

SHARE OF
TARGET

COST AND
FUNDING SOURCES	

LEAD ACTOR	

PARTNERS

Work with community stakeholders
to initiate an energy
competition.

1998 mtCO2e

$2 to $5 per person
contacted

Neighborhood associations, DTE Energy

EMU, Ypsilanti District
Library, residents

Create an Ypsilanti
sustainability library.

Supports implementation of other efforts

Costs may include
staff and volunteer
time as well as the
physical or online
space for the library

Members of EMU
community

Local residents, Ypsilanti Public School
District (YPSD), Ypsilanti District Library

Utilize the community’s experts to gather
support for adding
sustainability education to the curriculum
in local K-12 schools.

Supports implementation of other efforts

Costs may include the
training of educators
and the purchase of
supplies for lesson
plans

YPSD

EMU, Central Gardens
Middle School, Washtenaw Community College, Creative Change
Educational Solutions,
Growing Hope, Transition Ypsilanti

STRATEGY	

SHARE OF
TARGET

COST AND
FUNDING SOURCES	

LEAD ACTOR	

PARTNERS

Implement a series
of energy saving
workshops in different
venues.

640 mtCO2e

---

EMU, Clean Energy
Coalition

WARM Training Center, SHPO, BBFM

Implement a pilot
program for a municipal kitchen compost
system with high foodwaste generators.

450 mtCO2e

$50,000 for biodigester
unit

Growing Hope,
Washtenaw County
Kitchen Incubator

DDA, Downtown Association of Ypsilanti,
Washtenaw County
Kitchen Incubator,
YPSD

the city of ypsilanti
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